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Council Protests

.

Proposed Phone

^Jjl

< an

Hurt

Accident

in

Woman Thrown 85 Feet

Townsend

Will Represent HoIIind

By Impact; Two Cart

At Hearing Dec. 19

Virtually

following

objectingto the new proposed
Michigan Bell Telephone Co. rate
increases,as disproportionate for
Holland area and appointedCity
AttorneyJames E. Townsend to
represent the city oC Holland at
the Public Service Commission
hearts in Lansing on Dec. 19.

Holland area telephoneexchange
whereas the publicized figure for
the state at large is considerably
less.

Holland’s main question is
whether all or anjj part of the
ditional revenue is necessary to a
i

dis-

criminatory to this area.

Additional information made

t

Torn Apart

a

violent two-car colli-

Body Found

Husband Rescues

sion two miles north of Hudson

Son, But Driven

morning.

Mrs. Gertrude Wasker, 36,

of

8028 48th Ave., Hudsonville, and
Carl Lynn, of route 1, Dorr, are in

St Mary’s Hospital in

m

Grand

Back by Flames

Rapids.

Early-Morning Blaze

Hospital authorities said Mrs.

OTTAWA COUNTY POLIO

leaders discuss

plans for the 1957 campaign in which cities
and townships in the county will seek to raise
$57,679 during the month of January. Left to
fight are Mike Van Oort of Holland, chairman
for south Ottawa; Mrs. Irvin De Weerd, county

chapter chairman,

Wasker receivedhead and back
injuriesand Lynn severe internal

and

Roberi Jacobusse of
Grand Haven, chairman for north Ottawa.
The county had 13 polio cases in 1956, ranging
in age from seven months to 38 years,
average age was 16.4 years.

Chairmen Named
For Ottawa Campaign

Christian

injuries.

Apparently Caused

By Defective Wiring

-

Awarded

Polio

\iv

Holland Since

W2

•

-

EIGHT RAGES

in

MICE TEN CENTS

Hudsonville Police Chief Don
FRUTTPORT (Special)*
A
Stratton and Deputy Peter Meeuw- young mother and three of her
sen said the vehicles collided at fdur children burned to death earthe unmarked intersectionof 28th ly Friday when firef destroyAve. and Baldwin St.
ed their five-room one-story woodMrs. Wasker was heading east en home near Fruitport.
Dead are Mrs. Patricia Reagan,
on Baldwin and Lynn was southbound on 28th. Stratton said it ap- 21; her daughters, Denise Marie,
pears that Mrs. Wasker’s car 4, and Donna May, 3; and a son,
slammed broadside into Lynn’s Patrick Jr., 1.
The father. Patrick, 22 was
car.

Neighbors

River

Faft

Tentatively Identified

GRAND HAVEN

ville shortly before 8 a.m. this

proper operation of the telephone
system in the state, and whether
the proposed rate increases in the

Holland area exchange are

'•jyr

Two persons were seriously inured and are not expected to live

In a brief meeting which luted
only 37 minute*, City Council Wednesday night adopted a resolution

In its resolution,Council pointed
out that from available facts an
Increase of 19 percent in gross
revenue is contemplatedfor the
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Grand Haven Girl
Burned to Death
In Apartment Fire

Pair Critically

Kmv. yfi;

*

1956

Rate Increases
City Attorney
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(Special)

- To Rouse

Grand Rapids police working with
state police in an effort to identify a decomposed body found Tuesday In Grind River are certain
the man is Lee Pelton, a 30-yearold Grand Rapids cab driver who

n the

William Lewis, of 848 Coggswell
St., Grand Rapids, with whom
the cabbie had lived, identified one
of the. shoes taken from the body
and also identified badly decayed
teeth.

The body was removed from
Throop Funeral Home

Guldren

Flees to the

Roof

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

Eleven-month-old
Brenda Newell
was burned to death in a flash fire
which occurredwhile her mother
was asleep In their upstairsapartment at 8 Clinton St., near Water
St., at 9:10 this morning.
e 22-yearold mother, Beverly,

Lansing who

today fop further Identification.

Room

Rescued; Mother

in Coopers-

ville to the laboratory in

Same

2 Other

has .been missing since April. At
that time his coat and hat were
found near a cement wall along
Grand River near the city market
in Grand Rapids.

Mother

seperated from her husband
lives in
Lombard, OL, was asleep in the
same room in which the baby,
Brenda, was apparently playing in
her play
s
The two other children,Lance,
4, and Mark, 24, were retcued.
is

Don Newell, who now

the crumbled cars skidded taken to Hackley Hospi-talin
along with his
intersection. Mrs.
Wasker was thrown out of her car son Michael, eight months, whom
Holland Christianhas been
and landed 85 feet away on the he rescued from the flaming buildwhom approximately half have
Appointment
of Mike Van Oort awarded the Class B and C dis- ice covered shoulder of the road. ing about 5 a.m. Michael is in
service for four-partysystems.
trict and the Class B regional basof Holland and Robert Jacobusse
Strattonsaid that from the posi- "critical"condition with bums on
Service for fourparty customers
ketball tournaments,it was anMrs. Henry Verhoeks, who lives
tions
of the cars it appears that his back. Reagan was treatwould be increued. from 32.50 to
of Grand Haven as co-chairmen nounced Wednesday by Raymond
next door, the wife of one of the
ed
for
cuts,
bruises
and
shock.
33.10, whereas private service
for the forthcomingpolio cam- Holwerda, tournament manager. Mrs. Wasker flew over the top of
custodiansof the county court
Lynn's vehicle and into the front The fire apparentlystarted In
would be increased from 33.75 to
Early report* on pledges being house; saw the flames coming
paign in Ottawa county in JanIt is the first time in history
the
bedroom
of
the
older
children.
yard of a nearby home.
34.60.
uary was announced today by Christian has hosted the regional Lynn was trapped in his smash- Flames wore seen by a neighbor, made in the Holland Hospital pub- through the eaves and heard a
In other business, Council took
lic drive Indicatethat citizens are
but the local school has been host
ed station wagon. Passing motor- who called the fire department making generous three - year child screaming and pounding on a
Paul Bagwell, state March of
from the table the question of
for the B and C districts for the
locked door downstairs on the east
and
wakened
the
family.
ists pulled him from the car and
transfering funds from the police
Dimes chairman.
pledges, according to CoOiair- side of the building.
past several years.
Allan Hill, Holland High’s most
Reagan
grabbed
the
baby
and
laid
him
on
the
seat
of
his
vehicle
department to the health departmen William Boer and Mrs. A. She said If the door had not been
Simultaneously, Mrs. Irvin De
The district will be held in Civic which was knocked out of the car. told his wife to follow him. She
ment in connection with the city valuable player on the 1956 foot- Weerd of Holland, Ottawa chapW.
Tahaney.
ocked she is certain she could
said
she
would
stay
and
save
the
Center, March 5-9 and B teams
Two young girls waiting for a
manager’s appointment of police ball team, was named to a first
Mrs.
Tahaney said, "We are en- lave rescued all the children and
aJu10Unceda goal win include Grandville, Christian school bus at the intersectionsaw rest of the children. He jumped
officer Burton Bon* as city health string tackle berth on the all-state
of $57,679 for the county which Hudsonville and Zeeland. C teams
couragedby the pledges being re- probably aroused the mother.
the accident. Judy DeWendt, 13, out of a window with the baby and
inspectoreffectiveFeb. 17. Council
team picked by the Detroit Free is 11 percent less than the $64,- will be Byron Center, Fennville
Mrs. James Batchelor,who occuraced to the home of Mr. and ceived in the public drive. The
and
Louisa
Keeney,
13,
saw
the
voted 7 to 2 not to approve the
701.83 collected in the 1956 drive. Hopkins and HudsonvilleUnity
Mrs. Carl Dennison, who live near- pledges received indicategenerous pies the lower apartment, also tried
Press
and
released
Wednesday.
vehicles collide and raced back
transfer.
home, a few feet away, and told by. Leaving Michael with them, giving proportionateto one's abil- to rouse the mother by calling to
Qty Manager Herb Holt in an- Hill, a 225-pounder played first Van Oort will head the drive in Christian.
southern Ottawa which has been
The regional will be held March their parents wtio called officers. he ran back to his rapidly burn- ity. Many of the three - year her, but was unsuccessfulWhen
nouncing Borr’s appointment at string tackle for two years for the
ing home to help his family but a pledges are a^ove the $50 average firemen arrived they knocked the
assigned a quota of $31,324 while 12-16 in Civic Center and will inStratton said that not since the
the Nov. 21 meeting also had reDutch. As for his plans Hill is Jacobusse heads the drive in north
wall of flames preventedhis en- which must be maintainedin the side door in and grabbed Lance,
clude
the
winner
of
the
Benton
Hudsonville
tornado
had
he
seen
quested a transfer of funds not to
public drive if we are to have a who waa standing inside.
"shopping around" for a college. Ottawa which has a quota of Harbor No. 1 district along with any vehicle as smashed as Lynn's tering the building.
exceed $976.40 from the police
Mrs. Newell, who was scantily
Firemen found the body of Mrs. successfulcampaign.”
winners of the district tournamentsstation wagon.
Coach Dale Shearer of Holland $26,355.
fund so that Borr would have a
clothed and wrapped in a blanket,
Reagan
huddled
beneath
the chilCo-chairman
Boer
said,
"This
The
breakdown
for
south
Ottawa
in
Portage,
Plainwell,
Holland,
Pieces of both cars were scatperiod of training until June 30 High is a member of the Detroit
dren’s bed. The children had suf- drive is an opportunityfor all civic said she was awakened shortly
under Qty, InspectorBen Wier- newspaper’s all - state board. follow’s:HollAnd-Park, $21,800; Zee- Grand Haven and Grand Rapids tered in all directions, some parts
after 9:30 by smoke and she grabfocated under a blanket before minded people to help create
land,
$4,214;
Olive,
$743;
GeorgeSouth.
over 100 feet away.
sma who is retiringFeb. 16, 1957, Shearer, who was in Detroit over
bed Mark and jumped through a
they
were
reached.
hospital
of
which
everyone
will
be
A vacuum cleaner was found 96
but who would continue to act as the weekend, witnessed the De- town, $2,402; Port Sheldon, $408;
TTie older children were sleeping proud. The excellent results to west window onto a sloping roof
Blendon,
$673;
Jamestown.
$1,084;
troit
Lions-Chicago
Bears
football
feet
from
the
intersection.
The
consultingsanitarianuntil June 30.
in a separate room and the baby date indicate (that the responsibil- and tossed the child to a neighbor.
grindingimpact was indicatedfrom
Councilman Raymond Holwerda, game from the pressbox as guest total, $31,324. Breakdown for north
was in his parents bedroom.
ity for obtaining the funds atil The mother waa taken down by
Ottawa
lists
Tri-Cities,
$17,800;
of
the
newspaper.
a
bowling
ball,
carried
in
one
of
although personally agreeable to
Cause of the blaze has not yet needed is not being left to the firemen.
Chester,
$902;
Wright,
$1,151;
Tallthe cars, w+iich was knocked
Holt’s choice, questioned training Ted Van Zanden, Holland tackle
All the clothinghad been burned
been determined, but it is believed few, but is being accepted by all
through the bottom of the carrying
and backgroundin the position and and co-captain received honorable madge, $754; Polkton, $2,826;Alto have started from a faulty elec- proportionate to abilityto give,” off the 11-month-old •victim. The
lendale.
$807;
Crockery,
$924;
Rob,
indicatedhe had believed Holt mention.
tric safety box.
The followingare team captains other two children were to their
When the cars skidded out of the
might withdraw the appointment John Rogers, Benton Harbor inson, $419.
"Reagan didn’t have a chance in the public drive division:Mrs nightclothes.
During
1956,
there
were
13
intersection
their
mbmentum
was
in view of Council’s questions two
guard, was named on the second cases of polio in Ottawa county,
of rescuingany of them," said
(Special)
Clarence Becker, Mrs. Vernon The children and Mrs. Newell
weeks ago on qualifications.
team and Jason Harness of St. listing five in Holland, two in Zee Formal dedication of Grand Hav- finally stopped by two trees 50 Deputy Lawrence Cole.
Boersma, Sam Bosch, Gelmer Bo- were taken to Municipal Hospital
and 60 feet away.
Mayor Robert Visschersaid he Joseph and Ed Me Bride of Mus"It's a miracle he and the baby
en’s new "white way," the milwhere their condition was said to
land,
two
in
Coopersville,
two
in
ven, Mrs. Daniel Clark, J. R. ColBoth slammed sideways into the
was in Ann Arbor a few days ago kegon Heights on the third team
escaped."
lion-dollar divided highway which
be satisfactory. Mrs. Newell had a
lins, Mrs. C. Richard Gordon
and learned there were 20 jobs for These boys played against Hol- Allendale,one in Hudsor.villeand runs directlythrough the city, will trees with Lynn’s vehicle striking
Cole said the small home "went
cut on her right hand and feet.
one
in
Grand
Haven.
Cases
rangMiss
M.
W.
Haberland,
Mrs.
H.
the larger of the two trees and up like a match box."
every student in sanitation.Holt land.
ed
in
age
from
seven
months
to be held Dec. 12 with state highway wrapping itself partially around
P. Harms, Henry J. Hekman The fire, according to Chief
brtafiy defended his earlier stand
Reagan, a plasterer for a Mus38 years for an average age of department officials and local lead- the trunk.
Mrs. J. Hletbrlnk,Mrs. Roam Jor- Henry Hoeheke, was confined to
While admitting that the program
kegon constructionfirm, had been
16.4 years. There was no paraly- ers participating.
dan, Clarence Klaasen, Robert the living room where Mrs. Newell
as proposed is not perfect, he said Saugatuck Improving Its
unemployed most of the summer
Plans
call
for
the
group
to
asand Brenda were. The bedroom
tic polio among persons receiving
is was still the beet that coujd be
and had gone hack to work this Koop, William J. Lalley, Mrs. Wen- of the apartment was not touched.
semble at 4 p.m. and tour the
Original Main Street
Salk
vaccine.
One
patient
had
had
dell
Miles,
Andrew
Naber,
Miss
had under the circumstances. He
fall.
The apartmentis heated by an
one shot, one had two shots and route pausing for brief ceremoreiteratedit was a basicallysound
He and his wife were, making Jo Peerholte, Miss Corinne Poll oil burned in a hall. It was found
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Five one had three shots. These cases nies at US-31 and Franklin Sts.
Roger
Rietberg,
Melvin
Shards
proposal and would operate to the blocks of what was originallyinplans for their fifst Christmas in
were mild. In 1955, there were A dinner at the Spring Lake CounHarry R. Smith, Clifton Spyker to be In good conditionas was the
best interestsof the city of Hol- tended to be Saugatuck’smain
their small prefab-type home. The
try
Club
will
follow
at
7
p.m.
City
wiring.
19 cases of polio in the county.,
In
land. His plea tu council was not street are being widened do roughhouse was a former government George Steinlnger,Robert Strab- Chief Hoebeke has not deterThe
1957
slogan
will be "Let’s officials and Contractor Carl Goodblng,
John
G,
Swieringa,
Mrs.
J.
to jeopardize the entire program ly double the two - lane width
housing unit which the Reagans
win and Sons will be hosts.
Earl Van Eenenaam, Howard Van mined the cause of the fire as yet
Hie vote not to transfer was 7 to 2 that has caused traffic congestion Help Finish the Job." Unfinished
Ter
Haar’s
Clothing. Borr's Boot- moved from Muskegon earlier this
New
lights
were
put
into
use
business of polio includes aid to
Egmond,
Dale E. Van Lente, Hen- but said damage will run into sevwith Councilman John Beltman along the Kalamazoo River for sevyear and reconstructed.
80,000 stricken in years past, re- Tuesday night and according to ery, Suburban Furniture and Jack
ry
Van
Den
Berg, William Venhui eral thousand dollars. Later he
and Be mice Bishop dissenting.
Cole said the fuse box was in
and Earl’s Texaco took home B
eral summers.
search
in improving vaccine, im- BPW Supt. J. B. Sims, the 123zen.
Burton
Wiersema and Ken- said about the only thing he could
Council also approved a recomWater St., 99 feet wide on the proving techniques in patient mercury vapor lamp? c^st enough Recreation basketball league wins the parents’ bedroom.
figure, was that the children were
neth
Zuverink.
mendationof the Board of Public city map, is undergoingchanges
Wednesdayin Civic Center and Michael, the baby, was reported
playing with matches.
treatment and rehabilitation of the light to read a newspaper.Instalin
very
critical
condition
at
HackWorks to purchase a 10,000 kvax which will make it usable for alSteffensMarket, Kitchen Planning
disabled, preventionand profes- lation took three months and intransformer at a cost of $72,393 for most its entire width. Work putvolved a crew of a half dozen and the West End Merchants won ley Hospital in Muskegon with Clear Yule Baskets
sional educatio.
burns over three-fourths of his
Trinity Women’s Group
use in the interconnect with Con- ting compacted gravel along the
Polio leaders point out that mast linemen and technicians of the in C league competition.
With Central Agency
sumers Power Co. Hiis is part of street from Lucy St. to the Big
Arn
Boeve
and
Vern
Zuverink body.
Board
of
Public
Works.
of America still is unvaccinated
Has Christmas Dinner
a reciprocal program to be used Pavilion is almost finished.PavThe lighting installationrepre- each had 11 for Ter Haar's in
against polio and part of the polio
It’s time again for Christmas
in case of emergency only.
ing of the added area is scheduled, promotionis to remove the com- sents an investment of $75,000 the 44-38 win over Teerman's Top Recreation Leader
The annual Christmas dinner of
baskets.
Council awarded a contract to but will not he done until next
placency on the part of those who with the state highway department Hardware led by Bob Balfoort and
Any individuals, agencies or the Women’s Missionary Auxiliary
the Ray Smith Oil Co. for. the pur- fall, according to village presiBill Vryhof. each with 12. Otto Will Speak Here Dec. 10
shuld be availing themselves now paying 75 percent of the costs.
churcheswishing to spread cheer of Trinity Reformed Church was
chase of approximately 155,000 No. dent Roscoe Funk.
Gebhart's 18 points paced Borr's
Poles
are
designed
to
withstand
held Tuesday evening in TerKeurst
of this protection.As for profesC. W. Brewer of Toledo, Ohio, among the less fortunateare asked
5 topped fuel oil for use at Holland
Funk said Water St., which runs sional education, there is a dire winds up to 100 miles an hour. to a one-point 43-42 win over
auditorium. Tables were decoratto
clear
with
the
Social
Service
Hospital and Civic Center during north and south, was meant to
Dutch Novelty headed by Gord district representativeo( the Great Exchange sponsored by the Councl ed with white candles, foil angels,
need for skilledpersonnel for the Additional lights will be installed
Lakes district of the National
1957. The bid price was 9tt cents be the business district when the
Grevengoed's25 tallies.
tree ornaments, greens and silver
physicallydisabled,practicingnur- at Memorial bridge when the area
Recreation Association,will speak of Social Agencies which has func
per, gallon subject to seller’s post- villagewas planned, but although
Dick
Vander
Yacht
netted
22
for
lace foil. Decorations and arrangethere
is
widened.
tioned
as
a
distribution
agency
for
ses. physical therapists and meded price but not to exceed
ments for the dinner were made
some businesses established there, ical social workers.
Mayor Claude Ver Duin has ap- Suburban Furniture in a 61-21 to the Holland recreation commit- several years.
cents. Smith will place the order most graduallymoved out until
trouncing of Zion Lutheran paced tee and any other interested townsby Mrs. George Stegenga, Miss
pointed
former
Mayor
Richard
L.
To date, the Ottawa chapter has
The service was put into practice
with Leonard Refineries,Inc., with now Butler St. is the business cenNell Leenhouts and Mrs. Jacob
by Vander Meulen with 10. Gord people Monday, Dec. 10 at 7:30
spent $25,531.71 in Ottawa county. Cook, the Rev. Harland Steele of
several years ago to avoid duplica
p.m.
in
the
recreation
room
of
the understandingengineerswill ter.
Westerhof.
Hulst scored nine to lead Jack
It is expected this total will be First Reformed Church and Mrs.
tion and overlapping in the distri
Civic Center.
be. availablein the event adjustDevotions were conducted by
Abigail
H.
Bos,
former
society
edi- and Earl’s Texaco to its 40-31
near $30,000by Jan. 1, 1957. The
Brewer, a life-long worker in re- bution of baskets. Individuals
ments in equipment are necessary
Miss Helen Kuite who read from
tor of the Grand Haven Tribune, win over Siam’s Mobilgas paced
chapter
has
354
patients
within
groups
planning
to
give
baskets
are
PoinsettiasBrighten
creation, will discuss Holland's
to assure maximum efficiency.
Song of Solomon.
as judges for a highway naming by De Neff with 11.
the county.
needs and recreationand will asked to get in touch soon with the
Council also heard a request City Council Chambers
playlet, "Dishpan Mission,
Steffens Market, with Con Eckcontest.
Already
343
entries
have
For the first time in the many
social agencies secretary Mrs. R
from the Hospital Auxiliary to
been received by City Manager strom getting 19, won over Botsis answer questions concerningset- F. Keeler. 25 West Ninth St., tele ary,” written by Mrs. Lincoln Senyears the polio chapter has funcnett, an Auxiliary member, was
waive ff fee for a license to oper- Council chambers in City Hall
R. V. Terrill, A $25 savings bond Beverage in the C opener, 44-39 ting up programs and the duties of phone 4683.
tioned, Ottawa county has not
a recreationdirector.
presented followingthe dinner.
ate a gift and lunch shop in the were ablaze with Christmascolors
will be awarded to the person sub- and Kitchen Planning, with Chuck
sought any extra grants from the
Brewer's appearance was ar- Already eight cases have been Mrs. Norman Japinga portrayed
hospital. Iii view of the fact that for the regular meeting of City
Munro
and
Ed
Pigeon
each
scormitting the winning name.
national foundation during 1956.
Grandma Davis, a sweet, motherthere is no provision for waiving Council Wednesday night. The coling eight, defeated Fox Jewelers, ranged by Joe Molan, Holland re- processed for Horizon groups.
ly old woman who was alert and
such fees, it was arranged with or was provided by Park Supt.
32-17. Harlon Nienhuis’ six was creation director. Brewer covers
Mrs. Dena Heyboer
perky. Mary Davis, a granddaughthe Hospital Board to pay the fee. Dick Smallenburg who brought Ferrysburg Residents
best for Fox. West End Mer- recreation work in Indiana, Ohio, Fellowship Club Has
Illinois, Michigan and Minnesota.
ter of Mrs. Davis by marriage,
Councilman Laveme Rudolph enough poinsettla plants so that
chants
shaded
Overkamps
28-26
Vote Down Incorporation Dies at Jamestown
who was a young* wife and busy
called attention to the Dec. 13 each councilman and city officer
Christmas Meeting with Mick Mulder and Woody
mother of two children,was playVariety program in Civic Center could take one home.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- By HUDSONVILLE(Special)- Miller getting six for West End OES Chapter, 429, Plans
The annual Christmas meeting ed by Mrs. Ted Boeve, Friends
as a benefit for the KoHen Park
For contrast, the park superin- a vote of 254 to 206, Ferrysburg Mrs. Dena Heyboer, 81, died Wed- and Eugene Vander Sluis 13 for
Annual Christmas Party
of the Wesleyan Methodist Fellow- and neighbors of Mary Davis,
band shell. He said leaden hope tendent (who likes to experiment) residents Tuesday voted down a nesday morning at her home in Overkamps.
ship Club was held Tuesday eve- Gretchen Young and Jane Van
k> raise 32,000 in the last public provided one white poinsettia. It’s
Jamestown.
proposal to incorporate as a fifth
Holland Chapter No. 429, OES, ning in the church basement.Rev Dyke, were portrayed by Mrs. Leseffort for the band shell, and said a trick which involves chemicals.
Surviving are the husband, Jacclass city.
Afed Hudsonville
held its regular meeting Tuesday Letherer opened with prayer.
ter Klaasen,Jr., and Mrs. John
the committee would work out Hie white poinsettia is on disThe negative vote nullifies the ob; two daughters,Mrs. John
evening at the Masonic Hall. Plans
play at Hie Sentinel office.
(Ida)
Peuler
of
Jamestown
and Succumbs Alter Illness
plans and designs later.
Following the dinner, Christmas Percival. The playletwas directed
charter commission,effective only
were made for the family Christ- carols were sung by the group and by Mrs. William Venhuizen.
Mrs. John (Ann) Huizinga of JeniHie traffic ordinanceswere
if the measure had passed. There
mas party to be held Tuesday, Ernie Schultz conducted devotions. The program also includeda
HUDSONVILLE
(Special)son; one son, Hubert of Jamesamended to eliminate parking on
were 18 candidates for the nine
Minor Accidents Must
town; 12 grandchildren and five Mrs. Hattie G. Chamberlin, 91, l5ec. 18, at 6 p.m. A potluck sup- Appropriate music was played by Christmas musical with narration,
both, sides of the street of West
openings on the commission.
given by Mrs. Earl Vanden Bosch
great erandchildren; one sister, died Wednesday afternoon at her per will be served. There will be Mrs. Julius Kleis as
11th' St at Washingtonschool from Be Reported in City
Incorporation of the area had
and her sister, Mrs. L. Green.
a tree and Santa Claus.
home,
54
Main
St.,
following
a
Mrs.
Jmui
Dekker
of
Forest
Grove;
the orosswak west to Maple Ave.
Dekker painted a Christmas scene.
proved to a. controversialsubject
Mrs. Leo Salisbury presided at
The
January
meeting
will
be
Holland Police Chief Jacob Van
long illness. Born in Hudsonville,
Council granted permission to
Gifts were exchanged.
in that section of Spring Lake five brothers, John Van Haitsma
the business meeting during which
of Hudsonville,Gerrit of Drenthe, she was an early pioneer here. held Tuesday, Jan. 8, with Mrs.
Washington Square merchants to Hoff today remindedresidentsthat township.
Thirty-eightwere present at the
time election of officers was held.
Surviving are three daughter, Morgan Edgecomb, Jr., grand dinner which was in charge of
put Christmas music on a public all accidents,includingminor ones,
Nick of Zeeland, William of ZutHudsonville currently is workMrs. CliffordMarcus was named
committee woman, as guest. She Chester Hill, president
pften and Herman of Grand Rap- Mrs. Bert (Myrtle) Hubbard of
address system for the Christmas must be reported to police.
ing on plans for a public vote on
president;Mrs. Alton Kooyers,
Van Hoff pointed to a city ordinseason.
ids; one brother-in-law,Gerrrit Hudsonville, Mrs. H. W. (Alice) will explain the project of the
incorporatingas a home rule city.
vice presiednt; Mrs. Marvin EsWorthy
Grand
Matron.
ance which requires that the minor
Heyboer of Jamestown.
Vanderboughof Florida,and Mrs.
senburg recording secretary;
Refreshmentswere served in She Christian Vets Choir
mishaps be immediatelyreported
Funeral services will be held Harry (Emily) Lowing of Baldwin;
Mrs. Gerald Imralnk,'correspondMighty Midget Explained to the nearest police officer.
Mrs. Rcfoert To Present Concert
Two Drivers Ticketed
Saturdayat 1:30 p.m. at Zutphen four grandchildren and nine great dining room
ing secretary; Mrs. Harold De
Parkes,
Mrs.
Herman
Vanden
This applies to accidents inside
motorists were issued Christian Reformed Church. Rela- grandchildren; two brothers.
At Kiwanis Club Meet
Fouw, treasurer, and Mrs. Earl
the city limits. In the county only tickets Tuesday night after their tives will meet at 1:15 p.m. in th« Jesse A. Green of Detroit and Brink and Mrs. Jud Hohl. The
The ChristianVeterans’ Choir of Butler and Miss Esther Kooyers,
Christmas
motif
was
used
for
deGrand Rapids, under the direction board members.
The "Mighty Midget,” a radio accidents which result in death, cars collired
Hired at
at 16th St and Van church basement.The Rev. John Jerve E. Green of Grandville: one
of Albert P. Smith, will present an
and telephone transistor,was ex- personal injury or damage in ex- Raalte Av. Mary Lou Van Dyke, Beuker will officiateand burial sister. Mrs. Metta Bristol of Grand corations.
all-sacredconcert in the East
Rapids.
plained by Bill Wot, manager of cess of $100 need be reported.
21, of 20 Graves PI. was given a will be in Zutphen Cemetery.
Saugatuck Christian Reformed Two Cars
Van Hoff said this also holds in summons for excessive speed' and
Funeral serviceswill be held Sat- Sign of Spring?
the Bell Telephone Co. in the
The body was to be taken to
vehicles received minor
Hastings district,\at a meeting of the city but in addition the acci- Margaret Gearhart, 19, of 270 the family home this afternoon. urday at 3 p.m. at VanderLaan
Two fobins are brave- enough to Church Friday at 8 p.m.
The choir is composed of Reform- damage early Wednesday when
the Kiwanis Club Monday night dents where only minor damage Dartmouth Ave., a ticket for fail- The family requests that instead Funeral Home with the Rev. stay around Holland, maybe for
in the Tulip Room of the Warm results must be reported.
ure to stop at a stop street. Police of flowers, contributionsbe sent Thomas Warke officiatiing. Burial the winter.John Hoffman of route ed Church and ChristianReformed they collided at 101st and 1
The ordinancecode makes the said Miss Van Dyke's ’S3 model to Children’sRetreat Training will be in Georgetown Cemetery. 2, Hamilton saw one Wednesday Church men. Special music is fea- Aves. Ottawa County deputies
Friend Tavern.
Friends may call at the Van- about 8 a.m. in his yard. Another tured between the groups of songs identifiedthe drivers as Herman
The program followeda veni- owner who does not report an acci- car was a total loss while damage School, Cutlerville.
the .venison pro- dent liable to a fine or jail sen- to the other vehicle was eftimated
•on dinner with the.venijwn
Arrangements are by Vander- derLaan chapel tonight and Fri- robin was spot^d by John (Yo- by the choir. The choir pas 40 De Boer, 36, Zeeland, and
members.
Van Noord, 35, Zeeland.
cum) WoHring.}
tence.
at
V
Laan Funeral Home.
day from 7 to 9 pjn.
vided by Lester Waiter,

available to Councilmen pointed
out that the Holland-Zeeland area
hu more than 13,000 customersof
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Take Whirl at Pro Ball

He will try out for offensiveend,
atands a ehance of
From that contest, Maentz will right now Iowa would win easily,
Richard Machiele,
becoming the first Holland athlete one of the most lucrativespots in attend the Rose Bowl, Jan. 1, as pointingout how the Hawkeyes imCounty Agrlcolnral Ageat
to become a professionalfootball* pro football. Only the quarterbacks a member of the East team and proved throughoutthe season.
We are well pleased with the
and offensivebacks art paid mor«, then will fly to Honolulu for the "But the layoff between now and
player.
showing our panel of farmers mtde
Maentz, captain of the 1956 Mich- Maentz reported a Cardinals’ rep- Uth annual Hula Bowl on Jan. 6. Jan. 1 might hurt," Maentz said.
•t the Zeeland and Holland Rotary
Rolls
igan football team, will try out for resentativeInformed him following
Maentz said that Rlinoliwas the Maentz was wearing a varsity
the Chicago Cardinal!, of the Na- his draft last week.
"toughest foe” each of the three football ring presented to 12
On Nov. 23 the Tanda Camp Club mattings. Our panel consisted
of Neal Andre, dairy farmer from
Holland had an average temper- tional Professional Football
Fire Girls of Lakeview School
Maentz was the second draft years he played, probably because seniors at the team bust Monday.
Deputies Can’t Tell
wont to the Camp Fire office. Jenison; Marvin Patmos, poultry ature of 42.2 degrees during No- League, he told more than 200 peo- choice of the Cardinal! In the four- "I took more of a phyiloal beat- Blott praised Maentz for his
producer from Forest Grove; Peter vember, or 2.1 degrees above av- ple attending the annual Exchange
With piece* of copper and enamel
round draft at Philadelphia, Nov. ing."
"hard work” as captain and end
Just What Happened;
Van
Eyck of Holland, repreaenta- erage. The month alao had 1.78 Club banquet honoringthe Hope
we made out Christmas gifts. On
26.
Bob Hobart, Minnesota tackle, at Michigan and said the local
tiva
of
the
Farmer!
Union,
and
inches
of
precipitation
over
a
perFuneral Services Set
College and Holland High football
November 27 the Tanda Camp
Maentz will graduate from Mich- and Jim Parker, Ohio State's All- product becama "one of the top
Hilbert Holleman from Ja me* town iod of 16 days Involving 8.6 Inch- teams Tuesday night In
Fire Girls went to the
igan
in June, 1967. He will obtain American guard were rated the ends in the country” because he
A well-known Holland resident Fire Office. Mrs. Steketee show- representingthe Farm Bureau. es of snow. Greatest depth on the Church parlors.
two best linemen he faced this
was killed instantly*t 8:30 p.m. ed us slides on how to write our These men did a remarkably good ground was two inches, according The 22-year-oldformer Holland his degree from the school of lit"worked for perfection.”
erature with a major In speech year while Illlnoli’ Abe Woodson,
job
in
bringing
to
the
Rotary
Club
Monday night when he lost con- Indian story with Indian symbols.
to Information compiled by Weath- High star, featured guest .along
a
fullback, and Michigan State's Maentz and Blott wera Introand
Intends
to
take
graduate
memben the facta regarding farm- er Observer Charles Steketee.
trol of his panel truck and rolled
with lint coach Jack Blott! said
Another group shared with us. Rehalfback Oarenca Peaks were rat- duced by Melvin Van Tatenhove.
courses In business.
ing conditionsat the present time,
over at the Intersectionof US-31 ported by Luann Moodie.
The maximum wai 69, com- he will sign a contract with the
Exchange club vice president and
ed the top backs.
Carrying on a busy post-season
From ill indicationsthe Rotarians
and US-31 bypass south of Holland.
Maentz pointed out that the Wol- program chairman. Hope College
The Otyokwa Beechwood School also enjoyed this meeting very pared with 63 in 1956, 68 In 1934, Cardinals and feels an opportunity schedule, Maentz announced that
William Pluim Jr., 41, of 252
to make a professional football
73 in 1953 and 66 in 1952.
verines really "came along" In the Coach Russ De Vette and Holland
East "4th St.
pronounced Camp Fire Girls held their 10th much.
minimum was 8, compared with career is a "real challenge.” He he must pan up an opportunity final three games. MSU and Min- High coach Dale Shearer Intromeeting
at
the
home
of
Donna
dead of multiple akull fracturesby
8 in 1955, 25 in 1954 , 20 in 1953 will report to the Cardinals train- to attend the festivitiei planned In nesota, the two teams which beat duced their teams, coaches and
Dekker on Nov. 26. At our business
Los Angeles over the weekend for
We still have a supply of bills of and 22 in 1952. Average maximum ing camp next August.
Aliega.i County Medical Examiner
managers. As a first-time visitor,
meeting we drew names and de- sales for Christmas tree growers.
the All-UCLA opponent team of Michigan, were given Maentz' vote
Dr. William Ten Pas.
Mientz
was
especially
pleased
at
was 49, compared with 44.3 in 1955,
as the teams with the best offenses Blott was given a traditionalpair
cided to have our Christmas par- As all of you no doubt know,
which he Is a member.
Allegan DeputiesAndy Vender
49.7 in 1954, 52 in 1953 and 49.9 in being drafted by the Cardinal.
while Ohio State's line was best of wooden shoes.
Vliet and Earle Tellman said ty Dec. 18,' and go caroling. We load of trtei miut be •ccomptni.d ,1952.' Average mintaum wu SS.j" ‘Tt'a close to Holland and Ann
He will leave for the West Coast defensively.
also discussed the work on our by a properly filled out bill of sale
Club president Ray £mlth prePluim was heading south on the
Arbor. I will be able to take aome Dec. 17 to begin extensive pracnote books. We then played a so that the trucker and the buyer compared with 31.4 in 1955, 34.2 in
As
to
Iowa’s
chsnces
In
the
sided
and Rex Chapman gave the
bypass when the truck began roiltice for the East - West Shrine
game called “rhythm” and then have proof that the trees were 1951, 36.9 In 1953 and 35.6 in 1952. additionalcourses In Chicago and
ing over just before the intersecgame
to be played In Kezar Sta- Rose Bowl, Maentz mentioned Invocation. Te Hope Church woat
Michigan
In
the
second
semAverage temperature was 42.2,
Mrs. Dekker served as lunch. Re- bought legitamatelyfrom a tree
dium in San Francisco. Dec. 29. that If the teams were to play men prepared the dinner.
ester.”
tion.
ported by scribe, Donna Jean Dek- producer. These bills are in trip- compared with 37.9 In 1955, 42 in
Pluim was thrown from the
1954, 44.4 in 1953 and 42.8 In 1952.
ker.
licate form so that one copy can
truck and the vehicle rolled over
The Tanda Camp Fire Girls of be retained by the seller, one by Departure from normal was plus
his body. Pluim was found on the
2.1 degrees, compared with -3.3 in
shoulder of the road approximate- Lakeview School had their cere- the trucker and one by the buyer.
1955, plus 1.9 In 1954, plus 4.3 in
monial.
Nov.
19,
at
Mrs.
MatchlnIf
you
need
blanks,
drop
a
card
to
ly 30 feet from the vehicle which
1953 and plus 2.7 In 1952.
sky’s
home.
All
the
girls
received
the Extension Office, Court House,
came to a halt on its side.
By Willis 8. Boss
Precipitation was 1.78 Inches,
at
Deputies said they were at a their beads and sang the Camp Grand Haven.
compared
with 3.79 inches in 195o,
4-H Club Agent
Fire
Law.
On
Nov.
10
the
girls
loss to explain what caused the
1.88 inches in 1954, 1.47 inches In
Classical music, which is liked
vehicle to begin rolling. The roads had a paper drive and collected Howard Braum, field man of(the
The 10th annual Michigan 4-H
1953
and 3.56 inohas In 1952. De39.84.
The
leaders
are
Mrs.
MatH.J.
Heli^
Co.,
tells
me
that
the
by some as much as it is disliked
were clear of ice and snow at the
Holland Lions Club members Turkey Festival is being held at
chinsky a nd Mrs. Van Zanten. pickle crop for Ottawa County was parture from normal was -.98
time.
by others,Is beiilg aimed more at
are joining similar clubs through- the Lansing Civic Center on Dec.
They advanced the theory that Scribe for this week is Susan Ann just above average this past sum- inch, compared with plus 1.03
4, 5, and 6. Ottawa County has
the general public now than at any
out
the nation In observance of
inches
in
1955,
-.88
inch
jn
1954,
W'ojahn.
mer in total production.In the diseight members entering in the
the truck’s brakes may have lockThe
Rev. and Mrs. Richard Van
ed as he approached the inter- The Tamikata Camp Fire group cussion he told me about one grow- -1.29 inches in 1953 and. plus .80 Leader Dog Week, Dec. 2 through junior contest this year; Gordon Farowe of Canada, were recent time in the past 20 years, especialinch in 1952. Precipitationfell on 8.
Bruins of Zeeland; Howard Tige- visitors with relativesand friends ly in the Netherlands, according to
section,mariced with a red Ash- met at Patty Bouwman’s where er In the southern part of the state
16 days, compared with 18 days
laar
of Hudsonville; Beverly, Mel- in Zeeland and vicinity.
er. 'Hie truck swung sideways and we held a style show for some of who had produced a tremendous
a Dutch expert in the field.
The Lions Clubs, including the
the mothers. We were wearing yield of pickleson his acreage. In in 1955, 13 days in 1954, 11 days
vin, and Wayne Bos of Coopersover on its side.
On Sunday evening, Dec. 9, Andre Jurres, director of
local club, are noted for their inville; Jaak, Billy, and Gary De
The family said Pluim had been whatever we chose the week be- fact, his yield ran over. 400 bushels in 1953 and 11 days in 1952.
North
Street Christian Reformed DOMENUS, Dutch music documenterest
in
the
problems
of
the
blind.
Witt of Borculo. Each member
In Lansing on business Monday fore. We had school clothes, Sun- per acre, with the state average Snow totaled 8.6 inches, comChurch
will be the scene of a tation organization,who spoke to
During
this special week they are
day
clothes,
slacks,
and
pajamas.
somewhere near 100.
pared with 19.9 inches in 1955, 4.1
selecteda tom and hen which
and had returned home. He left
“Slngsplration”
held at 9 p.m. Hope College music students
pointing
to
the
important
problem
A pickle grower meeting will be inches in 1954, 7.1 inches In 1953
were dressed at Bill and Marve's
home and went to downtown Hol- As each person modeled the rest
being carried on by the famed Turkey Farm last week Tuesday. after services in the Zeeland Thursday night, said that a comof
us
commented
on
how
Improveplanned
again
this
year
in
cooperand
3.6
inches
in
1952.
Greatest
land and wfos believed on his way
school at Rochester. Mich., where These birds will comprisean indi- churches. The Christian School poser’s audience Is usually deterto Saugatuck v^ien the accident ments could be made. Mrs. Bouw- ation with the pickle contracting depth on the ground was 2 inches,
mined by the composer himself.
man served us punch and cookies. agencies in Ottawa County. We plan compared with 11 Inches In 1955, leader dogs for blind persons are vidual entry in class 27 of the Circle No. 4 is sponsoring the
happened.
event
and
several
male
quartets,
Some co/nposers, he said, want
trained.
.After
the
style
show
Lynn
gave
junior division. Birds will be
to have an evening meeting so that trace in 1954 , 2 inches in 1953 and
He was a vendor by trade and
includingNorth Street quartet, the as many people as possible to
us
some
helpful
hints.
Reported
Leader
Dogs
for
the
Blind,
n
judged
on
conformation,
fleshing,
all
growers
can
come.
I
am
sure
2
inches
in
1952.
operatedthe concession stand at
Gqspel Four, the Guardsmen and hear and enjoy their works, while
it will be worth time and effort for
the Saugatuck oval last summer. by secretary,Kristi Venhuizen.
Greatestamount of snow in a non-profit organization establish- finishing, and market appearance. the Drenthe Christian Reformed others feel they want to express
His popcorn wagon was a familiar The Tanda Camp Fire Girls of everyoneinterested to attend this 24-hour period was 1.9 inches, ed in 1939, has trained more than We are looking for some winners
Church, will sing.
themselves and do not particularly
Harrington School have been hold- meeting.
sight to Holland residents.
compared with 8.5 inches in 1955, 1,000 leader dogs. Each dog has representing Ottawa County.
Miss Virginia Dionise, student at care who likes or listens to their
He was a member of Hope ing their meetingsin the school.
1.4 Inches in 1954 , 2.7 inches in
The skating partiesthat we have Michigan State University,East compositions.
led its master to the door of opAccording to the Agricultural 1953 and 2.5 inches in 1952.
Church and the Hope Men’s Club, They have taken a hike to Lake
had
this fall for the Hudsonville, Lansing, recently spent a few days
But the attitude now is more
Michigan
and
have
completed
makNews, the best buy farmers can
portunity where he or she could
Unity Lodge No. 191 F 4 AM of
Coopersville,and Holland districts at her home in Zeeland.
toward
pleasing the man on the
ing
their
Memory
books
for
this
make
this
year
will
be
lime
and
Holland, the Saladin Temple Mysmake the best use of his or her have been well attended. About
Mrs. Martin Roozenraadof Spar- stree*, he said. Contemporary
tic Shrine of Grand Rapids, Hol- year. The girls planning gifts for fertilizer.All other costs without a
abilities.
900 people have been at these rec- ta was a recent visitor with rela- Dutch composersare likely to
land Elks Lodge No. 1315, and Christmas for their parents and doubt will rise considerablybut
Lions are anxious to give every reational sponsored events. We
tives and iViends in Zeeland.
have
planned
their
Christmas
parhave outside job* in addition to
price
hikes
in
these
two
commodiMoose Lodge No. 1116.
Admitted to Holland Hospital blind person a chance to live a full have had many favorable reports At the morning worship service their worak, he said, and many of
ties will be small if any. It means
He was a 32nd Degree Mason ty which will be Dec. 10.
life through the use of a leader from leaders, parents, and memin Second Reformed Church, the them are music teachers or music
On Nov. 24, the Owaissa Camp that if fields need lime or fertili- Monday were Ricky and Dawn
and was Exalted Ruler of the local
dog. Many blind persons are not bers. Plans are to have another
Savage,
1587
Perry
St.;
Melvin
Rev. Harold Englund preached the critics for* newspapersin the
Fire
group
from
Van
Raalte
zer it should be applied in liberal
Elks Lodge in 1949.
Gauthier, route 1; Mrs. William aware of the fact that a leader skating party for each area again sermon, “On Hearing the Word Netherlands.
School
met
at
the
home
of
Sandy
amounts.
It
has
been
said
that
SI
Surviving are the wife, Alice; a
in the spring.
Macicak, route 3, Fennville; Mrs. dog may be available.
of God” and the choir sang the
Jurres, who is presently on a
son, William HI; a daughter, Joan Broker. We opened our meeting spent for lime gives 87 in return.
•ron WHITHER THOU GOEST . . .*
Martin Weerstra, route 6; Mrs.
anthems, "Built on
Rock,” tour of the United States to disElaine, both at home: one sister, with prayer and the Camp Fire However, that is in case the field
From our records and commu- Christiansen, and “How Brightly cuss Netherlandsmusic with
Harvey Scholten,route 1; Mrs.
Mrs. Henry Van Kllnk of Holland; Law. The girls decided what they actually needs an application of
nity
recommendations,we have Shines Yon Morning Star,” Nicolai- American students and composers,
James
Rogers,
1727
Perry
St.
two brothers, Jacob of Holland were going to make for their moth- lime. If you are not sure as to
submitted James Henning of Coop- Bach. At the evening service a
DischargedMonday were Mrs.
ers
and
fathers
on
Christmas.
said the primary aim of his orwhether
the
fields
need
lime,
conand James of Grand Rapids.
ersville for the Farm - To - Pros- report on the Reformed Church
They also decided to make cook- tact the local ASC office and ask James Smith and baby. New Richganizationis to help the composer.
per scholarshipwhich is being Laymen’s Convention held In Chi- DOMENUS is subsidized by the
ies and sell them. After our busi- that soil samples be taken on your mond ; Oral Gent/ y, route 1 ;
sponsored Dec. 27 at Muskegon cago the past week, was given.
ness meeting we had our first farm. I am sure it will pay you Leandro Moralez, route 4; Melvin
government of the Netherlands,
High School at 1:30 p.m. Jim has Rev. Englund preached the serGauthier,
route
1.
practice for a radio program we dividends.
wfyich provides approximately75
done an outstanding job having mon “The Coming of the Lord."
Hospital births list a son born
are going to give. Sandy Broker
per cent of the funds use 1. Besides
completed 4-H projects for nine The choir sang the anthem, "O
today
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ronald
treated.Reported by scribe, Nancatalogingreproductionsat all
Because of the large amount of
in dairy flowers, vegetable, and Be Joyful,’’ Glarum.
Long, 205 Pine Ave.; a daughter
cy Ver Hulst.
original scores, books about and
soft corn in the state this year we
handicraft.
He
has
also
had
proAt the midweek service on related to music are kept a Ad
The Lakewood Camp' Fire Girls believe a few statements concern- born today to Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ruth Catherine Rose and
ject work in ‘crops, electric, poulHoward Kammeraad. 90 East 38th
Thursday evening at 7:30, Paul's loaned out to interestedpersons.
met
Nov.
26.
Patty
Rooks
called
ing
its
use
might
be
in
order.
Jack E. Bultman were united in
try and junior leadership. There
St.
letter to %his friends at Corinth, In addition, any orchestra which
marriage by the Rev. Joseph the meeting to order. Bartoara Experiments have shown that
are also several groups who are will be discussed.
Zeeland
Hospital
desires to perform a particular
Mayne Friday evening,Nov. 23. Hughes collected the dues. Some when soft corn is of good quality,
submitting records to this event
Recent births at the Zeeland
The K.Y.B. auxiliary will meet work can obtain a complete orBaskets of white and yellow chry- brought money in for selling can- the feeding value on a dry matter
and
we
hope
that many will attend
Community Hospital include a
on Friday afternoon at the home chestrationof the piece. He feels
santhemums adorned Klise Mem- dy, and we practiced songs we basis is about equal to mature daughter, Karen Dawn, to Mr. and
as a fine program.
of Mrs. Bern Veneklasen.
sang
at
the
Fly-Up.
We
also
start- com. However, because soft com
his organization is unique both in
orial Chapel of East CongregationMembers of the Mubesheraat it* completeness and because it is
ed
making
filter Uo dolls. Eliza- has a higher moisture content it Mrs. Lester Avink, Hudsonville; a
al church in Grand Rapids for the
Enrollments
are
still coming In
son, Jimmy Dee, to Mr. and Mrs.
Reformed subsidized by the government.
beth Grote brought the treat.
takes more pounds to give the same
Leader Dots For The Blina for winter 4-H clubs. Main pro- Society of
ceremony.
Ellsworth Barber. 237 Lake St.,
Church held their annual Christ- Speaking of contemporaryAmerThe
Lakewood
Camp
Fire
Girls
feeding
value
as
compared
to
maThe bride is the daughter of Mrs.
jects for this winter are handiRochester,Michi|an
Holland; a son, Bruce Alan, to Mr.
mas potluck on Tuesday evening. ican classicalmusic, Jurres said
Edna May Rose, North Ave., met Nov. 19.PattyRooks called the ture com.
craft, electric,sewing, and knitand
Mrs.
Alvin
Schreur,
route
3,
Mrs. George Damson gave the there are a “great number of very
meeting
to order. Barbara Hughes
The
sighted
public
is
invited
to
Roughly,
1.25
pounds
of
soft
Grand Rapids. The groom is the
ting. We do have some photowent shelled com will equal 1 pound of Zeeland; a daughter,Daryl Lyn, contact a Lions club member, or graphy clubs and many members Christmasmeditation and Mrs. Ai fine American musicians.” He
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bult- collectedthe dues.
Kamps presented special music. wal impressed by the talent he
through our play for the Fly-Up. No. 2 com and 1.4 pounds of soft to Mr. and Mrs. Gleyon Eding,
man of 607 Lawndale Ct.
write Leader Dogs for the Blind, are enrolled In the school conserThe social committee was in has found in many professors of
We
are learning some new songs corn and cob meal will equal 1 Hamilton; a ion, Larry Dale, to
vation project.We urge any clubs
The bride was given in marriage
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Graveling, Rochester, Mich.
charge of the event.
music in American colleges and
that are organized to send in their
by her uncle, Dr. Stewart J. De too. We also startedour Christmas pound of corn and cob meal when
Hudsonville; a son, Dwayne Ryan,
The Women’s Missionary Society universities, even among some who
Rudolph
Mattson
is president of enrollments immediatelyin order
gifts for our parents.
the
com
is
mature.
Vries. She chose a gown of nylon
The CheskchamayCamp Fire Soft corn should be used up dur- to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Van the Holland Lions Club.
to be placed on our mailing list. will hold Its annual potluck lunch- are under 30 years of age. He addnet over lace with sequins trimKlompenberg, Hudsonville.
group
of
Van
Raalte
School
met
ing
the
cold
weather,
as
it
will
spoil
We
are planning to have a leader eon at 1 p.m. Thursday in Fel- ed he thought it would be worthming the neckline.A small cap of
A son, Rodney Lee, to Mr. and
trainingmeeting in each district in lowship Hall. A special Christmas while to promote American music
matching sequins held her veil and at the home of Mrs. Horning under when the weather becomes warm.
Mrs. Francis Westveld, route 1,
program has been prepared by in the Netherlands.
January.
she carried a bouquet of white car- the leadershipof Mrs. Paauwe. We To avoid molding and heating in
Zeeland;
a
daughter,
Fay
Ann,
to
Mrs.
C. Kuyers and Mrs. H. Engfirst
made
invitations
for
our
the grain mixture, it should be
nations and pink rose*.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Scholten,
The dates for the 25th annual lund.
Mrs. R. Milton Chase, sister of Mothers for a Christmas Tea to made up in small amounts that
Hudsonville; a daughter, Kristine
The annual congregational meetWestern Michigan Livestock Show
the bride, was matron of 'honor. be held Dec. 17 at Mrs. Souter’s can be fed out in a short time. It
Joy, to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Aukeare Dec. 18, 19, and 20. It will be ing of Second Reformed Church
She wore a shrimp-color gown of home. We sang some songs. Mrs. may be advisable to accustom the
man, route 3, Zeeland; a daughheld at the Grand Rapids Civic will be held on December 10, Moncrystaletteand carried a bouquet Souter and Mr*. Paauwe drove us cows to It gradually to avoid any
ter, Patricia Ann, to Mr. and Mrs.
all
to
the
Roller
Rink
in
Zeeland
Auditorium.Ottawa County will day evening at 7:30 p.m.
possible digestive disturbance.
of yellow and white carnations.
Herman Gunn, route 2, Holland. Lawrence A. Wade, local chair- have some 4-H members exhibit- The Rev. J. Dykstra, pastor of
Bridesmaidwas Mrs. Loren H. Saturday.Nov. 24. Reported by
A daughter, Debra Kay, to Mr. man for the 1957 Boy Scout Jam- ing in the 4-H and FFA class. the Harlem Reformed Church re- Beechwood Reformed Church
Scribe,
Barbara
Homing.
Duram, sister of the bride, and
Hospital Drive Donors
and Mrs. Clarence Schrotenboer, boree at Valley Forge, Pa.,
Members making plans to attend cently had charge of devotions at welcomed affiliated and individual
junior bridesmaid.Miss Shirley
route 2, Zeeland: a daughter, Linda extended an invitationto parents are Herbert Berens and Wayne Zeeland High and his topic was.
members of the Holland Area
Brown, niece of the bride. Their Local Camp Fire Coancil
Will Get Recognition
Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond of Boy Scouts and Explorers to Ter Haar of Drenthe, Roger Tim- "Turning Point.” He gave a few Council of Church Women for their
dresses were fashioned of aqua
Public recognition will be given Mokma, HuizingaSt., Zeeland, a attend a special Jamboree “open merman of Nunlca, and Jerry Eis- examples about when a small
annuafmeeting Monday afternoon.
crystaletteand white net over yel- Meets at Civic Center
to all “second mile” donors in the daughter, Sharon Faye, to Mr. and house” meeting at the Civic Cen- en of Coopersville.
thing can be a turning point in
Mrs. Paul Kinkamp, presiding
low taffeta. They both carried yelA meeting of the Leaders' Assoc- 8150,000 Holland Hospital camMrs. Alvin Walter, Hudsonville; a ter recreation room on Wednesimportantmatters.
officer, introduced Mrs. Otto
low carnations.
iation of Holland Camp Fire paign through the publication of
son, Dan Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. day evening, Dec. 12.
At this time of the year when
Public service windows at the Schaap, of Ebenezer Church, who
Flower girls and the ringbearer Council was held Monday night in the names of all donors by classiThe meeting has been called at the weather Is unpredictable, we local post office will be open ex- led opening devotions.
were nieces and a nephew of the the recreation room of the Civic fication of giving, it was announc- Roger Nanninga, Coopersville.
Births last week Included: a son, the request of several parents who wish to mention to 4-H members, tra hours for two Saturdays in
The annual report of the presibride. Dawn Duram, Ann Barnes Center. Approximately100 leaders
ed today. The classifications to be John Alan, to Dr. and Mrs. A. J. have asked for the opportunity to parents, leaders, and friends to be December to accommodate the
dent, Mrs. Hinkamp, noted inand Daniel Duram.
attended.
used are Industry Gifts, Memorial Vande Waa, North DivisionSt., hear more about plans for the cautious of the Icy roads. Drive holiday rush, it was announced creased giving bbth at the World
Serving as best man was ThomMrs. N. Vukin. acting chairman, Gifts, Special Gifts and Public
Zeeland; a son, Arlyn Jay, to Mr. national Jamboree. The Chippewa carefully and play carefully.Fire by Postmaster William Karsten. Day of Prayer and the Council's
as McCarthy of Holland. Loren H. presided at the business meetGifts. This list of donors will be
is also a dangerous thing. We
Duram and Stanley Marcus, neph- ing. New officers elected Include published at the end of the drive. and Mrs. Owen Fransens, 9817 Districtalready has passed its lo- urge everyone to take preliminary Windows at the post office cus- organization. Mrs. Hinkamp reRiley St., Zeeland; a son Dennis cal quota of 18 Jamboree deletomarily close at 12 noon on Sat- minded members of the reason
ew of the bridegroom from Hol- Mrs. Vukin. chairman: Mrs. L.
John H. Van Dyke, a member of Jay, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dyk- gates, and has made reservations precautions. Clean up the base- urdays, but will remain open un- for the Council: Women working
land, were ushers. Organ music Regnerus, Camp Fire vice chairthe campaign executive committee
ment. Check for combustible oily
was provided by Wilmer Barthol- man: Mrs. C. Vander Molen, Blue said that recognition also will be stra, 25 North Centennial St., Zee- for 26 boys, in addition to two oth- rags, electric wiring, ash contain- til 6 p.m. on December 8 and 15. together in . Christian fellowship
The regular noon closing time will across local /church and denominaland;
a
son,
Jack
Burton,
to
Mr.
er
Explorers
registered
for
the
Juomew.
Bird vice chairman: Mrs. A. given to churchesand community
ers for furnaces and stoves, and be observed on Saturday, Dec. 22. tional lines, can accomplish
Mrs. Rose chose a tan and sil- Naber, secretary, and Mrs. A. organizationshaving members and Mrs. Burton Hall, Jamestown. bilee Jamboree In England.
A daughter, Debra Joy, to Mr.
Wade has stated that a limited don't be careless with matches.
things which would be too big for
ver lace outfit for the occasion. Vollink, treasurer.
who designate their church or or- and Mrs. James Bultman, route number of additional reservations Safety first, last, and always.
one church alone.
The mother of the groom wore a
Plans were announced for a ganization when they sign their
1, Zeeland; a daughter,Beverly will be available before the first
Vice president,Mrs. A. E. Hilblue ensemble. They both had cor- .smorgasbordto be held Jan. 21
individualpledge card. When the Jean, to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Post- of the year.
debrand paid tribute to Mrs. HinStamp Windows Open
dages of pink carnations.
in Grace Episcopal Church. Mrs.
total designatedpledges of the
kamp.
A reception was held In the William Venhuizen was introduced members of a church or commun- r us, Hudsonville; daughter, The meeting the Civic Center,
Saturday
Afternoons
Annual reports were accepted
Brenda
Marie,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
intended
for
boys
and
their
parchurch parlors followingthe cere- by Mrs. A. Steketee as the new ity organization amount to 83,000
from the treasurer, Mrs. James
mony. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford field director for the Holland or more, a church or community Martin Van Slooten, West Olive; ents, will include a complete ex- Hie Holland post office will be
Hoeksema, showing that the 1957
a son, Michael J., to Mr. and Mrs. planation of plans and finaoces
Marcus of Holland, sister and council,and Mrs. Paul Jones was
organizationia entitled to an avail- Mitchell Zuverlnk,route 1, Zee- for the Jamboree expedition.Scout open for stamp sales and parcel
budget will be computed from inbrother-in-lawof the groom, acted introduced as the new head of the
The Holland Lodge of the Loyal come already on hand; from the
able permanent memorial room land; a daughter, Shirley Mae. to Leaders have been invited as well post business on Saturday afteras master and mistress of cere- program committee.
in the hospital at no coat to the Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Pahler, Hud- as families who either have a boy noons until 5 p.m. for the next Order of Moose is sponsoring an Chairman on Christian World Remonies.
Mrs. William Young reported on
"Operation Santa Claus" cam- lations,Mrs. Jerry Veldman, of
church or organization itself.
registeredfor the Jamboree or are two weeks, Postmaster Harry
sonville.
For a trip to Chicago and Wis- the success of the candy sale and
paign to provide toys for needy the second annual World ComKramer
said
today.
Interested In hearing more Inforconsin, the new Mrs. Bultman pointed out that part of the pro
children of this community. Sup- munity Day, the first Friday in
Carriers
have
started
distribumation
about
the
trip.
There
,wlU
wore a charcoal suit with a cor- ceeds will be designated for a com- Pair Fined for Fighting
porting the Moose in this drive November; from the Chairman of
bf
a
special
showing
of
the
color
ting
the
usual
facing
slip*
to
sage of pink roses. The newlyweds munity service project.
are the other member lodges of ChristianWorld Missions,Mrs.
At Zeeland Skating Rink
film on the 1953 Jamboree in Cali- patrons marked "all for out of
will live at 436 LivingstoneSt. NE, Vesper Service plans will be anthe local Inter Fraternal Council, Miner Stegenga, reported by
fornia.
town”
or
"all
for
local
delivery”
nounced later.
(Special) - TWo
Grand Rapids.
jGene Hiddinga, hot-shot local
and mailers are asked to tie their which includes the Eagles, Elks, Mrs. Morris De Vries, that Dr.
Pre-nuptial showers were given
A Christmas handcraft workshop Grand Rapids youths arrested SatVFW and. Pioneers. Collection de- Tena Holkeboer will be speaker
archer, paced the regular weekly
bundles of cards and letters with
urday night at the skating rink in
by Mrs. J. R. Bultman and Mrs. followed the meeting.
pots are located in each of the tor World Day of Prayer, the first
shoot Wednesday, Nov. 28 with a Man’s Decomposed Body
such separations in mind.
Zeeland appeared In Justice Court
CliffordM. Marcus.
Friday In Lent; from memberThe postmasteralso called at- above mentioned lodge halls.
Monday and were fined by 790 score. John Lam and Marv Foimd in Grand River
The local drive is part of an ship chairman, Mrs. Elton Van
Wabeke were runnersup with 774’i.
Fred Dyke Succumbs
tention
to
the
postal
station*
loJustice Egbert J. Does for disoreffort by over 1,700 Moose lodges Pernis, showing totals of 13 Indi.Other ecores Include; Warren
Board to Hear County
GRAND
(Special)
cated In Wade's Drug store at
derly conduct.
After Long Illness
St. John 766; Juke Ten Cate, 744; 17)* badly decomposed body of a 13th and Maple, Redder’s Drug to provide every needy child with vidual memben and nine affiliatAppeal on Dec. 17
Fred Dyke. *80. died Monday Robert Wilson, 19, of 228 Floyd, Bill Brown, 740; John Mulder,
ed churches; from Mrs. Don Elenman, believed to have been in the store at Eighth and Lincoln, and a "Toyful Christmas.”
morning at East Moline State Hos- SW, paid 534.30 fine and costa and 734; Julia Ten Cate, 730; Bob water since last spring,was found
All toys collected by the local baas, Chairman -of "The Church
Dykstra’s Drug store at 149 North
A date was set for hearing on pital, Moline, HI., following sever- James J. Beecraft,21, of 1139
lodges will be distributed locally Woman”, that subscriptions douThomas St., SE, was fined 8104.30 Schoon. 725; Paul Barkel, 720; Lee in about two feet of water in Grand River Ave.
two new applicationsand one ap- al year’s illness.
bled.
by
local welfare agencies.
York,
710:
Jerry
Kline,
710;
CharRiver, eight miles west of Grand
on a charge of disorderly conduct
The schedule calls for stamp
peal was granted at the Board of
He was born in Holland to the and contributirig to the delinquen- lie Myers, 708; Millie Petroelje, Rapids at 3 p.m. Tuesday.
As time does not permit exten- The slate of officen for 1957, repwindows
to
be
open
Saturday
Appeals meeting Tuesday night. late Mr. and Mrs. Jacobus Dyke.
sive repairs of damaged toys, on- resented by Mn. Neal • Houtman,
704; Kaye Hoogerhyde,696 and A1
George Cooks, route 2 Coopers- afternoons on Dec. 8 and 15.
The request of the Ottawa Coun- He left the city when a young man cy of a minor by furnishing alcoly new toys, or toys in good re- nominating committee chairman,
Petroelje,
690.
ville, found the body while duck
ty Board of Supervisorsto con- and apent most of his life in Chi- holic beverages.
was unanimouslyelected.Officers
pair are being solicited.
Ed Jousma, 688; Glad Jousma, hunting and notified Dr. Eugene
In
other
court
action
this mornstruct a county building on the cago.
will be president, Mn. Otto
Driver
Issued
Ticket
Any
member
of
the
community
683;
Webb
Dalmen,
670;
Andy
C.
Timmerman
of
Coopersville.
ing, Richard Weidenfeller, 38, of
site of the Little Netherlands and
Surviving are two sisters,Mrs. 4521 92nd St., SW, route 1, Byron Naber, 669; Sally Schoon, 660; The man was believed to be beHarris Banger, 19, of 1383 Lake- who has toys to contribute but is Schaap; fint vice president,Mn.
an appeal from Edwin Oudman to Edward Hoolsema
Moline, Center, was fined 8104.30fpr driv- Nick Havings, 644; Don Brower, tween 50 and 60 and was wearing wood Blvd.’, Tuesday was issued unable to reach any of the collec- George Pelgrim; second vice presuse a building at 163 West 10th Mich., and Mrs. W. J. Stronks of
ing under the influence of intoxl 641; Phyllis York, 638; Reke green trousers, green shirt and a ticket for failure to stop at a tion depots may call the Loyal Or- dent, Mn. Morris De Vrie«; secSt. for a woodworking shop will be Holland; a brother, Martin Dyke
traffic light after his panel truck der of Moose (66163) and arrange retary, Mn. Ruth De Wolf; treaeating llqubr.His drivers' license Brown, 612; Don Hoving, 585; cream colored shoes.
heard Dec. 17 at 7:30 p.m. •
surer, Miss Dena Muller; and asof Holland.
will be sent to the Secretaryof Frank Van Dureri, 571' Sylvia
Detective Eugene Edgecomb of and a car driven by Kenneth Mor- for pick up.
Douglas Vender Hey was given
sistant treasurer,Mn. Elmer AtState for action.
Timmer, 560; Don Tlmmer, 522; the RockfordState Police post will tensen, 18, o< 962 Ottawa Beach
permission to convert a one-family
According to a survey, one per- man, In a candlelightinstallation,
Tht/jfkitelectricstreet railway
Glenn De Waard. 518; Burt Call, attempt to determine Identification Rd„ collidedat 15th St. and River
house at 72 We*t 17th St. to a in the United States was opened Of Rhode Islarjs’i 1*8 square 516; Joyce Barkel, 502 and S. De through dental work and other Ave. Police estimated damage to son in 20 suffers from some form Mn. Neal-yioutman pledged th*
dwelling.
new officers to service.
of archritic reheumatism.
in Baltimore,Md., on Sept. 1, 1885. miles, 1,067 are land auriace.
Jooge, 462. ,
the vehicle* at 8600.
features.
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Compagner-Gonzoles Vows Spoken

Km

PUN ROUND-UP ...

Board of diroctor* of
West Michigan Farm-to-ProsperContest
Association met at Pine Room, US-31 and
Giles road, to plan for Round-Up Dec. 27 and
elect officersfor 1957. John T. Hay, treasurer,

Fann-to-Prosper

MOTORISTS CRITICAL
is giving financial report. At his left is

C. D.
McNamee, board president.Members were
present from Mason, Muskegon, Newaygo,
Oceana, and Ottawa counties.
(Muskegon Chronicle Staff photo)

Hospital Notes

Meet

Tht

thoftorod

station wagon. Both vehicles smashed into trees
after they skidded out of tho intersection.Mrs.

which they collided at 7:55 a.m., Friday at the
intersKtion of 28th Ave. and Baldwin St., two
miles north of Hudsonville. Mrs. Washer, 36,
Hudsonville, was driving the car at left and
Carl Lynn, route 1, Dorr, was tho driver of the

Washer was found 85 feet away to the right of
tho domolishod station wagon. Hudsonvilla
Polka Chief Don Stratton said tha wrecked
stgtion woaon reminded him of the damage
done to vehkles during the April 3 tornado.

.

(Sentinel photo)

Peter Raffenaud

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Terri Ver Hoef, 465
West 20th St.; Donna TimmerMembers of the f i v eKOunty mans, 154 Reed Ave.; Vaugn VanPeter Raffenaud. 74, of 225 West
board of directors of the West den Brink, 217 160th Ave.; Stephen
16th St., died Sunday afternoon at
Wehrmeyer,
363
Fourth
Ave.;
DalMichigan Farm-to-Prosper
Contest
lene and Lynn Mulder, 609 Colum- Woodhaven Convalescent Home in
Association discussed plans for the
bia Ave.; Florence Bierllng, 200 Zeeland following an extendedill1956 Round-Up and elected of- River Ave.; Leandro Moralez, ness. He was born in Holland, son
ficers for 1957 at the annual meet- route 4; Mrs. Joseph Dabrowski, of the late Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Raffenaud,and spent all his life
ing held in the Pine Room at 99 Riverhills Dr.; NicholasLanin this community. He had been a
US-31 and Giles road Thursday ning, 126 East 14th St.; Mrs. Gornight.
dan Vander Meulen, 157 South Di- merchant in this city for the past
43 years, having formerly been
The board, representative of vision Ave.; Mrs. Robert Walker,
connected with the Bishop and
agriculture,business, the schools, 173 East 14th St.
DischargedFriday were Mrs. Raffenaud Bicycle Shop. He was
and press of the five counties,rea member of Unity Lodge, 191, F
elected C.D. McNamee, Muskegon, John Deters and baby, 352 James
and AM and the Holland Beagle
president;John T. Hay, Muskegon, St.; Mrs. Dale Van Dort'and baby.

Directors

—

remains of two vehicles indicate the force with

Zeeland Cagers Wallop

Saugatuck Beats

DiesatAge74

Mr. and Mrs. Dole

Irvin

Compagner
(Hollond Illustrativephoto)

Marne

Wyoming

„

Opener

in

in

Opening

Tilt

The Rev. Edwin A.Thome united Miss Tommie Gonzales attendZeeland Hifh’a basketball team
Miss Corina Maria Gonzalesand ed her sister as maid of honor.
SAUGATUCK (Special)— Coach unloaded a second half scoring
Dale Irvin Compagner in mar- She wore a floor-lengthgown of
Bud Whipple is running his Sauga- barrage of 45 polnta in Holland
riage in the rectory of St. Francis yellow with matching headpiece
de Sales church. The double ring and carried yellow and auburn tuck High School basketball squad Armory Friday night to dump
ceremony was performed Nov. 17. flowers. The bride'sbrother,Ennis through shootingdrills this*weekas Wyoming Park, 77-60.
the Indians prepare to take on
And it was in the final two-andParents of the couple are Mr. Gonzales, was the best man.
defending Al-Van league champion a half minutes that the Chlx really
and Mrs. Ynes Gonzales of 296 A reception tor a group of
Covert Friday night in the Sauga- went to town. Leading 63-58, ZeaGlobetrotters
West 13th St., and Mr. and Mrs. family and friendswas held at the
tuck gymnasium.
land pounded through 14 points.
John Compagner. 121 Fairbanks home of the bride'sparents followSaugatuck took its opener from eight by Junior Max Da _______
Jonge,
Ave.
ing the ceremony.
Marne Friday night, 45-34, but who succeeded in getting around
The bride wore a ballerina- The bride, a graduate of Holland Whipple Is anxious to improve the
In Big
an inexperienced defender.
length gown of white lace over High School, is now employed at1
accuracy of hia boys, who conDe Jonge, playing his first regtaffeta with three-quarter length Michigan Bell Telephone. TTie
Club.
Ihe Band and Orchestra Boosnected on only 22 per cent of their ular season varsity game although
treasurer, and John A. Chisholm, 166 River Ave.; Mrs. Marvin RenSurviving
besides
the
wife. sleeves.A crown styled headpiece groom is employed by De Witt’s
Muskegon, secretary.
kema a..d baby, route 4: Mrs.
field goal attempts. He also wHl be he played briefly In the district ters were enriched and a packed
Martha, are three sons, Cornell held her shoulder-lengthveil and Hatchery in Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. trying for some more action early tourney a year ago, sank 11 bas- house Was entertained Saturday
Vice-presidentsibr the other Samuel Sumpter and baby, route
H. of New York City, Maurice J. she carried a bouquet of white Compagnerare at home at 41 Vs in the game after Friday saw the kets in the game and ended with night by a basketball exhibition
four counties also were re-elected 6; Mrs. Gordon McCallum and
West Cherry Ave., Zeeland.
mlxeo with some old-time vaude—John A. Butz, Mason; Merrill baby, .32 East Eighth St.; Dale and Gerard A., both of Holland; mums.
Indians tied at the low score of 4-4 25 points.
Little Dave Van Peursem, the ville in a two-hour program at the
Eady, Newaygo; Edwin 0. Bank- Vlsscher, 824 Central Ave.; Mrs. four daughters, Mrs. A. H. (Helen)
at the end of the first quarter and
ert, Oceana; W. A. Butler, Hol- Sebra Smith, Watervliet;Mrs. De Groot and Miss Althea Raffenheld to a 13-10 margin at the half. smallestmember of the Chlx start- Civic Center.
Mrs. T. J. Holcomb
The basketballexhibition was
land.
The Indians finally caught fire in iiW five at 5'9" was next in the
James Groters, 206 East 16th St.; aud of Holland, Mrs. John (Mary
Lists 6
The board is made up of mem- Ronald Walters, route 1; - Terri Jane) Delene of Farmington and Honored at Shower
the third period, rolling up 17 scoring with 24. He put in 10 in provided by the Harlem Globetrot*
bers elected by those attending Ver Hoef, 465 West 20th St.: Mrs. Denise Haiker of Holland,
points to move to a 30-16 bulge. the last quarter and was the re- ten, who outscored the Phfladepthe Round-Up, and others appoint- Vaughn Vanden Brink, 217 160th nine grandchildren and a brother, A surprisestork shower was held
Throughout the game. Whipple said ceiver on many of the well-execu- hia sphas. 6343, in a "contest"
at the home of Mrs. Peter Botsis,
ed because of their interestin the Ave.; Wayne Mowery, route 2; Harry Raffenaud of Holland.
he was satisfied with his team’s ted second half Zeeland 'fast ivened by the antics of the Hartem
299 West 29th St., Tuesday eveoutfit.
program.
speed, and was encouraged by their breaks
Mrs. Burke Field and baby, 389
The Chlx were "hot" in (he first The Trotten never gave their
ning, for Mrs. T. J. Holcomb.The
It was emphasized again that West 20th St; Mrs. John Hoyka, Laheview School Has
rebounding.
hostesswas assistedby her daugh- The Holland Township Board rethere is no limit or conditionsof 78 East 28th St.
Center Harv Slotman took scor- quarter and hopped to an 184lilnt opponents a serious thought as they
ports six applications for zoning ing honors with 16 points, 12 ol period lead. .
er, Mrs. Lester De Pree.
eligibility to attend the Round-Up, Admitted Saturday were Otto Parent-Teachers Meet
jabbered constantlyat one another,
The surprise was on the "invit- permits were filed during the last which came on free throws. Bob But In the second quarter the at the Sphas and at the referees.
which will be held in Muskegon Kretschmar,Douglas; Jerry DykSenior High School auditorium huis, East 24th St.: Rev. Jacob The Lakeview Parent - Teacher ed guests" and not the honored half of November as follows:
Brackenridge was second high with Vikings pushed through 24 points, Between complainingloudly over
Club held its regular meeting Tues- guest. Decorations were in pastel New houses, some including garThursday,Dec. 27, at 1 p.m.
10, Carl Jacobs and Frank Lamb hitting on an amazing 67 percent obvious fouls, the sleigh tof-basketPrlns, 231 West 21st St.; Douglas
The round-upprogram has not Hessler, route 1; Robert Balkey, day evening. Booths representing shades and on the mantle was a ages and breezeways—John Van- had six apiece and Chick Shoppe of their shots, and tied score at baU of Robert ’Showboat" Hall
halftime at 32-all. Lanky Frank and stalling, they scored almost at
been definitelyarranged as yet, 146 East 25th St.; Linda Lou Red- Blue Birds, Camp Fire Girls, Cub veritableshower of various assort- den Berg, 16th SU and 120th Ave., had four.
Lehnen, who scored 21 to lead will
but will include some outstanding der, 190 East 34th St; Norman Scouts, Boy Scouts and Explorers ed baby articlesand colored bal- $10,000; G.A. Adler, East 32nd
whenever their fooHng
The ’junior varsity game was
displayed each respective group’s loons. The honored guest broke St., west of 112th Ave., $20,000;
Wyoming, tallied 11 In the second around gt them near the Sphas’
professional entertainment num- Tietttna,463 HarrisonAve
similar to the main game as both
achievementsfor this season. open balloonsin which verses gave Rauch’s Poultry Farm, Rose Park teams started extremely slowly, quarter.
bers, with a special program for
goal.
Discharged Saturday were
. Zeeland coach Paul Van Dort,
children in another room. Every- Harold Fincher, 204 East 24th St.; Members in charge were Blue her a clue to the whereaboutsof Subd., $9 000.
with a 2-2 tie all there was to show
Although the Sphas are obviously
Birds
Sharon Looman, Nancy the gifts.
New cnurch (educational build- for the first quarter.However, In his first game as head coach, "straightmen" for the Globetrotthing will be free.
George Lumsden, 83 West 21st St.;
got
the
Chlx
to
move
the
ball
Prize winners were the Mes- ing). — Rose Park Reformed
County agents reported on the Mrs. Robert Walker, 173 East 14th Karsten, Marilyn Poll, Patty
Saugatuck, paced by Tony Hinson's
ters, they displayed more scienright off the bat in the third quarcontest in their respective coun- St.; Mrs. Frank Bronson and baby, Levison, and Susan Vlsscher; dames Marge Kars and Judy (lurch, Rose Park Subd., $54,000. 28 points, took a 41-36 decision.
tific basketball than the winners,
ter and with the fut-breakworkCamp
Fire—
Roselle
Vollink,
Janice
Witteveen.
Games
were
played
Move
house
on
property,
build
ties.
and actuallytied the score at
route 4; Mrs. August De Jong and
ing
best
in
that
period
Zeeland
Attending from Holland were baby, 325 Central Ave.; Mrs. Don- Haynes and Luann Moodie; Cub and lunch was served at a din- new garage — Simon Alofs. Riley
took over the lead and held a 47-47 with 2:20 remaining in the
Mike Tabler and Jack ing table, centered by a large cer- St., east of 120th Ave., $3,500.
Fruitport Man Diet
John Vander Ploeg, William H. ald F. Brown, 115 East Ninth St.; Scouts
third 10-mlnute quarter.
53-24
third quarter advantage.
Teusink; Boy Scouts, Jim Moomey amic baby doll and large white
Addition to dairy — Riverview
VandeWater and R.J. Collins.
But the Trottersthen dominaArlene Mulder, 609 Columbia Ave.;
Of
Brain
Hemorrhaie
The Chix hit on 40 per cent of
and Bruce Menning, and Explorers, tapers.Place cards were attached Dairy, Burton and Paw Paw Dr.,
ted the rest of the scoring and
Nancy Nykamp, route 3; Richard Larry Wiersma.
their shots and came up with 35
to pastel colored baby hangers and $800.
weren't threatened again.
Groenewoud, Jr., route 1, Grand
GRAND HAVEN (Special) baskets.
The meeting was opened with the nutcups were tiny bassinets.
Big point-makerfor the night
Haven? Mrs. John Dreyer, 463 Pledge of Allegiance with Hetzer Invited guests were the MesThomas DeBard. 22. of 6589 AirEd
Boeve
and
Ron
Beyer
stood
6
Gordon St.; Sietse Baron, 83 East Hartsock,club president, presid- dames Robert Tasma. Jack Burnips Man Dies
line Rd., Fruitport.died at Grand out for Zeeland in the rebounding was Hall, who handles a ball with
23rd St.; Lynn Mulder, 609 ColumHaven Municipal Hospital at 7:15 department, sharing the duties of a single hand more often than with
ing. The program was in charge of Glupker, Morrie Witteveen.Ron At Home of Nephew
two. Consistentlyhe fooled his opbia Ave.; Robert Balkey, 146 East
a m. Saturday morning. The young clearing the boards.
Dick Wilson, Scout Executive of the Van H u i s, Egbert Kars and
ZEELAND (Special)—Sherman man, who had relumed from Army Zeeland will meet Holland Christ- ponent at center with fakes, pass25th St; Norman Tietsma, 463
Building
Robert
Schoon
and
the
Misses
Chippewa District. He emphasixed
Moored, 91, of Burnips, (route 1, service two months ago in Japan, ian in Civic Center Tuesday, Dec. es and hook diots. Hall hit on nine
Harrison Ave.; Jennie Nyboer, 333
the Parent-Teacher relationshipto Dorothy Rooks and Marlene
Dorr), died Friday afternoon ‘at where he had served as t staff 4. It will be a Zeeland home field goals and a pair of free tossFifth Ave.
Koning.
Unable
to
attend
was
Mrs.
Six applicationsfor buildingperScouting and showed a film on the
the home of his nephew and niece, sergeant, became suddenly ill game.
es for 20 points. He might have had
Admitted
Sunday
were
Mrs.
WilFrank
Bagladi.
mits were received last week by
subject.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Moored, fol- Friday night and walked Into the The Zeeland reserves,coached a couple more except in the fourth
Building Inspector William Lay- liam Roberts, 49 East 18th St.;
Henry Lemson, chairman, was
lowing a five-yearillness. He was bowling alley in Fruitport, where by George Van Home, lost to the quarter, when, with two charity
Henry Mulder, route 5; Rev. Ed- assisted by Mr. and Mrs. James
man. They included:
Marriage Licenses
bom and died on the same farm his father was bowling and told Wyoming Park seconds, 49-42. shots due him, he attempted one
win
W.
Koeppe,
93
West
12th
St.;
Holland Public Schools, add
Van Lente, Mr. and Mrs. La Rue
Ottawa County
which his parents homesteaded him he was ill. The father, reali- Wayne Schout and Jack Van Dort with a ball vrtiich had an attached
Mrs.
Herman
Bouws,
route
6;
equipment room to Lincoln School
Seats and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Howard Belledin, 22, route 1, over a century ago.
elastic band and used a weighted
zing his son was desperately 111. stood out for Zeeland.
at northeastcorner of 11th St. Gerald Glupker, 447 Rifle Range Knooihuizen.
South Bend, Indiana, and Sharon He held many township and had him taken to MunicipalHosZeelaad (17)
ball for the other.,
Rd.
and College Ave., John Kortman
Refreshments were served by Stille, 19, route 2, Grand Haven;
school offices in Zeeland town- pital.
FG
FT
PF
TP
Vince Leta dumped in 19 points
Discharged
Sunday
were
Mrs.
and son, contractors; cost. $696.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Van Lente, Mr. Chester Hoek, 20, route 6, Holland,
ship. He was a life member of
De Jonge,
11
3
0 25 to pice the losing Sphas and playAn autopsy, performedlater SatTrinity Reformed Church, south- Frederick Trethewey and baby. and Mrs. L. Heneveld, Mr. and
and Betty Konyndyk, 17, route 2, Burnips chyrch and served as urday by Dr. Peter A. McArthur, Beyer,
4
2
3 10 er-coach Tom Brennan added a
east corner of 20th St. and Central 273 East 12th St; Mrs. Richard Mrs. H. Kole and Mr. and Mrs.
West Olive.
Boeve,
4
Sunday
school superintendent there determined that death was caused
2
3 10 dozen. Trailing Hall in the Harlem
Hartigan
and
baby,
687
Harrison;
Ave., remodel second floor, M.
Roger Stroop.
for 49 years. He was formerly an by a hemorrhage of a weakened
Van Peursem, g 12 0 3 24 scoring column were Oliver RolDyke and son, contractors; cost, Mrs. Albert Schrotenboer and
Abraham
Lincoln left an estate assessor for the state tax com- artery in the brain.
Tanls,
, 4 0 4 8 lins with 14 points and Muiphy
baby,
route
1;
Mrs.
William
Fran$8,200.
of $110,974.62.
mission for 13 years.
0
0
0 0 Summers, the most overall funny
He is survived by his parents, Berens,
Robert Leslie, construct a house cis and baby, route 1, West Olive: Bridal Shower Honors
Rigterink,
0
0
0
0 mm on the floor, with 13.
Mtt.
^Gordon
Vander
Meulen,
157
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
DeBard.
20 by 40 feet with garage and
Miss Alma Boers
Totals 35 7 12 77
Two acts preceded the game.
and two brothers. John and Robert.
breezeway at 742 Harrison Ave., South' Division; Douglas Hessler.
Wyomiag Park (10)
Dick Albershardt, former Big Ten
The body was taken to the Clock
Gordon Streur, contractor; cost, route l; Wilhelmina Tripp, 239 A bridal shower honoring Miss
FG FT PF TP trampoline title holder, gave a
West 23rd St.; Florence Bierling, Alma Boers of Overisel was given
Funeral Home In Muskegon.
$12,500.
Hoekstra,f
9
0
2
demonstrationof a beginner and
Mexican Migrant Mission of the 200 River Ave.
by her aunts Friday evening at the
Lenen, f
8
5
3
Hospital
births
include
a
son,
an accomplished performer that
Christian Reformed' Church, 311
home of Mrs. Edward Bosman,
Frank Walker Diet
Van Dam, c
0
0
2
was well received. Consuelo put
Lincoln Ave., remodel basement, Jeffrey Allen, bom Saturday to Ifri Combridge St. Miss Boers will
Ver Strate, g
3
4
0
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Zeh, 223 become the bride of Harris Nyon a trapeze performance That
self, contractor; cost, $500.
After Lonf lllneti
R. Wyn, g
1
0
0
Scotts
Dr.;
a
daughter
born
SunIncluded three consecutive twists
Raymond Brondyke,484 College
kamp of Oakland in the near fu1
0
1
FENNVILLE (Special)- Frank Telder, g
of her body without changing the
Ave., remodel kitchen, Russ day to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd John- ture. Various games were played
Bush, g
0
2
0
Walker, 71, formerly of Fennville,
positionof her hands. .
Homkes, contractor: cost, $500. son, 272 East Ninth St.; a son, Jef- and duplicate prizes awarded to
De Lot, f
1
3
2
died Saturdayat Lansing after a
At the half, All Baba delighted
Frank Lievense,Jr., 38 East frey Scott, bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Knoll, Mrs. Norman
Totals 23' 14 10
long illness. He is survived by the
the youngsters in the crowd of
25th St.; finish upstairs,self, con- Mrs. Robert Naber, 762 Riley St. Artz and Nancy Buikema.
wife, Clara; one daughter,Mrs.
A son, Dean Stuart, bom Sunday Pictures were taken during the
2,500 by changing water into soft
tractor; cost, $2,000.
Vera Sexton of Walled Lake; six Hope Mr. and Mrs. Club
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Haveman, 143 evening.
drinks and milk and then distribrothers, Ray of Benton Harbor.
East 16th St.;' a daughter, Jane Others attending were the Mesbuting the refreshments to the
Harley of St. Louis, Mo.; William Has Potluch Dinner
Ellen, bom Sunday to Mr. and dames Henry Nykamp, George
crowd. Lee Marx did some juggland Harold of Grand Junction, Maynard Van Lente, director of ing and balancing stunts on a seeMrs. Jerome Sohaap, rout£ 1, Lenters,Karl Nykamp, Jasper NyAnthony of PlainwelJ;Lawrence of
Hamilton; a daughter, Barbara kamp, Julius Nykamp, George
the Muskegon Area Child Guid- saw. Aik Ming did the "splits"on
Fennville;three sisters, Mrs. Daisy
Jo, bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Van Eden, Gene Immink, Don Van
ance, gave a talk on problems her "silver sword" and the PalerTreeze of Grand Rapids, Mrs. E.
Harlen Bouman, 654 Hazelbank Eden, Joe Nyhof, Jacob Meeusen,
which children encounter,follow- mos performed a lively juggling
lii
C. Louks and Mrs. Pansy Diebolt ing a potiuck supper given by the routine.
Rd.; a son bom Saturday to Mr. Martin Boqrs, John Boers, Jake
both of Fennville; three grand- Hope Church Mr. and Mrs. Club While the Globetrotters were
and Mrs. Henry Bloemendal, 17 Boers, Charles Schaap, Clyde Poll,
Coach Bob Connell of the West 16th St.
children.
going through their pre-game
Friday night.
Abe
Bosman,
Joe
Boers,
Henry
Holland High School second team
Funeral services will be held
A daughter, Sally, bom today to Poll, Mike Buikema, George Artz,
The
committee
In charge of the warmup, they missed the first 20
said earlierthis week that he was
Tuesday at 2 p.m. from the Chap- dinner Included Mr. and Mrs. Jim or so practice shots they tried. A
Mr. and Mrs. Hillis Timmer, 497 sue Wassink and Helena Toppen.
pleased with the pre-season perpell Funeral Home with burial in
Lakewood Blvd.; a daughter, Mary A two course lunch was served
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. John Vander youngster,probably disappointed
formance of his athletes and they
Douglas Cemetery.
Lou, bora today to Mr. and Mrs. by the aunts, Mrs. E. Bosman,
Broek
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul at seeing the famous performers
justified that opinion Friday night,
Meyaard, 667 Whitman; a daugh- Mrs. H. Poll, Mrs. G. Artz and
look so amateurish, covered up for
Winchester.
swamping the Grand Rapids OttaDuring the business meeting it them by remarking, "I’ll be{
Two Cifil Suits Filed
wa Hills reserves, 51-25 in their ter, Nancy Juanita, bora today to Mrs. M. Buikema.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Forsten, Jr.,
was announced that the Mr. and they're just doing that for fun."
opener.
In Ottawa Court
Mrs. Clubs from Trinity and Third
The game was Holland’s all the 62 Scotts Dr.
Mrs. Hakhen Hostess
Reformed Church will join the
way as Connell's boys made use
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Hope
Church Club in aponsoring
To DAR Committee
of a tall front line to control the Miss Hageman Awarded
Leon Rhinchart of Holland has the New Year’s Eve Watch Night
backboards and the scoring.
filed a suit in Ottawa Circuit Court
The Parent-Teachers Club of th*
Mrs. William Hakken opened her
service this year. The committee
Everybodyon the Little Dutch Second in Speech Event
seeking $35,000 from Gilbert RoeBurnips grade school will meet
borne
Monday
evening
for
the
in
charge
of
the
service
will
inbench made an appearance and
lof^ of Zeeland as the result .of a
Wednesday evening at 8 p.m. in
Miss Marianne Hageman, junior meeting of the Ida Sears McLean
clude Mr. and Mrs. Roy Klompar^
playing time was distributed betwtxar crash Jan. 28, 1956, on M- ens and Dr. and Mrs. Marlon de the school.George Beib, president
from Millstone, NJ., placed second Committee of the Elizabeth Schuytween 10 boys.
will be In charge of the business
Holland grabbed a 15-6 advan- in, the women!s division of the ler Hamilton Chapter,Daughters
Plaintiffclaims he and his wife VddTrnS;
meeting. A panel discussionIs betage by the end of the first quar- State Extemporaneouscontest held of the American Revolution.
Paul Vander Hill from Trinity and
ing planned with emphasis on
sustained permanent injuries.
at
Central
Michigan
College,
Mt.
.Mrs.
Austin
Walker,
chairman,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Van
Eck
from
ter and continued to increase their
children’s reading.It will be given,
Pleasant,
Friday
and
Saturday.
presided at th? business meeting.
bulge as the game progressed. At
^rd" Rc forTnetT Church
by two teachers. There will be
Grand Rapids is seeking $2,982.37
the half, it was 24-11 and advanced She spoke on "Hie Justification for Devotions were in charge of Mrs.
a Christmas gift exchange after
from Post and Kleinjans, Zeeland * ^ »
J
to 38-19 by the end of the third State and National Parks" in the Bruce Mikula, Plans were made
which there will be a social hour
contractors,for balance allegedly Licenses Keady
preliminariesand in the finals her for a Christinas tea to be held
period.
due on an express
Cit doy licensesfor
.
1967 went on in charge of the mothers. f
However pleased Connell was, he topic was "Shoqld the United States Dec. 9 at the home of Mrs. StevMr. and Mrs. R. Raab of Bursale ’ Saturday, according to city
reminded the team immediately Stockpile Strategic Materials." en Sanger. Mrs. James Hallan and
GOES IT FOR BASKET - Slim Dave Hilbink, who led HoUand
Treasurer. Alden J. Stoner. nips were in Grand Rapids FriJohn Van Dam of Holland, soph- Mrs. Clarence Becker were apdfter the game that they have a lot
scorers with 14 points against Grand Rapids Ottawa Hills FriSkids Into Mail Box
Licenses must be purchased in
of work to do before meeting Kal- omore, representedHope in the pointed chairmen of a Michigan
day night, leaves the floor for a basket attempt early in the conA car driven by Mennon
Prayer and praise service* was
Stoner’s office by March x
1, 1957
amazbo Central reserves next Fri- Men’s division. His topic for the Day Coffee to be held in January.
test in Civic Center. The Dutch, who hit on 50 per cent of their
---t
---------*
e*ouua living VUU1UC the
UW Cliy
PWMm
eiiy 11111lim: held at the local Methodist church •
day night in the Civic Center.
preliminaries was "What We Can
The evening was spent in makshots in thfe first quarter, couldn’t make a basket in the second
Forward Ted Walters led the Ekpect from Eisenhower in the ing invitationsfor the Christmas period but stayed in the contest all the way losing out 48-44. Dick damage Friday night when it akid- its must secure licensesfrom their Wednesday.
ded on Gordon St and collided township treasurer, he said. No
Mr. and Mrs. Uoyd George and
Holland scorers' with 14 points, Way of Legislation?"The two were tea. Lunch was served by thfe hosWaters (8), son of Russ Waters, former Hope College assistant with a mail box in front of 483 rabies vaccination certificatewill family of Crystal were recent vismost of them on layups. Scheuman
Paul E..Rled, of tess. The next meeting will be
footballcoach, attempts to block while Holland’s Les Overway
Gordon St. Ottawa County depu- be required this year, Stoner said. itors at the homes of Mr. and Mrs.
had eight points for the best Otta the Hope College Speech depart- held Jan. 21 at the borne ot Miss
(35), who followed Hilbink *in the scoring with 11, waits for a
ties said the driver was not injur- Fees are $1 for mile' and untexed Elmer Smith and Mr. and Mrs. ^
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Endeavor
Sunday, December 9
The Bible la Never Out Of Date

Conquerors

Romans 8:2648; 8:81-39
by C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrighted outlines

Isaiah 40:8. I Peter 1:22-Q&
by Darrell Froaken
Why is the Bible Never Out Of
Date? Have you ever stopped to
consider the reasons for this? Al-

producedby the Division of Chris-

tian Education, National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. and used by permission.)
most everything.we say or do
The epistle to the Romans is one
passes out of sight in minutes or
of the greatest of Paul's epistles.
years, whereas the Bible has reChapter eight from which our lesmained a "best-seller"for centurson text Is taken is the greatest
ies. What is in it that makes peoTli« Hmm
chapter in this epistle. The epistle
ple buy and read it year after
Holland City Nor*
was written' by Paul while he was
Publiihed
___________
overy Taar
year?
by Tb* Sontlnol in Corinth. Only a man like Paul
1. Quite often we *ay that Die
Inc Co. Otflco 54*86
could write an epistle and a chapBible Is Never Out of Date beElRhtb SlrooU Hoi
ter auch as this one.
land. Mich.
cause it is inspired by God. This
Entered u »econd dan matter at
I. The Holy Spirit is the Chrisis true. If the spirit of God had
Mich
th* po*t office at Holland.Mich.,
under the Act of Conireu, March 8, tian’s helper. The Holy Spirit is
not been active in men we would
mentionedtwenty-six times in the
today be without this great storeEpistleto the Romans. He is menAvery D. baker
house of truth.
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publlaher
tioned a number of times in chap2. There is another reason for
Telephone— Newi Itemi 319S
ter 8. When a person becomes a
the fact that The Bible Is Never
A/lvertlalng and Subacrlptlona 3191
Christian the Holy Spirit comes inOut Of Date Its long residence in
The publlaherahall not be liable to his heart and dwells there in
our world comes from the fact
for any error or errori In printing order to help and rule. The old nathat The Bible is the Word of God.
any advertlalngunleu a proof of ture is not pleased with the Spirit’s
auch advertlaementihall have been
It shall "stand forever." (Isaiah
obtained by advertlier and returned desire to rule and objects. The Wffl
40:8) It is not outdated because
CROWD AT CIVIC CENTER - Here’s a balcony view at the Civic
banquet program. All employes who have worked at the company
by him In time for correction* with Christian can rely upon the help
auch error* or correction noted
God
is never outdated.
Center
of the 560 members who attended the Hart and Cooley
for 25 years or more were recognized at Tuesday’s banquet. Dick
plainlythereon:and In tuch caie If of the Spirit is his effort to over3. But just as we know that
Relief Society’s 17th annual banquet Tuesday evening. A colored
Brandt is president; Fen Smeengc, vice president; Gordon Van
any error so noted Is not corrected come KV infirmities. Every Chrisneither God, nor his truth will
Dublliheriliabilityshall not exceed tian has some infirmities, and they
Movie of operations at the local Hart and Cooley plant and several
at
Putten, secretary and Peter Hoydens, treasurer.
111 a proportion of the entire space
such
change, so we know that man will
camera shots of an open house last May were features of the
(Penna-Sasphoto)
’oceu
iBpled by the error bears to the vary.
whole apace occupiedby such adver
The Holy Sprit also teaches the
Avery D. Baker of. Holland, who always be weak and fallible. Betiaement
Christian how to pray and what to has served as Otiawa county ju- cause of this condition he will always be looking for that which can
pray for. Our real prayers are
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year $3.00: six months. $2 00; God-inspired,and therefore they venile agent for almost three help him. Eternal tritfhs will althree month*, $1.00 single copy. 10c.
years, toda* submittedhis resig- ways speak to man's continual
Subscriptionspayable in advance and are recognized by God. for He
will be promptly discontinuedIf not knows the mind of the Spirit. The nation to Gov. G. Mennen Wil- needs.
renewed.
4. Seeing results is probably the
Holy Spirit makes intercessionsfor liams so that he may accept a
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
us “wijh groanings which cannot position as executive director of most effectiveargument to substantiatethe fact that the Bible Is
raa>Pr0^!(iV
be uttered"— which cannot be exCcptury Club members and
Never Out Of Date. Since we know
pressed in human language. Not all Big Brothers, Inc., of Midland.
guests had the opportunity to exBaker came to Holland i n that the Bible changes the lives
our prayers are Spirit-inspired and
perience the first rich glow of
WHERE IS MOUNT SINAI?
that is the reason why some of our February. 1954. as child welfare of people today just as it has done
Christmas on Monday evening
As predicted in this column when
prayers are not answered — they agent after a year with the Pro- for centuries,we can be quite cerGRAND
(Special)when they met in the Commons
Israel invaded the Sinai peninaula,
are not always in accord with the testant Children's Home in De- tain that it does not contain,
Petitions hearing 197 signatures for
Room of Western Theological SemOld TesUment Bible place names
will of God. Some of our prayers troit and, three years with the dated, worn-out. rusted and decayincorporating
HudsonviUe
as
a
inary. Mrs. Leo Redmond of Mushave been popping up in the news.
are prompted by a selfish spirit. juvenile division of the Muskegon ing ideas. It is alive today because
home rule city were filed, at noon
kegon presented May Ansley's
The latest instance if that of
we can see the resultsthat it proII. God is always working for County Probate Court.
Tuesday in the county clerk's office
Christmas legend entitled "Joy
Mount Sinai, the peak on which us and for our good. Verse 28 reads
During his career here, he took duces. For example,you believe a
by James Nopper. HudsonviUeand
GRAND
(Special)
Cometh in the Morning”.
Moses is described In Exodus as
as follow’s:"We know that in an active interest in juveniletraf- clock will work when you see that
Grandville attorney. The incorpor- Thirteen persons appeared and
The story took place at the inn
receiving the Ten Commandments.
everything God works for good fic cases and processed hundreds its hands have moved. You believe
ation proposal involves the present five failed to appear this week on the night of the birth of our
Rather surprising that this place with those who love him, and are
that a pump works when water
village and some adjoining areas before Lars Sy verson, field ex- Savior. Deborah, the waiting •
name was so lite in making its called according to his purpose." of cases the last few years. In comes out.. You believe that a car
July. 1955, he was appointed counamounting to between 1 and I'i aminer for the Department of maid at the inn. was a disfigured
appearancein the news dispatches, This translationmakes the verse
ty safety director by the Ottawa motor is running when the car is
square miles. If voters approve the State, Driver Services. Those who child who brought food and comin view of the fact that the whole more understandable. Paul firmly
moving. And you believe a radio
County Board of Supervisors.
measure, the area will be known failed to appear were the Rev. fort to Mary and swaddled the inpeninsula figuring in the military believed that God makes everyHis new work in Midland with works when you hear the music.
as the city of HudsonviUe.
Arthur Joseph LeRoux, 46. Spring fant Jesus for the mother. The
operationswas named after it. thing to turn out for the best and
The Bible produces results too.
Big Brothers, Inc., involves a naToday's petitions were the result Lake; Norman Dale DeVecht, 22. shepherd's breathless wonder as
The gist of the dispatch is that for our eternal welfare. The New tional organizationwhich has local Do you believe that?
of some six months of careful Grand Haven; Wesley L. Newen- they stood at the Christ - child's
"symposium" of theological Testament tells us that Paul suf- chapters in many cities. The aim
5. One more thing testifies to the
study conducted by a Planning house. 18. Jenison; Hardie R. Wil- manger bed was mast effectively
"experts" have been trying to pin- fered much for the sake of the
is to provide companionshipand truth that The Bible Is Never Out
headed by Gary son, 27. 308 West 17th St., Holland, portrayed, and the legend climpoint the peak but that its mem- gospel, he was scourged, stoned,
Miss Harriet Ann Slag
counsel to boys who have no fath- of Date. This is our personal exByker, HudsonviUe realtor. All and Joseph E. Melton. 25, 295 axes with the miracle of healing
bers have failed to agree. As a imprisoned, suffered shipwreck ers or who are separated through
perience. Wouldn't it be ridiculous Mr. and Mrs. Harold Slag, route property owners in the area were Mae Rose, Holland.
of Deborah'saffliction. Mrs. Redresult, the question, "Where is and was hungry and in pain and
divorce or other reasons. All fac- if you and I would stand beside a 2, Holland, announce the engage- contactedby mail and their exBob Van Klavern, 20. of 641 mond's artistrymade the story of
Mount Sinai?" remains unanswer- yet he could write saying that God tors are carefullyscreened before
car and say, "Sure I believe it
pressionswere carefully consid- Howard St., Holland, and Thomas the nativity a true source of in•i.
makes all things to bring advan- a "big brother" is assigned. The works, but never get into it and ment of their daughter, Harriet
Even Bible readers who do not ta^e to those who love Christ and volunteers came largely from ser- try it. It would be equally absurd Ann, to Howard M. Bosch, son of ered in determiningthe boundar- Charles Kuhlman, 21, Grand Hav- spiration.
ies. The final boundaries repre- en were given 60 days suspension.
claim to be '.'experts" are Justi- are called. Die called of God are vice clubs and other organizations.
Two Hope College Juniors who
to stand beside a pump, dying of Mr. and Mrs. Corric Bosch, route sent only those areas which subCharles Frederick Bucy, 19, Fer- are students of Mrs. Norma Baughfied in their convictionthat Mount they that love God. We are Chris- The program involves many prothirst, believing that the pump 2, Zeeland.
stantiallyfavored the incorporarysburg, Willis George Tucker, 21, man added the music so necessary
Sinai is somewhere in the penin- tians because God called us to be fessional and semi-professional
would work, but not trying it.
A January wedding is bc;ng plan- tion.
of 257 East Ninth St., Holland, to a Christmas program. Miss
sula that was overrun by the his. When the truth that we are people.
Young people, it is pure non- ned.
At least three public meetings were given 30 days suspension, ns Marianne Hageman. accompanied
Israeli army during the recent the Lord's grips us we will look
The Big Brother program was sense to stand at a distance and
will be held before election for was Gary Windcmuller,17, route
military operation. But that pen- upon life differently,we can see launched in Midland only this
by Miss Ruth Wright, sang "Velsay. "I believe the Bible,” but it
careful considerationof advantag- 4, Holland.
insula, in the form of a triangle, triumph in tragedy and gain in year. It is a private social agencyvet Shoes" by Thompson. "To a
is also pure blessing to try it for
es and disadvantages of the prois a pretty big piece of real estate, loss and gather gladness from supportedby pledges from local
Gay Arthur Grossenbacher.21, Young Gentleman" by Carpenter,
yourself.
posal. Dates and topics will be set
even though that real estate is grief and victory from defeat. citizens. In some cities, the work
Coopersville.Jack Zeeff. 53. Marne "If This Music Be the Food ol
If you haven't felt the power and
as soon as an electiondate is apnot very valuable, being still to- Seeing that God gave us hi* Son, is supported by Community Chest.
Love" by Travers and "Miranda"
joy of walking with Christ, if you
proved by the Board of Supervis- Fred Van Dam, 19. of 350 East
day, as It was in Old Testament we can be sure that he will not The program is designedin the
24th St.. Holland. Billy Lee Pogue, by Hageman
haven't really tasted of His lifeors.
times, largely desert.There are a withhold anything from us which main to prevent juvenile delinMrs. John Stryker and Mrs. Hargiving Water, or if you haven't
Interest in the incorporation 21, Grand Haven. Edward Papp, vey Kleinheksel poured at the atlot of peaks that might qualifyfor we need.
quency.
really enjoyed the music of heavstems
largely from the widespread 23, of 134 Fairbanks. Holland,
HI. We are summoned to be
tractively arranged table. Mr. and
Mount Sinai.
Baker is a graduate of Hope enly thoughts, can y6u honestly GRAND HAVEN (Special!
study for the proposedKent-Otta- Stuart John Pool, 30, Grand HavMrs. Henry Steffens served as
The trouble is that in the days more than conquerors in Christ. If College and receiveda master's say that you have tried?
en,
Cornelius
Wiers,
28.
Jenison,
Mrs. Beverly Newell, 22, whose wa water pipeline,and the many
of Exodus there were few vital God is for us, then we can be sure degree in social work from the
and
Donald
Dexter
Keech,
22. chairmen of the social committee
incorporation
and
annexation
situ
"Oh
taste
and
see
that
the
l*ord
11-month-olddaughter, Brenda,
and assisting them were Mr. anc
statistics or geographicaldata. The that no power can withstand us. Universityof Michigan. He is maris good."
burned to death in a flash fire ations in the rapidly growing Grand Haven, all received six Mrs. Phillips Brooks, Mr. and
people Moses was leading out of And If we believe that Christ died ried and has three children.
months probation.
Grand
Rapids
suburgan
area.
in
their
apartment
Monday
mornMrs. Earnest Brooks. Miss KittU
His resignationwith the state is
the Delta region of Egypt toward for us and has made satisfaction
ing, was released from Muni- HudsonviUelies in Georgetown
Doesburg, Dr. E. D. Dimnent
what later became Palestine was for our sins and thus has warded effectiveJan. 15. but the family
cipal Hospital Tuesday. Her hus- township on the eastern border of Hope Tied for Second
off the judgment of God from us expects to move to Midland beMiss Adelaide Dykhuizen, Mr. and
an unorganized mass. Just as they
the
county.
band, Don. from whom she has
Mrs. J. J. Riemersma, Mr. and
were lacking in vital and geo- and has put our sins far from us. fore that.
Ferrysburg
which,
lies
in
Spring
In
All-Sports
Race
been separated, but not divorced,
Mrs. Paul Fredcrickson, Mr. and
graphical statistics, they were then we may be sure that he loves
I^ike
township
is
holding
an
elecwas expected to arrive in Grand
without a written calendar. And us. And if he loves us then we Anthony Francik, 71,
Third-placefinishes in football Mrs. Clyde Geerlings, and Dr. anc
tion
today
on
incorporating
as
a
Haven from Limbard, 111., somemay be confident of the fact that
their sense of time was quite difand cross-countryput Hope College Mrs. J. Harvey Kleinheksel.
fifth class city.
no person or power in this whole
time Tuesday.
ferent from that of the modern
in a three-way tie for second place
Dies in Grand Haven
Jack and Earl's Texaco set an
universe is able to separate us
Meanwhile. Mrs. Newell's two
world.
in the race for the MIAA all-sportsMrS. Ralph Farnh&m
all - time B recreation basketball
other children.Lance, 4. and Mark
(Special)
A specificpeak in the southern from him and his love. We can
! trophy, point listingsshowed toleague
scoring
mark
Thursday
be more than conquerorsthrough Anthony Francik. 71. Mercury Dr.,
Dies in Grand Haven
2!* were released from the hospiBills
tip of the peninsula was actually
; day.
him that loved us which means Grand Haven, died early Tues- night by ringing up 93 points in tal late Monday and were taken
listed, many centuries later, as
The
Dutch
picked
up
10
points
that we can take the thing* that
GRAND HAVEN .(Special) -Mrs.
day in Municipal Hospital which trouncing Zion Lutheran, 93 - 25. to the home of relatives, Mr. and
"Mount Sinai." But many of the
each in the two fall sports and arc
Cord HuLst led the winners with Mrs. Maurice Ruster, 1123 Frankthreaten us and make them to be
he entered Monday. He had been
theologians digging into this questied with Hillsdalewhich picked up Ralph (Suet Farnham. 70 died unuseful and ministers of God’s in ill health for 15 years and ser- 22 and Dirk Bloemendaal had 20. lin St.. Grand Haven, where they
tion are not agreed that it was the
II for football and six in cross- expectedly Saturday night at het
grace. We do not conquer through
Vander Meuien had 15 for the los- will remain indefinitely.
iously so the past week. He was
actual mountain described in the
country.
Albion had eight in home, 442 Slayton St. following f
ers.
our own strength but "through
year and a half illness. She was
Bible; it may have been, and him that loved us"— it is through born in CzechoslovakiaAug. 6,
Funeral
services for the baby
football and 12 in cross-country.
In other B games, Borr's Boot„
mailed to 5.984 Holland residents
then again it may not have been him that we are able to get on 1885 and came to this vicinity four
Kalamazoo with 12 for second in born in Grand Haven May 29, 1886
were
held
Wednesday
at
2
p m.
.u
*
t
ery stopped Stam's Mobilgas, 52years ago from Chicago.
the place.
footballand 14 for first in cross- daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs
top of the circumstances and keep
36 with Otto Gebhart leading the at the Van Zantwick Funeral
Main item on the bills is the OtBesides the wife he is survived
Nor does It make any difference. Us from gettingunder them again.
Home,
with
the
Rev.
Harland,.
„ ___ _
.. . ...
country leads with .06 points. Alma John Balgooyen. On Sept. 26, 1912
winners wivh 13. Altena had eight
Steele o( Firs. Reformed Church ,a'va County tax. wh eh Urn year and Calvin are tied for fifth with she was married in Grand Haver
by four daughters, Mrs. Michael
The only value such an investigafor Stams. Ter Haar's Gothing
Lake was assessedat W-32 per 51,000. eight points. The Scots made four to Ralph Farnham who was asso
Juki, Mrs. Joseph Camphouse.
tion has is that of curiosityinofficiating.
Burial was
racked up a 71-38 win over SuburThis is an increase of four cents
Mrs. James Lobeda and Mrs. Dick
terest. What happened on the
each in the two sports and Calvin ciated with the Bastian Blessing
Forest
cemetery.
ban Furniture and Howie De Witt
per 51.000 over the 1955 rate. Also
Co. for many years and who diet
Koscicki, two sons, Anton and
Sinai Peninsula mountain peak
Besides the parents and the includedin the statements are made eight in cross-country.
led with 18 with Terry Gentry had
William, all of Chicago; two sisAdrian's six points in football June 25. 1945.
gave mankind the Ter Commandbrothers,
survivors
include
t
h
e
12 for the losers. In the other conspecialcity assessments and delinFor five years Mrs. Farnham
ters, Mrs. Fanny Bejcek of Chiments. That, it would seem, is the
gave them seventh in the confertest Dutch Novelty stopped Teer- grandparents. John Arthur Ruster quent taxes from the spring bills.
was a receptionistat the loca
cago and Mrs. Frank Nerad of
only thing that really counts. At
ence
and
Olivet's
two
points
each
man Hardware, 57-44. Gord of Kansas City, Kans., who is to The county taxes amount to
least that is our thinking, what is
Grand Haven; also seven grandin the two sports put them eighth. hospital, retiringdue to ill health
Grevengoed pumped in 27 for the arrive today, and Mrs. William 5196.631.89. There is a carry-over
She was previously a receptionis1
children.
yours?
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -The
winners and Bill Vryhoff was high Rand of Battle Creek and the j>f 528,582.63from summer taxes.
at the Spring Lake Country Glut
Ottawa County Road commission Funeral serviceswill be held for Teerman's with 14.
great - grandmothers,Mrs. John Special assessments, which include Man Arraigned
for 10 years. She was a member a
from
Van
Zantwick
Funeral
ChapThursday considered a petition
Botsis Beverage ran over Fox Ruster, Sr. and Mrs. Lester Fast, paving, sanitary sewers, sidewalks
GRAND
Special)
the
Presbyterian Church.
from the Harrington school board el Friday at 2 p.m. with Dr. Wal- Jewelry in the C league opener, both of Gi*and Haven.
and water mains, come to 579.- Clarence Timmerick,31. of 727
She is survived by a daughter
near Holland requesting the clos- lace Robertson of the Presbyterian 54-28. Ernie Wehmeyer had 12 for . The death was the first fire fa- 476.23.
Clinton St., Grand Haven was ar- Mrs. George (Lois) Ver Duin. o:
ing of Grove Ave. in Park town- Church officiating. Burial will be the winners and Dave Haase had tality in Grand Haven since Dec.
The taxes can be paid by check raigned T u e s'd a y in Municipal Grand Haven: two brothers, Wil
ship between Harding and 32nd in Lake Forest Cemetery.
a similar total for Fox. West End 15, 1941, when Leo Bleases died or in person in City Treasurer Court on’ a bastardy charge. The liam J. Balgooyen of Muskegor
St. The street runs through the
Merchants, with
Mulder in his home on Beach Tree Rd.
Akien J. Stoner's office in the City complaint was made by a 28-year- Heights and Edwin of Grand Rap
school playground and all abutting
high with 15, nipped K 1 chen
Service* Thursday for
Hall until Jan. 20. From then until old woman of route .1, Nunica and ids; three sisters. Mrs. Ernest
Chippewa DistrictScout leaders property is owned by the school.
Planning 35-31. Red Martin had 18
The
winter
sun
contains less March L a three percent addition involved a child born to her Sept. Fett and Mrs. Martin Timmermar
and their wives will attend the The petitionwill be studied and Abraham Van Langevelde for the losers.
than one-tenth of the effective will be made. On March 1 the city 21, 1953. Bond of 5100 was fur- of Grand Haven and Mrs. Marlor
annual Christmas party for Scout- action taken at the next regular
In another close one, Steffens ultra-violet rays as does the June delinquent rolls will be submitted nished for examinationdate which Winter of Grand Rapids; also tw<
meeting.
H
UDSONVTLL
E
tSpecial)—
Funers on Tuesday, Dec. 11, at ZeeMarkets defeated O ve r k a m ps
to the county treasurer.
has not been set.
grandchildren.
The commission approved clos- eral services were held Diurs- Washer Parts. 37-31. Con Eckstrom sun
land City Hall.
Pack 3020, Zeeland Faith Re- ing the north end of Coolidge St. day for Abraham O. Van Lange- led the winners with 10 and Gene
formed Church, will serve a din- just east of Holland after a hear- velde. who died at 87 at the Hol- Vander Sluis had 15 for Overner for the group at 6:30 p.m ing on closing the access. No ob- land Home in Grand Rapids Mon- kamps.
day. Officiating was the Rev.
Ted Vredeveld,Cubmaster. is In jectionswere registered.
The commission also approved E. VLsser. Services were held
charge of dinner arrangements
jack Barendse will handle spe- an agreement with the Michigan at the Vander Laan Funeral Home Chalk Talk Featured
cial program features at the din- State Highway Department for in HudsonviUe,beginnihgat 1:30
At Missit
Fi uionary Meet
ner meeting. On his committee erecting flasher signals at the p.m. Burial was in the GeorgeThird
St.
crossing
with
the
C
and
town
cemetery.
are Fred Zeerip and O. S. Cook
The December meeting of th*
A former resident of HudsonviUe, Mission Guild of Central Park
Die group is planning corsages O Railroadin Ferrysburg.
Commissioner*approved a plat Mr. Van Langevelde is survived
for the ladies who attend and orReformed Church was opened by
gan music throughout the dinner. known as the Wallinga plat in sec- by three daughters, Mrs. John singing of the hymn "Hark the
tion 22 of Allendale township.
(Mary) Timmer of Imlay City.
District Chairman Robert DeOn Dec. 27, the commission will Mrs. Gerrlt (Elizabeth) Smit of Herald Angels Sing." The meetBruyn will preside at a brief meeting was held Tuesday evening in
receive bids for a portable vibrat- HudsonviUeand Mrs. Ar t h ur
ing following dinner which will ining roller to be used mainly for (Johanna) Groenewoud of Imlay the church.
clude report* from the six operatThe group was presentedwith
blacktop patching and compacting City. There Ls one sLter living in
ing committees. At 8 p.m. the soil.
a musical program and chalk talk
the Netherlands in addition to 15
group will divide into four sesby Louis Mulder. He was assisted
grandchildren and 39 great-grandsions. Ivon DeNeff will direct the
by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith and
children.
Cub Scout leaders in planning for Vandals Plaster City
the Misses Sena and Henrietta
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the January program theme,

Sky"; Chester Smith With Yards of Tape
Boy Scout leadHolland detective*didn't have to
ers session on "Look Skyward" *etrch far Sunday for a case of
theme; Miner Meinderttma will maiking tape which wa* stolen
coordinate the Explorer session
from the Holland Motor Express
where the topic wiU be "Winter Co. dock on Central Ave.
"Eyes

in the

will preside at the

Camping"; DeBruyn will chairman a special meeting of the Dis-

Mr. Van Langevelde was a reVeltenan.
tired celery farmer and had been
A short business meeting folliving at the Holland Home for
lowed. Devotionswere in charge
three and a half years.
of Mrs. Rudy Zeedyk and Mrs.
Casey Oonk. Installationsof newly
elected officers took place In t
Marriage Licenses
candlelightceremony with Mrs.
Ottawa County
Harvey Milton Walter*, 19, and Donald Rietdyk. outgoing presiBetty Jane Ebel, 17, both of route dent. In charge. ITie meeting was
1, West Olive; James Edward Wo- closed with the singing of "O
jahn, 28. and Daisy Elizabeth Come All Ye Faithful."
During the social hour there was
Parker, 25; Jack Waltman, 19, and
Marianne Walters, 17, all of Hol- an exchange of gifts revealing
land; Floyd R. Link, 27. route 2, secret pals. Hostesseswere the
Conklin, and Doanne A. Meyer, 22. Mesdames James Wiersma, Casey
route 3, Holland; Warren Woud- Oonk, Russell Teuaink, Henry
wyk, 18, HudsonviUe, and Carol Van Kampen, John Vande Vusse
Nienhui*. 17, route 2, HudsonviUe; and Fred Sherrell.
Roger Wabeke, 21, route 1. HudThe bascilica of St. Peter in
sonvllle, and dullus I. Kramer,

The tape was spread all over
town. On Pine Ave. near 13th St.
the metal safety patrol man was
securely fixed to a nearby tree
with yards of the tape.
Ckriitmat Star
A long piece of it was stretched
A 12-foot star with 40 lights was
installed on the Maplewood Church across the entrance to Kollen Park
tower Tuesday night. Explorer while the Je/feraon School also recoat of the tape.
Scouts of Troop 44 of Maplewood ceived
Detectiveafear they haven't aeen
Church did the work supervised by
Don Caauwe, Robert Oosterbaan the last of it The case contained
and Wayne Harrington. The Christ- 24 rolla of the two-inch wide tape.
mas Star can be feen for at least Eacfc roll contains 60 yard* of the
sticky material.
20, route 2, Jenison.
mile.
trict

Committee.

Rome

coot *50 million to build.

HIGHEST 3 YEAR AVERAGE, SEVENTH CALIFORNIA OFFICIAL RANDOM SAMPLE
EGO LAYING TfcST. THE DEKALB ENTRY AVERAGED 354 EGGS PER PULLET
(BASED ON THE NUMBER OF PULLETS AT ONI WEEK OF AGE) IN THE LAST THREE
TEST YEARS. AVERAGE INCOME OVER FEED COST FOR THIS PERIOD WAS $4.7L
ORDER YOUR PtKAU CMX TODAY FROM

IF

YOU KEEP RECORDS. YOU'LL KEEP
.

Marvin Overbeek, Route Two, Holland

Word

Keppel, Route Two, Zeeland

Claude Scholma, Route One, Allendale
Milton

Timmerman, Route

Five, Holland

DEKALB

George E. Bolkt, Route Three, Allegan
Hamilton Form Bureau, Hamilton
Hamilton Poultry Form, Hamilton
Mayor's Poultry Form, 5391 Divition Ave.
Grand Ropidi
r/

E«

i
'

THE
placed In aervlca In April and
Flintt’a in June.
Sail laid that more than 20 per
cent of all long-dlit&ncecalls originating in Michigan Bell exchanges
are now dialed direct by the customer. About 50 per cent of the

company’s customers today can
dial aome of their long-distance
calli, and about 10 per cent of

HOLUND

CITY

NEWS,
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1956

Zeeland

Strong Defense

Miss Connie Miller, who is

ProTides Ottawa

at-

Aids Christian

Miller.

Fool Shots;

Dutch

Grand Rapidi Board ot Health,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ver Hage and
spoke on the rehabilitationo< tha
Miss Norma Ver Hage of Birmingham spent a few days with Ward alcoholicat the annual meatini of Best
Ver Hage at New Haven, Conn., the Holland Council of Social
MUSKEGON (Special)- A pois- and they also attended the football AgenciesTuesday evening In tha RICHMOND, Ind. (Special)
ed, well-balancedHolland Chris- game between Yale and Harvard Tulip Room 'of the Warm Friend
Earlham College’*veteran basketTavern.
tian basketball team notched its at
ball team opened the season here
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth McCor- "It is quite apparentthat thera
first win of the season, here Frimack of Columbus, Ohio, spent a Is a tremendous need for com- Saturday night with a 91-81 win
day night, by downing a scrappy
few days with her parents. Mr. munity understanding of the alcoho- over Hope College In a game deMuskegon Christian outfit, 47-32. and Mrs. Adrian De Free, on lic and hii problems. Perhaps one
cided at the free throw lane.
The contest was played on the South Centennial St.
of the most Important qualificaThe winners were given 45 pecks
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dan
Li rones and tions of personal work In ihla field
Muskegon Catholic court before
at the hoop and came through 29
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dickman of is the ability to develop a mean1,500 fans.
timea while the Dutch had only
Ann Arbor were weekend guests ingful relationshipwith the alcohoAlthough the Dutch were not at the home of their parents, Mr. lic patient in the early itagee ot 15 free shots and tank nine.
Hope’a fouls slowed down the ofhaving a good night on the basket, and Mrs. Hilmer Dickman.
treatment. Working with the alcofense and the Dutch really never
On
Sunday
evening. Dec. 9. at holic's family, employer and
Coach Art Tuls' Maroons compengot into full swing. They did suc9 o'clock, a quartet Slngsplratlonfriends is of equal Importance from
sated with a razor sharp defense
ceed In sinking 36 baskets five
will be held in North Street Chris- the therapeutic point of view,” he
more than the winners, but every
to completely stall any organized tian Reformed Church.

Win

the

h 47-32 Victory

the total can dial nationwide.

In addition to the expansion of
Twice Holland High’s basketball
Local Manager Telit
Its direct dialing faculties, Michi- team overcame seven-pointdeficits
gan B«U next year plans to convert and once roared from nine points
Of Advancements
six more exchangesto dial opera- back In the opener against Grand
In Overall Service
tion to bring the dial develop- Rapids Ottawa Hills at Civic Cenment up* to 96 per cent of total
The Michigan Bell Telephone telephones.The six communities ter Friday night. But In the fourth
Company will spend *430,000 for scheduled for dial aervice next period the Dutch couldn't match
an eight-pointIndian margin and
new construction to expand and year are Greenville, St. Clair,
went down 48-44.
improve service in Holland during Traverse City, Elk Rapids, ScottIt was a typical first game as
1957.
vUle, and Stephenson. Conversion both teams showed the usual
Andrew G. Sail, manager here of the latter thrfe exchanges to amount of raggedness in ball
for dhe company, said the cost of dial representa the passing of an handling and shooting.
next year’s program, when added era— the end of crank -type teleFor the Dutch it was several
to the 1955 and 1956 expenditures phones In Michigan BeU territory. cases of slow reactions in setting
will bring the total in Holland to
SaU pointed out that today's up scoring patterns and in movmore than *1,100,000 for the three- higher standard of living has ing the ball down the floor after
year period.
brought about an increasingdesire cleariag the boards. Although HolSail said the company’s expendi- by residence customersfor higher land didn't dominate, they g o t
ture for new construction grades of service. Nearly tme-third their share of rebounds on both
throughout its territorywould ex of them already have individual ends of the court.
ceed *96,000,000 in 1957, the larg lines and forecasts show that InNeither tedm was hot from the
est construction program in the stallations of this type service will floor, but Holland managed to
firm's history. The program, to increase at the rate of six to eight take percentage honors with 15
a large extent, he said, must be per cent each year. Faculties for baskets out of 53 attempts for 28.3.
financed through obtaining new fuUy meeting this demand wiU be
The Indians hit on 17 baskets,
money from investors.
provided in next year's program, eight by veteran forward M e i
The 1957 construction program, he said.
Johnson, out of 63 shots for 26.9.
Sail said, followsthe record breakExpansion of the company's soHolland started slowly but
ing pattern set every year since called "expressroutes." micro- managed to sink .eight out of 16
1950. In 1951. he said, the con- wave radio systems which bypass shots in the first quarter overcomstruction budget was *37,000,000.In highly populated areas to provide
ing an early 10-3 deficit and to
1953, it was 549,000,000, and jumped alternate circuits in case of dislend at the end of the quarter
to *85,000.000 in 1956.
aster, is also planned for 1957.
19-14.
The outlay for 1957, he said, repNew developments planned by
But then in the next eight minresents the company's best esti- the company during 1957 include utes they couldn't buy a basket
mate as to what will be required further experimentationwith a and saw 13 shots go awry. They
to fill requests for better grades method for the mass advance wir- picked up eight free throws
of service,to place in effect many ing of new homes to provide the which allowed them to emerge
of the technologicaladvances ultimate hi telephone convenience with a 27-27 tie at half. The tie
which have been developed to for the buyer. Under this plan tel- resulted because the Indians
make telephone service more con- ephone outlets are placed through- made only four field goals in a
venient and useful, and" to provide out homes under construction in whopping 24 attempts.
service to customerswhen and much the same manner as elecHolland experiencedmore field
where they want it.
trical ouUets.
goal trouble in the third quarter,
Breaking down the construction Michigan Bell is also developing making oqly two, although forprogram for Holland next year. highly - mobile radio systems ward Les Overway did put the
Sail said the company would mounted in trailersto span cable
Dutch in front in the first 10 secspend *69,800 for additional central and wire breaks for emergency onds of the third period with a
office equipment *88,300 for tele- communicationsIn the event of a layup.
phone instruments and other items disaster.
Then
rang up nine
of equipment to be installed on
Building of mobile central offic- straight points, for thfc biggest
customer’s premises; and $252,000 es in huge van-like trailers to pro- margin of the game, and led 38for cable, wire, poles and other vide service more quickly in fast 29 at the two-minute mark.
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Vinners Make

Talk on Alcoholism

tending the University of Missouri
Morrii Barrett, director ot the
spent a few days recently at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. divisionot alcoholism control for

Howard

With 48-44

Hear

Social Agencies

from Floor

-

Cambridge: *

•

said.

time they crept within one point of
Earlham, foul gbals or a wellto estimate the exact aavings to a
group, the Gospel Four, the community but consideration la placed basket would again push
Guardsmen, and a quartet from given to jail coats, atata hospital the winner! ahead.
Paul Banes, Hope’s 8’10" center
Drenthe Christian Reformed care, welfare fundi, aid for deChurch. The Christian School pendent children,divorces and and the tallest man in the game,
played only about 25 minutes.
Circle No. 4 are sponsoring this
separate maintenance,not consid- Three first half fouls forced Coach
program.
ering the cost of alcohol Itself. He Ruas De Vette to bench the big
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Millard
added that the need for maintain- boy. He played brieflyIn the secand children
spent the holiday
J
K. T. Keller, retiredchairmanof outstanding In this department.
ing a mutual understandingand
weekend
with
her
parents.
Mr.
and
Tht locals permitted just 10 Mus- ^ecke"1d vvl,h hor Parents. Mr. and harmonious relationship with Al- ond halt and picked up hls fourth
the board of the Chrysler Corporfoul but didn’t play when Hope
kegorf baskets and only three in
^jeu*cnd^ke *n RochascoholicsAnonymous is vital at the went Into a pressing-typeof contest
ation has been chosen general
ter. New York.
the second half. Holland was havThe Zeeland Rotary Club held its present time in the rehabilitation In the final minutes.
chairman of the 1957 Michigan ing troubles of its own In their
of alotfiollcsand often involvea Benes managed to put In 14
Week observanceand Edward J. effort to score, but It was due regular meeting Tuesday and the years of treatment.
points but only received one foul
program
consisted of a panel disHekman, presidentand general mainly to their own inabilityto cussion by several prominent Dr. Ralph Ten Have, director of shot attempt.
hit. The Dutch had 57 tries at the
the Ottawa County Health Departmanager of the iHekman Biscuit
Hope, using the racehorse style
hoop, but could only connect on southernOttawa County farmers. ment, reported that work will be
Co., Grand Rapids has been apof play, jumped ahead 14-8 but the
County
AgriculturalAgent Richard
15. for a slightly better than 25 per
pointed chairman of the West-CenMachiele was moderator and the done along this line in Ottawa exparienced Earlham quintet (all
cent average.
tral region,which includes Ottawa
following took part: Marvin Pat- county.
the starter* played regularly last
Typical of the annual clashes
and Allegan counties.
mos of Forest Grove, Peter Van Bernard P. Donnelly, chairman season) caught the Dutch early In
between
the two schools,the game
The 1957 Michigan Week will be
Eyck of Holland.Hilbert Hollo- of the council, spoke briefly on the the first half, went ahead and nevcelebratednext May 19 to 25. was particularly hard fought. A man of Jamestown, Neil Andre of history and functions of the coun- er relinquished the lead.
Hekman is one of nine regional good share of the game was spent Jenison and Tony Mledema of cil which is a study and planning The halftime score favored the
chairmenwho have been picked by in the jump hall circles, with the North Blendon. They reviewed the group for the needs and welfare of winners 5045.
officials calling both squads close
Keller. These chairmen will pick
past, present and probable future Holland. It consist! of representa- Hope attempted107 shots in the
county leaders who will, in turn, on frequent violationsof one sort of the various phases of farming, tives of all social agencies as well contest and made 36 while the
or another.
such as dairying, poultry, land as the churches of Holland. It winners made 31 put of 92 to give
name community chairmen.
Coach Tuls continued his policy crops, etc. Robert Pool, program screens all requests for CommunMichigan Week is a period set
both teams averages of more than
of using his strong bench strength chairman announced that next
ity Chest and makes recommenda- S3 per cent.
aside annually for Michigan resifrequently.Once again the reser- week's speaker would be a repre- tions on budgets to the Cheat
dents to reflect upon past achieveJun Buursma, steady sophoments, evaluate the present and ves came through In good style, sentative of the Michigan Bell board of directors.
more forward, came home flrit in
although
they
didn't
have
much
TelephoneCo, Howard Miller will The council this year sponsored the sooring derby with 20 points
plan for better things for themselves.their community and their better success at the basket than be in charge of the Junior Rotarlan an Immigrant Dutch family and for the Dutch. Freshman Ray
did their starting teammates. In program for next week.
state in the future. It is sponsored
found a home and work here. It Rltiema. 6’5”, followed with 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Klcinjans currently in conducting a study Box score:
by the Michigan Economic Devel- the shooting department, the game
growing subdivisionswill continue.
A Dutch bucket and two free opment Commissionand Greater was almost a complete reversal and children of Ann Arbor were on establishing a family counselHope (81)
of Christian's opener last week, visitorswith relatives in Zeeland ing service.
tosses matched by an Ottawa bas- Michigan, Inc.
FG FT PF TP
ket gave the Indians a 40-33 third Hekman began work in the Grand when they were connecting with the past week. Mr. Klcinjans has
The Rev. Henry A Mouw give icusinx, r ........
1
3 5
spent five years us an educational
period spread.
Rapids area after graduation from regularity.
the invocation. Board members Buursma, f .....
4
4 20
Perhaps the biggest asset of the missionaryfor tfoe Reformed elected for three-year terms were Benes, c ........
Seven straight Holland points Calvin College in 1935. Keller was
0
4 14
startedoff the final quarter. Tom president of the Chrysler Corpora- Muskegon outfit was their scrappy Church in Japan. He is at present Prof. Clarence Kleis. Mrs. William R. Rltsema, g ..... 8
4 17
1
studying for his doctor's degree in
and
determined
play.
This
will
to
Aye sank a basket and slim tion from 1935 to 1950 and was
Aldrich and Mrs. James Ward.
Vander Hill, g ..
3
3 11
Dave Hilbink, playing his best chairman of the board from 1950 win. combined with Holland's in- languages at the Universityof
Vanderlind, g ...
0 2 2
Michigan. He is in the first of two
eptness
at
the
hoop,
kept
the
congame, racked up a pair of free until his retirement last May.
Schut, f ..........
0
3
0
years required for the degree. Heater Installed Friday
test as close as it was.
tosses and a bucket to again tie
B. Rltsema,c ...
0
4
4
Last Saturday at 9 a.m. Capital the game.
Muskegon, higher than the pro- Following the completion of his
Hendrickson, f .. .. 1
0
2
1
Expect Water by 25th
studies
at
Ann
Arbor,
the
family
verbial kite to start the game,
Airlines inaugurated Turbo-Jet VisJohnson, who had been on the
Thomson,
f ......... 3
0
1
6
looked good. Big Jim Van Dyke, will again return to Japan In 1958.
Except for some minor cleaning
Totals... 36
count plane service between Grand bench with four personal fouls,
9 29 81
A. C. Vanden Bosch, president
6'4" pivotman. was the big gun in
returned and quickly molded the
up, the portion of the water pipeEarlham (91)
Rapids and New York City.
of
Zeeland
Community
Hospital
the Warrior first period attack as
Indians again into a unit.
line system at the R 1 v • r Ave.
FG FT PF TP
Flying time is two hours and 49
he meshed seven points in the has announced thxt Cornelius Kar- bridge was completed Friday Arnold, f ........
Four'
baskets,
coming
in
a
10
2 14
minutes with only one stop, at
sten has been elected to the second
opening minutes. Herm Tuls hit
three-minute period, did the trick.
with the installation of a heater in Gray, f ..........
5
3 17
Flint. The service is known as the
vice
presidency by the board of
for six for the locals, hut the Musthe abutment on the north side of Peacock,c ......
2 13
1
Michigan Special and the return Frank Breen, who was Ottawa's
directors.The board created the
James E . Butler. 56. Sparta, kies managed a 13-12 first quarter second vice presidency at the re- the Black River.
best rebounder, got one, frailBeam, g .........
4
2 14
flight leaves New York City at
pleaded guilty in Municipal Court lead.
5
0 21
quest of Mr. Vanden Bosch who Out at Tunnel Park, work is still Marvo. g ........
7:20 p.m. daily and arrives in looking Tom Hubbard got two
This was the last lead held by
from outcourt and Johnson added Friday to a drunk driving charge
0
0
2
has requestedadministrative as- progressing on the filtrationand Hilmeich, f ......
Grand Rapids at 10 p.m.
the final two-pointer with 2:50 to and to a charge of driving with no the losers, however, as the sistance in hospital affairs. The pumping plant. The Board of Pub- Quemer, c .......
2
0
4
Capital currently has 40 of the
Maroons
took
over
at
this
point
operator'slicense. Judge Cornelius
second vice president's post was lic Works said Friday that It still Cash, g ......... ... 2 2 1 6
new planes in service and will go.
Aye’s layup narrowedthe margin vander Meulen sentencedhim to and never again trailed. Paced approved when Maynard Mohr, plans to bring water from Lake
Totals... 31 29 10 91
complete the total order of 75 Visand Rog Plagenhoef's push shot at serve five days and pay fine and by clever Roger Mulder at the vice president,informedthe board Michigan to Holland homes by
counts by the end of 1957. The air1:30 thrilled the 1,500 fans to their costs of *109.70. If fine and costs guard post, the locals son spurted that he would he unable to take Christmas.
The Japnese empire was found
planes are made by Vickers-Armpeak but Aye’s missed layup at are not paid, he must serve an to a 19-13 margin. The remainder on additionalduties.
ed in 660 B. C. by Jimmu Tennc
strongs Co. of England and have
additional30 days. He did not pay of the half was slow with the TulsAbout 75 per cent of United legendarydescendantof the tu
On Dec. 4. William N. Parson
a cruising speed of 335 miles an 1:15 ended the final Dutch hope.
men on the long end of a 25-20 will present an assembly program States farms have autos.
Johnson led the scorers with 21 immediately.
goddess.
hour. They are powered by four
Others appearing were Allen halftime score.
points while Hilbink had 14 for
in
Zeeland
High
School.
This
is
an
turbojet engines made by the
Play in the third quarter was illustrated story of the intimate life
the Dutch. Overway of Holland Gene Buurma. 17, of 292 West 18th
Rolls-Royce Co.
St., failure to control car: *12; Ed spotty for both clubs with the of the forest, pond and stream as
More flights are to be scheduled and Hubbard of the Indians each
Scrappy toys:
had 11.
Plaggemars,23. of 191 West 20th Dutch outscoring Coach Elmer he saw and recorded it. He and
later includinga round trip on Dec.
Holland plays Kalamazoo Cen- St. stop sign. *5; Kenneth Strab- Walcott's crew. 10-6 and still led his partner. Henry Briggs, spent'
14 to Washington, D.C.. without
tral at Civic Center next Friday bing, of 90 East 23rd St., right of 35-26 going into the final stanza. five years completing this wild-i
"Every safety precaution grew out
changing planes, and through sernight.
way, 12; Ervin L. Berens. 18,
Christian had its best shooting life story. In addition to the color.
vice from Buffalo,N.Y., to Grand
of bloody, heartbreaking
NOTES —Holland committed 18 route 1, Hamilton, failure to control quarter in the finale and looked
Journey into the Forest"
Rapids.
experience."
fouls in the game while the In- car, *12; Merle J. Brower, 27, sharp offensively. Ball handling brings authentic wildlife sound
Two round-tripflights to Chicago
dians had 11. Overway had five, Jenison, assured clear distance, was good and they were finding which was recorded on the field,
also will start Dec. 14. Capital now
*12.
The North Zeeland Home Extenthe open men with regularity.By
has a total of 19 flights coming the last coming on the final play
Kenneth Jay Lubbers, route 5, this time Muskegon felt the toll of sion Club mot recently at the home
of the game. Allan Teusink and
always buying
materials
into Grand Rapids and the same
Bill Tornovish, each playing their driving on the wrong side of the its rugged play, losing two hoys on of Mrs. Bcrtus Pyle. Twelve memnumber'ofdepartures.
first varsity game, had four a- street, 512; Gertrude Borr, of 249 fouls, and the locals were able to hers were present and the leaders.
Mrs. B. Pyle and Mrs. J.
piece. Hubbard missed the final East 13th St., four in front scat of win going away.
free throw with the crowd milling cfl-, $5; Harry Boerman, of 259
In the foul shooting department, Zwagerman illustratedthe lesson
1 20
River Ave.
Holland, Mich.
around him. . . . The season was Wes; 24th St., failure to control the Dutch collected 17 out of 34 which was on, "Counting our
Calories.’’
The
next
meeting
will
four seconds old when Holland had car, *12; Ilona Kalman. 18. of while Muskegon had 12 out of 24.
at the
its first foul. . . . The Dutch 530 Rich. Zeeland, speeding, $15;
The Dutch had some balanced be held on December
looked crestfallenwhenever a foul Rodger Ramsey. 17, route 4, speed- scoring with Mulder leading with home of Mrs. Clarence Nagelkirk.

Michigan

Week

Leaders Chosen

offense on the part of the Warriors.

The following quartets will par-

Muskegon In their first two games
this season won handily, averaging over 60 points per game. It
was a different story Friday night,
however, as the Dutch repeatedly
snared would-be passes and blocked numerous shots. Senior Herm
Tuls and Junior Cal Klassen were

ticipate in the event, the North St.

Mr. Barrett said

it

wai

difficult

,

,

1

!

I

Ottawa

facilities.

Sail said the number of telephones in the locaj calling area
have increased from 9,707 in 1918,
to 13,548 as of Sept. 30, this year.

Direct Distance Dialing systems
are being installedat Flint and
Grand Rapids, permitting customers in those areas to dial direct
to many Michigan points and to
20 million telephones In metropolitan areas across the country. The
Grand Rapids system will be

Rubber Stamps
24

HOUR
SERVICE
Phone

64252

BEN'S
370

RUBBER

STAMPS

Roost

Holland

The Mystery

Water

of
We

cannot drink ocean water

because

it contains

about 35

Capital Launches
Several Flights

Sparta Man Jailed

For Drunk Driving

I

"A

:

j

SCRAP

,

!

pounds of salt per thousand.
But ocean ice can be melted

and the

resultingwater,

though not pleasant, is drinkable. For a pure water supply
see us.

HAMILTON
MFC. & SUPPLY CO.
P.O. BOX 212
PHONE 6-6536 ON M-21

"STRANDEO IN THE
YUKON, 3000 MILES

FROM HOME, WE HOT
STATE FARM SERVICE
III NEVER FOROET!"

Louis Padnos Iron

6

Voice Competition

4 3

6
5
0
1

*

10

2
0
0

—

0
5
0
4
3
3
0

ENJOY GOOD FOOD
/

Join your frlonds ot Tha

'

at home and

OtUL ftaalh’k

Bior Kalder. Premium beer,

4
4
4
5
1
2
1

Named

Two numbers were sung by

TWO PLACES TO

3
3
3
2
1
1

i

0

land.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL MAKES

was

called against one of them ing 40 in 25, *15.
13. followed by Klaver with 11.
Elmer Herweyer,. route 1. speed- Van Dyke led Muskegon with, 10.
and didn't seem to retaliate quickBruce Van Leuwen. a junior at ly ..... Spotlights were used to route 3, Hudsonville. speeding 37
Holland High School, took first introduce the two teams and prov- in 25. 512; Terry Coster, 18, of 123
Box score:
place in the area "I Speak for ed effective.. . . It was Holland’s West 31st St., speeding40 in 30.
Holland Christian (47)
Democracy" contest held Satur- first try at spotlightingits play- $10; Robert D. Dykstra,route 6.
FG IT PF TP
day morning in the council cham- ers. . . .Tornovish received a badly speeding,*6: Harold Wolbert,of 258
Klaver, f
2 11
bers of City Hall. Barbara bruised elbow in a pileup in the West 21st St., speeding35 in 25,
Klaasen. f
0
3
6
')
Walvoord. an HHS sophomore, closing minute of the game and *10.
2
Joldersma, c
6
finished second.
was in considerable pain in the
Mulder, g
7
3
2 13
Van Leuwen will now represent dressing room. Officials:Kraucho
Tuls. g
4
8
Parent-Teachers Meet
the area in state competition. A unas, Hjortaas.
Kool, c
1
3
1
transcriptof this winning Voice of
Holland (44)
Held at W overly School
Otte. f
0
0
0
Democracy speech will compete in
FG IT PF TP
0
Klingenberg. g
0
0
the finals at Kalamazoo, SaturTed Kragt was elected president
Hilbink. f
4
1 14
day. Dec. 8.
Overway, f
3
5 11 of the Waverly School ParentTotals 15 17 17 47
Other local area competing stuTeachers Club at a meeting FriGilbert, c
1
1
2
Muskegon Christian (32)
dents, who were winners in their
Plagenhoef, g
4
0
9 day evening.Other officers are
FG FT PF TP
schools earlier were Tom Koop
Mrs. Jack Drooger, secretary; Heethuis. f
Teusink, g
0
4
0
2
and Larry Van Til of Holland
Mrs. Don Essenburg, treasurer; Meyering, f
Tornovish, g
1
4
4
2
0
4
Christianand Norma V a n d e n
Aye. c
Mrs. J. Bronkema. assistant sec2
3
4
Van
Dyke, c
4
2
5
10
Bosch and Norma Knoll of ZeeRice, f
0
0
0 retary and treasurer, and Nelson
Sikkenga.g‘
3
5
1
L
>
Dykema, Mrs. J. Helmus and Mrs.
Vandenberg. g
2
4
1
Totals 15 14 18 44 Ron Den Uyl, teacrers of the
0
0
Sterenberg, g
0
flit away all the canes of the
school, vice presidents.
Ottawa (48)
Fisher, g
0
5
5
blackberriesand raspberries
Ray Rouwhorst, retiring presiFG FT PF TP
Flickema,c
0
1
2
which fruited this year.
Vander Wal, I
0
1
0 dent, was in charge of the busJohnson, f
8
4-21 iness meeting.
Totals 10 12 26 32
Bolt, c
Featuring the program was a
0
1
2
Waters, g
0
3
4 play "The Lord’s Acre" given by
a group of women from North Elders, Deacons
Hubbard, g
4
2 11
Breen, c
4
2 11 Holland. Taking part were Mrs.
At Maplewood Church
Cole, c
0
0
0 C. Rouwhorst, Mrs. K. Sluiter,
Mrs. C. Brouwer, Mrs. Jake Stoel
Installationof new elders and
Totals 17 14*11 48 and Mrs. Gerrit Van Kampen. deacons, elected r e#c e n 1 1 y by

COLD BEER

a

double duet including Mrs. J. Jager, Mrs. F. Veneberg,Miss Hazel

Bakker and Mrs. Van Kampen,
accompanied by Miss Ruth Slotman. Misses Phyllis and Sharon
Van Noil entertained with accordion and guitar numbers.
Lunch was served by Mrs. Ray
Rouwhorst, Mrs. Drooger and Mrs.

Couple Surprised

On 30th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Martin H Geerlings were surprised at the home
of their son-in-law and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Gone Michielsen, 56
West 19th St., Thursday evening,
the occasion being their 30th wedding anniversary. Games were
played and the honored couple was
presented with a gift. A two course
lunch was served.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Geerlings, Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Koning, Mr. and Mrs.
Lon Kraker, Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Engelsman, Bob Geerlings, Milly
Wiggers, Ethel, Carolyn. Paul.
Evelyn and David Geerlings. the
honored guests and the hosts.
Mr. and Mrs. Geerlings have 11
children and eight grandchildren.
Fire Damages New Home
An overturned salamander w a s
blamed for a fire that damaged
part of the roof and overhead
beams of a new home under constructionat 21st St. and Michigan

Dutch atmosphere. Open

and

Chester L Baumann, Agent
13)

L

35th

81.

%

Phono 71)3

Phono 64214

AuthorisedRcpra »ep|atlTe»

YOUR

WARM FRIEND

HOSTSi

PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTI
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE

TAVERN

ST.

FENDT'S AUTO SERVICE
344

WEST 16TH

PHONE

ZEELAND
CLOSED

SUNDAYS \

who will be working In the coffee
and gift shop when the new hospital addition opens are require*}
to have TB scratch test before
they report for work. Such tests
are given at the Ottawa County
Health departmentheadquarters at
297 Central Ave. any Friday morning from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Mem*
bers are urged to have tests made
as quickly as possible.

MM0
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Everybod/s happy when

GROVE Milk
knows

MAPLI

is served. Junior

there's nothing like a cold

glass of milk

and

Mom

MAPLE GROVE'S

knowi

process of

keeping milk cold from the cow
to you

makes It

the safest milk

possible.

I

MAPLE GROVE DAIRY
(a* Soda Bar)

PHONE 8937

OUR REFRIGERATED CASE
Gairanhet Fretkim!

Whipped Cream Ruffe
Get Tests Friday
AU hospital auxiliary'members

ing place with traditional

Art.

and Repair

Essenburg.

A conveniently located meet-

midnight.

Service

Ave., at 1 p.m. Friday. Ironically
the blaze was three feet away
from where workmen were brick- t S7I MICHIGAN AVE.
ing up a fireplace In the living
Maplewood Reformed Church, will room of the partiallybuilt home. -••••••••••••••••••••••<
be held the first of the new year. Prompt arrival of firemen preventElders elected are Martin Sale. ed what could have been a costly
Richard Staat, Emerson Tanis and blaze.
Gerrit Dykman (elder of wider
evangelism). Deacons elected are
Mulch strawberryplants with
Walter Bobeldyke, Jay Peerbolt a straw just as soon as the ground
and Richard Streur.
freezes.

i

noon to

Automatic Transmission

that

notionollyadvert sod wines.

177 Colloea

Co.

Van Leuwen Wins

a

Ben Van Unte, Agent

& Metal

OJABEr _

m

Eclairs

Cream Pies

***

CAKES

and

FILLED ROLLS

vuanty • Staiontd

Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
140 RIVER AVE.

^

PHONE 34*1

DU
384

MMD

CENTRAL AVE. 1

RAKE SHOP
.Jp

THE HOLLAND CITY

Van Hoff-Terpstra Vows Spoken

Married
Panel Discusses

in

NEWS,

THURSDAY, DECEMEER «,195«

Graafschap Church

•if

Farm Situation
Rotarians were given a look at
the farm situation in Michigan,
from the farmer’s viewpoint, at a
meeting Thursday noon at the

Warm

**wm
Irak

Friend Tavern.

The program was in the form of
a panel discussion,moderated by
Richard Machiele of Michigan
State UniversityExtension Service, who is Ottawa Count Agricultural Agent. Members of the panel included Marvin Patmos of Forest Grove, representing the poul-

'f:

ImI

try industry; Neal Andre, the dairy

industry; Peter

Van Eyck,

the

Farmer’s Union, and HilbertHolleman of the Jamestown Farm Bureau, representing the American

Farm

Bureau.

Andre pointed out that 19 percent of the gross national income
is from dairy products, but is not
included in the federal farm program. Dairy prices have not kept
pace with the national standard, he
said. This has forced dairymen to
increase production to make a
profit, which has created a surplus problem. He advocated increased activity in research for
new uses of dairy products.
Marvin Patmos pointed out that
the poultry industry also is not un-

MAYOR ROBERT VISSCHER, of Holland, right,
and Rein Visscher, business manager of Hope
College,received gifts from the Netherlands
at Kent County Airport Saturday morning. The

New York to Grand Rapids flight on
one of the new Capital Airlines Viscounts,
which are now on a new, fast run between New
York City and Grand Rapids. It was KLM's
gesture of recognitionof the new Viscount
service.Capital Hostess Ruby Lester, presents
the basket of cheese to Dutch Girl Gretchen
through a

gifts, which included an overseas flight bag, a
der the federal farm program.
Delft chintf tobacco jar and Delft ash trays,
Mass production has taken over
and a basket of Dutch cheese, were from the
in the industry,from incubation to
Steffens.
director of public relationsof the Royal Dutch
Jock Lee Von Hoff
marketing. Overproductionmust
Airlines.They were relayed to the local men
(Bulfordphoto) be controlled,he said, and every
Folkwing a southern honeymoon, wore 'a pink nylon dres^ and car- effort is made to prevent this by
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lee Van Hoff ried a white basket containing the poultrymen.
returned Tuesday to their home, white pompons and pink rosebuds.
Van Eyck stated that the high
Mr. and Mrs. William Vande Berg
Christian
at
5352 Butternut Dr. The couple was The ringbearer was Charles cost of farm products to the con
(Bulford photo)
sumer is due to marketing methmarried Friday night in Bethany Schaap, nephew of the bride.
Following their recent marriage, was Howard Bielema and ushers
Keith Van Hoff assisted his broth- ods and that the farmers’ margin
Christian Reformed Church.
Is
Mr.
and Mrs. William Vande Berg were Russell Cooper and Henry
The bride is the former Thelma er as best man. Ushers were Del- has decreased. He felt that farmKlok.
to
Elaine Terpsma, daughter of Mr. wyn Diekema and Paul Elzinga ing should be taken out of poli- are living at 369H West 19th St.
and belts. Today many novelty
John Oldenburgersang ”0 PerBy Matthew Wilson
and Mrs. John Terpsma, 56 East Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Dick were tics and returned to the farmers. The bride is the former Gladys fect Love,” "Today Oh Lord. We
At long last we are on our way shops operate there too.
MUSKEGON (Special) - HolH o 1 e m a n, representing the Garvelink, daughter of Mr. and
26th St. The groom is the son of master and mistress of ceremonies.
at the Altar Stand” and "The
Being a medieval city one is
For her daughter’s wedding American Farm Bureau, spoke on Mrs. Joe Garvelink, 54 West 48th Wedding Prayer" during the serv- land Christian'sreserve squad home aboard this nice Norwegian conscious again of the winding
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Van Hoff, Jr.,
Mrs. Terpsma wore a light blue flexibleprice control and the soil St., and the groom’s parents are ice. He was accompanied by Mrs. piled up a big lead JiPre Friday 12-passenger cargo ship. To our streets, many so narrow t hat
109 West 21st St.
The Rev. William Brink, assist- faille dress with empire waistline bank program and outlined some Mr. and Mrs. Manis Vande Berg Wallace Boeve, organist,who also night and then held on to coast to surprise and delight our cabin is even a cart cannot get in. These
a 58-50 win over the Muskegon
ed by the Rev. John Hains, per- and a short jacket.Mrs. Van Hoff of the Farm Bureau policies.
of Sheboygan,Wis.
played the bridal marches.
large with two beds, two closets streets, many so narrow that
After a question period Machiele
Christian
reserves. The Hollanders
formed the double ring ceremony wore a Dior blue lace dress. Both
Vows were exchanged Nov. 2 in For her daughter’s wedding,
and plenty of space for suitcases protectionin case of war because
before a setting of white daisies mothers had pink carnation cor- closed by stating that the main Graafschap Christian Reformed Mrs. Garvelink wore a black dress now have a 1-1 mark, while the
a curving street prevents long
problem was overproductionand Church. The Rev. L. Oostendorp trimmed with blue pearls and pink Little Warriors lost their first and tne bath has large tub with
and chrysanthemums,palms and sages.
flightsof arrows or bullets. We
A reception for 125 guests was that research, not government performed the double ring oere- accessories.Mrs. Vande Berg wore game in three starts.
ferns. Preceding the wedding, Rev.
shower and two wash basins and thought back in our minds and
regulation,
was
the
answer.
•
Hains sang "Because'’ and during held in the church basement.Asmony before an arrangement of a blue-grey dress with white trim. With sLx freshmen in the 10- all modern plumbing. In fact, it is wondered what murders had been
the ceremony, "The Lord's sisting were the Misses Carol The speakers were introduced palms, ferns and bouquets of white Both mothers had pink rose cor- member Holland travellingsquad, about the largest bath we have done in these same streets by the
Essenburg,Hazel Van Iwaarden, by RotarianFred Coleman.
all of the ninth graders, many for had on any ship.
pompons.
Prayer."
sages.
Medicis. Pittis and others.
The bride chose a ballerina Joanne Vander Bie, Dorothy OostThe bride wore a gown of white
We got aboard 5 p.m. on the
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Brummel the first time, got a taste of high
lace over satin styled with diagon- were master and mistress of cere- school basketball.Two of the 16th expecting to leave the next
length straplessgown of nylon net ing and Elaine Volkers.
During a program Rev. Brink
al nylon tulle insets outlined with monies at the receptionfor 85 freshmen were starters.
over satin with a brief matching
day at noon. Our dinner was exThe Hollanders got off to a slow cellent and like home cooking and
seedpearls at the hipline and neck- guests in the church basement.
Jacket The gown was trimmed led opening prayer and Mr. Dick
with rhinestones and -pearls. She conducted group singing.Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Will Timmer enter- line. The full hooped skirt of nylon Miss Arlene Hamming and Bartell start, but came back with a flurry served by two Norwegian gals.
wore a fingertipveil and carried Delores Hulst gave a reading. tained on Thanksgivingtheir chil- net and lace over satin ended in a Adema served at the punch bowl to take a 17-5 first quarter margin. They and the officersspeak Enga white Bible, a gift of the groom, "Thelma Economizes" and an dren and grandchildren.Present long train. A shoulder-length veil and Miss Myra K o e m a n and The pace slackened in the second lish. The food is all bought in the
accordion solo, "Ivoiy Towers” were Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Boer- was attached to her lace cap Robert Brummel arranged the period, but the Little Maroons still United States and it was so good
and a white orchid.
Miss Wilma Terpsma, sister of was played by Miss Shirley Lam- man and family of New Groningen, adorned with seedpearls. She car- gifts. Serving the guests were the held a comfortable 27-12 halftime to have good butter, jams, wonderthe bride and maid of honor, wore pen. Rev. Hains sang "Through the Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Timmer and ried a white Bible with a white Misses Arlene Ickes, Delores margin.
ful bread, meats, etc. I should
Holland really rolled in the third qualify that paragraph by saying
a ballerinastraplessgown of blue Years” and "Bless This House,” family, Mr. and Mrs. Donald orchid and ribbon streamers. Her Dewey, Marilyn Besteman. CarRobert D. Willet & wf. to Gerrit
net over taffeta with matching and also closed with prayer.
Meeuwsen of Zeeland, Mr. and pearl necklace,was a gift from olyn Dombush, Elvina Geerdes period, scoring 20 points to take that the bread is baked on board E. Bredeweg & wf. Lot 446 First
The groom is employed by Mooi Mrs. Wilmer Timmer and family, the groom.
and Ella Grasmeyer. ,
a 47-21 lead at the three quarter each day and there were some
Jacket The Junior bridesmaid, Miss
Mrs. Gerald Garvelink, sister-in- Following the reception.Mr. and mark. With reserves in the Dutch grapes and excellent melons put Add. to Waukazoo, Twp. Park.
Lois Van Hoff, the groom’s sister, Roofing Co.
Mrs. John Beyer and children of
Stanley E. Alward 4 wf. to Eulaw of the bride, as matron of hon- Mrs. Vande Berg left on a north- lineup, the Little Warriorsturned on at Naples.
wore a rose crystaletteballerina For their wedding trip the bride Vriesland.
or wore a coral gown of net over ern honeymoon.
It
on
in
the
last
eight
minutes
to
gown with a matching jacket. They wore a navy blue linen dress with
gene
E. Hubbard & wf. Pt. SW^4
Since this is a cargo ship, inMr. and Mrs. Carl Schermer had
Mrs. Vande Berg is a graduate close the gap.
carried colonial bouquets of pink white accessories.
stead of getting away at noon the 20-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
as Thanksgivingguests. Mr. and taffeta trimmed with white lace.
The groom's parents entertained Mrs. Willis Boss of North Holland, Miss Mary Ann Vande Berg, sister of Holland Christian High School Vern*Wedeven, a ninth grader, next day we left at 10:30 p.m.
carnationsand white pompons and
Henry Koster 4 wf. to Allendale f
wore matching flower tiaras in the bridal party at a rehearsal Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bouwens and of the groom, was bridesmaid and and attended the Reformed Bible was high for Christian with 22 It was not a day badly spent beshe wore a gown similar to Mrs. Institute. Grand Rapids, for two points in less than three quarters cause it is most interestingto see Telephone Company Lot 2 Roster’s
dinner last week Monday at the family of Zeeland.
their hair.
Garvelink’s in a green shade. Both years. She is employed at Sears, of play. He was followed by Jim
Melissa Hakken, flower girl, Eten House.
ship loaded. This carries 8.750 Sub. Twp. Allendale.
A Thanksgiving dinner was held
attendants carried bouquets of Roebuck and Co. The groom, a Hulst with 15, Jack Bouman with tons and the captain said that it
Thomas Rose m a 4 wf. to Sidat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
pompons and wore matching head graduate of North High School, seven, Arlyn Lanting and Bob
was loaded to capacity. It has a ney Rosema Sr. 4 Wf. Pt. SE^4
Spaman on Friday evening. Present dresses.
Sheboygan,served with the Army Kapenga with four apiece, Ron mixed cargo from Abysinnia and
besides the host and hostess were
Gerald Garvelink, brother of the | in Korea and presently is attend- Windemuller, Ed De Vries and other Red Sea ports and at Naples SWK 23-7-14 Twp. Allendale.
Free Tip-ins Cartailed
a a
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Spaman and bride, was best man. Groomsman ing the Reformed Bible Institute.
Loral W. Vink 4 wf. to Kenneth
Paul Prins with two each, Mulder I never saw so many cases of Italfamily, Mr. and Mrs. John SpaE. Hippier 4 wf. Pt. NW* NWK
led
the
Muskegon
attack
with
13.
ian
tomatoes
and
tomato
paste,
man and family of Dunningville,
20-8-15 Twp. Crockery.
The other change states that a
By Randy VandeWater
crates of wonderful looking chestMr. and Mrs. Herbert Schout and Herman Dannenberg
Funeral Services Held
Louis H. Baker 4 wf. L> Arthur
Those big boy’ quick-ifingered player can’t touch the ball during
nuts and barrels of the same put
family of Hudsonville.
Reenders 4 wf. Lot 40 Kooiman’s
tip-ins after foul tosses in 'the past the downward flight on a try for
aboard.
They
were
for
the
ThanksMr. and Mrs. Louis Beyer were Succumbs at Age 63
For Mary Lou Van Egmond JttttlCStOWtl
Add. Grand Haven.
a field goal while the ball is
giving trade. While we waited,
during high school and college
Thanksgivingdinner guests of Mr.
above the basket rim level. This
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Hall are several train loads and many, Jacob Essenburg 4 wf. to DonHerman
Dannenberg.
63,
of
187
Graveside
services
were
held
basketballgames will be cut down appliesonly to a try and not a bat and Mrs. George Reimink and
ald L. Sloothaak4 wf. Lots 61,
East 35th St., died Saturday Saturday at 2 p.m. in Pilgrim the parents of a son born Thurs- many truck loads of food were 62 Essenburg’sSub. No. 2 Twp.
family of Hamilton.
because of a new rule.
with the hand and only until the
day at the Zeeland Hospital.
Home
Cemetery
for
Mary
Lou
lowered
into
the
hold.
It
Is
a
sciMr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma at his home following a heart atThat rule, one of the five slated ball touches the rim or until the
The Junior Department of the ence and a mystery to me how Holland.
and Mrs. John Broersma attended tack. He formerly lived in Overisel Van Egmond, daughter of the Rev.
for use in the Michigan prep ranks try ends.
Gertrude E. Gogolln to Ottawa
Sunday
School of the Reformed everything is kept straightnot onand Mrs. Howard Van Egmond.
this season, calls for two defenThose are about the highlights the funeral services of the Rev. and moved to Holland about three 525 College Ave., who was dead Church held their annual Christ- ly by the shippers and the ship Savings 4 Loan Assn. Lot 7 4 pt.
sive team members to occupy of the rules changes. A total of 17 John Afman of Grand Rapids onj
8 Block 9 Southwest Add. City of
at birth in Holland Hospital Wed- mas party at the church parlors but by those to whom it is conmonths ago.
spots adjacent to the end line dur- Michigan coaches served on the Monday afternoon.
Holland.
Saturday
afternoon. Games and signed-.
nesday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nagelkirk Surviving are the wife, Jennie;
ing a foul toss. Teammates of the committeedrawing up the changes
Donald L. Rietdyk 4 wf. to Peter
refreshments and table decoraThe ship never goes to Norway
Surviving besides the parents
free thrower are entitled to the includingWes Vryhof, Grand Rap- and family were Thanksgiving din- one brother,Henry, of Holland;
tions were in charge of the teach- but the officers and dt;ew are S. Boter Lots 3, 4 Osborne’s Sub.
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
are two brothers, Warren and
second space on each side and to ids Christian coach.
three sisters, Mrs. Minnie Hazeers and officers of the department. signed on for 18 months, at least Twp. Park.
Wayne, one sister, Linda; the maeach other alternatealong the line.
Donald C. Casemier 4 wf; to
Russ De Vette, Hope College Koning and family of Holland.
They are Mrs. A. Rynbrandt, Mrs. the crew Is. The officers get home
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was kamp of Overisel. Miss D e n a ternal grandparents, Mr. and Urs.
This means that the offensive coach, attended a meeting earlier
Robert D. Warnaar 4 wf. Pt. Lot*
E.
Nederveld.
Miss
Leona
Van
eyery
two
years
for
a
four-month
team can’t stationthe team’s big this week designed to talk over a Friday afternoon guest of Mrs. Dannenberg and Mrs. George Es- Matthew Borr of Holland and the
23, 24 Shupe’s Add. City of Grand
Oss, Miss Cornelia De Kleine,
man in one of the corner spots the rules and officiatingin the John H. Van Zoeren of Holland. sink, all of Overisel;two step- paternal grandfather,the Rev. Mrs. H. Grit. Mrs. H. Holleman visit but can have their families Haven.
aboard
for
a
six-month
trip
out
of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Meengs and brothertf, James and Justin Harry Van Egmond of Lennox,
for a possibletip-in after a missed MIAA.
Virgil L. Holbrook 4wf. to Ottaand Mrs. H. A. Bowman.
the two years at sea.
foul shot.
wa Savings 4 Loan Assn. Pt. 8^4
Many officials, who work MIAA family attended a Meengs family Scholten of Overisel. and three S. D.
The
Reformed
Church
Board
of
It takes three months and 10
The Rev. Raymond Van HeukeSo in tight games this rule may games attended. The meeting cen- get-together at the Zeeland City stepsisters,Mrs. Mable Boerman,
Education is sponsoring a Teach- days to make their rounds and SW*4 SW‘i 15-5-15Twp. Holland.
lom officiatedat the service. Arbe felt often this year. The pros tered around rule changes, inter- Hall on Thanksgiving Day.
Grace Teunis Bugielsk: to Elsie
Mrs. Stanley Broekhuis and Mrs.
er Training School during the their ports of call include Ethiopa,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin D. Wynrangements were by Dykstra Funhave used the rule for a few years pretation and methods of operaAlbert Broekhuis, all of Overisel.
month
of January, meeting every and Red Sea ports, the Persian T. Woodruff Pt. Lot '( Block Bargarden, Erma Wyngarden, John
eral Home.
and the Big Ten had it in effect tion.
Monday evening This is for all Gulf, Naples, New York, Boston tholomew’sAdd. Spring Lake. '
Van Regenmorter,Mr. and Mrs.
last season but this is the first
The so-called "Solid South’’ Is
teachersand those interested in and Philadelphia and occasional Robert D. Warnaar 4 wf. to
John Wolfert and family of Vriesit has been used in the prep and
Outdoor window boxes can be the work and teaching in the SunGertie Darby 4 wf. Pt. Lots 17.
comparisedof Virginia.North
stops in between depending on
land, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth NyCouple Wed at Home
other college ranks.
18 Block 2 Cutler’s 4 Sheldon’s
Carolina, South Carolina. Georgia, made attractive by filling them day School. awaiting cargo. In hot countriesall
huis and family of Kalamazoo
Another rule that may be vioFlorida, Alabama, Tennessee, with evergreen branches and The ReV. B. W. Lammers has cabins and public rooms are air- Add. Grand Haven.
Of
Justice
De
Witt
were Thanksgivingguests of Mr.
lated frequentlyconcerns throwing
Jeannette Bottje to Glen Engel
Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas dried flowers, berried shrubbery left the Hospital after his opera- conditioned.
and Mrs. Donald M. Wyngarden of
the ball in bounds. The ball may
4
wf. Lot 32 Bottje S'lb. No. 1
twigs
and
similar
material.
»
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Hudsonville.
and Aexu.
tion and is convalescingat the
Besides eating, reading and sun
not be thrown in from out of
Twp. Grand Haven.
Robert W. Law. of Grand Haven
home
of
his
daughters
in
Grand
bathing
the
past
three
days
we
George Broersma of Grand Rapbounds in the area extended beGeorge L. Howard 4 wf. to Wiland Nancy Collins,Spring Lake, ids was a Thanksgivingguest of
Rapids. Mrs. Lammers is making have done nothing except visit with
hind the free throw lanes on either
were married by JusticeLawrence
her home there also for the win- our other passengers, of which sev- liam Monroe 4 wf. Pt. NEK NWK
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma.
end of the floor. This applies af35-8-13 Twp. Wright.
De Witt at his home Saturday
ter months.
en are American tourists returnMr. and Mrs. Fred Nagelkirk,
ter a successful goal as well as
morning. Mr. and Mrs. John R.
annual Congregational ing home includinga returning Gerrit Huyser 4 wf. to Willard
Mary and Johnnie were Sunday
after any out of bounds ball. The
Vereeke 4 wf. Pt/SWK SEK hVer Duin of Grand Haven attended
meeting will be held at the Chris- missionary from Eritrea, a Peevening guests of Mr. and Mrs.
penalty will be awarding of the
SEK
SEK Sec. 5 4 NWK 9^-14
the couple.
tian Reformed Church next Thurs- sian businessman going to New
Gerald Zuverinkand family.
ball to the opponent. In High school
Twp. Zeeland.
Mr. Law who is employed by the
day
evening
and
at
the
Reformed
York
to
establish
an
outlet
for
a
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma and
the area is six feet and in college,
Bert Baker et al to John Van
Ottawa County Road Commission,
Church tonight.
new kind of nut that they grow
family were Thanksgivingdinner
12 feet
Ess 4 wf. Lot 56 Baker -Huizen
is the son of William Law, Sr. and
A
son
was
bom
to
Mr.
and
and
two
English
girls
who
are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Kruis
However, after a basket it is not
Sub. No. 2 Twp. Georgetown.
Mrs. Thomas Gosen, and the bride
Mrs. Richard Van Klompenberg at moving to California.
a violation for a player to run Ls the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and family of Wyoming Park.
Harry Walcott et al to Bernard
the Zeeland Hospital on Nov. 20.
Now I have time to get to com- Boersma 4 wf. Pt. NWK SWK
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Meeuwsen
through the restrictedarea or for
Harry Collins of Grand Rapids.
Thursday
'
evening
the
Men’a
pleting
the
final
article
of
our
sumof Zeeland, Mrs. John Beyer and
a player to play the ball through
13-6*13 Twp. Georgetown.
Brotherhoodwill meet at the Re- mer’s wonderful experience. The
children of Vriesland were Sunday
the
*
Andrew Rlynstra4 wf. to Wilformed Chirch parlors. Dr. Mediterraneanis as smooth as liam Kaslander
evening guests of Mr. and Mrs.
On jump balls this season none Hope College Debaters
wf. Lot 81
Storm,
missionary
home
from
glass and with our capacity load Schilleman’s Add. Twp. Holland.
Will Timmer and family.
of the eight non-jumperswill be
To Host Central Squad
Arabia will be the speaker. The the ship Is so smooth that you
Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt, Heldred,
allowed to have either foot in the
Robert Nederhood 4 wf. to Berwoifien of the church are also in- don’t feel as if you were traveland Mildred were Tuesday supper
restraining circle cylinder (each
lin K. Gummere 4 wf. Lot 38
Four squads of debaters from
vited to this meeting.
ing at all. Yet we are steadily Northouse Sub. No. 2 Twp.
guests of Mrs. Herbert Myaard
foul circle and center circle)unCentral Michigan College will be and children of Forest Grove.
progressing towards Gibralter Georgetown.
til the ball has been tapped.
which we see tomorrow at noon Kenneth A. King et al to Richard
Two other rule changes have in Holland Friday as guests of the Mrs. Gerrit Faber and Mr. and
New Member Initiated
at about 15 knots an hour and then S. Wlerenga 4 wf. Pt. SWK NW
Mrs.
Gerald
Zuverink
attended
the
been discussedat rules meeting Hope College Speech Department.
without landing head across the frlK 29-8-16 City of Grand Haven.
By Eta Gamma Chapter
throughout teh state. One, during The question this year is Resolv- funeral services of Mrs. Fred Oudemolen, Sr., last Saturday #at the
Mrs. Martin Barth was initiated Atlantic for New York. We had
Ohauncey A. Ellis 4 wf. to MaN
a free throw the thrower won’t
ed: "That the United States dis- First ChristianReformed Church of
to membership of the Eta Gamma expected to stop in Genoa and Val- tin J. Kramer & wf. Lots 71, 72
have either foot beyond the verChapter of Beta Sigma Phi, and encia and are sorry not to, as Edgewood Sub. Twp. Park.
tical line and no other player of continue direct economic aid to Zeeland with the Rev. A. E. RozenPauline Kossuth to Ray Kamp 4
foreign
countries."
received the Pledge Ritual at a I had saved out some film for
dal officiating.
either team shall have either foot
meeting Monday night at the home those two cities.
wife. Pt NWK NEK 1M-15 Twp.
beyond the vertical line or cylinThere are 21 active debaters Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma and
We left. Pisa by CTT bus at 4 Crockery.
of Mrs. Hugh Overholt. At a busder of any lane boundry, nor en- from the Hope student body. Par- family were Thanksgiving evening
Amos Nordman A wf, to Hariness meeting conducted by the p.m. land were in Florence by
ter or leave the lane space which ticipantswill be Artel Newhouse, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Simon
president,Mrs. Don Hogue, a re- 6:45. This is an old town full of rington School District Lots 194,
is nearest the end line. These re- John Meeng*. Tom Lubbers.Isla Broersma.
port was presented on thtyurkey art and other mqseums. Our hotel 195 Harrington's Fourth Add. Twp.
The Sewing Guid will meet next
strictions apply until the ball Van Eenenaam,John Van Dam,
and favors presented to the Eben- faced on the Arno River and show- Park.
touches the rim or backboard or Robert Williams, James Evers, week Thursday at 1:30 p.m.
ezer Hdme on Thanksgiving. There ing several bridges destroyed by
until the free throw endi.
Jan Leestma, Melchior Van HatMrs. John Veltema left by plane
also was a sale of Christmas the Germins as they retreated
This rule was made almost sole- tem, George Worden, Young Tuesday morning for her home In
north. One bridge, the Ponte Fined on Two Counts
items.
ly for Wilt (the Stilt) Chamberlain Chae Kang.
I*ella, Iowa. She left her daughter
Lunch was served by Mrs. O. Vecchio, was saved by the intei^ Ivan SUm, 32, of 547 Oakdale,
of Kansas. Chamberlain,who is
Matie Fischer. Carol Loth, Ken- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
M. Raith and Mrs. Overholt At- vention of the Bishop but the ap- Grand Rapids, was sentenced in
eligible this year for the varsity neth Brink, Reika Kim, Herman Hubert Heyboer as she is unable
tending were the Mes dames proaches were destroyed. This Municipal Court this week to serve
and is 7T\ is reported to leap Maertons, Martin Riekse, Larry to care for her as the result of
Charles Armstrong, Louis Brun- bridge was rebuiltIn 1345 and is four days and pay fine and costs
at the same time the ball ascends Izenbart, Eugene Klaaren, Robert recent eye operation. Mrs. Keith
ner, John Du Mez. Jim Hertel, the oldest bridge. Now both sides of 635 on charges of speeding 45
on the free toss, catch or tip it Winter and David Dethmers.
Van Noord whose husband is stl
FIRST
HUNT
—Mrs.
Allen
(Korkl
De
Vries,
route
2,
fired
a
30-06
Don
Hogue. BiU K i e f p r, Hugh of the triveway are occupiedby miles in a 25-mile zone and drivon the rebound and send the ball
tioned in Kentucky has been staydeer rlfel for the first time a week ago. The slug brought down a
Overholt, Howard Poll, O. M. silver, jewel and leather mer- ing While his license was suspendaloft for a second tme, which if
American's misnamed Eastern ing at the Heyboer home. Mr.
ed. Others appearingin Municipal
spikehorn deer that weighed in estimated 120 pounds when
Raith, Bob Van Dyke, A1 Van chants.
made would ba»a field goal.
hemlock, unlike the Old World Van Noord will be discharged in
Court were Thurman Rynbrandt.
Continuing
from
the
bfldge
into
dressed.
It
was
her
first
trip
to
the
north
woods.
One
other
memDyke, Martin Barth, Bob TurschThis rule was set up primarily hemlock whose juices killed Soc- month.
the main part of town you run into 24. of 262 West Ninth St, apeedber of the party, Gordon DeWaard, also got a spikehorn. Others
man and George Uevense.
like San Francis- rates, is poisonous to neither man
the straw market where all sorts ing 35 in 25, $10. and Robert
who returned empty handed included Mrs. DeVries’ husband,
who guided nor beast. Its feathery foliage, Wyoming is named the Equa
Allen, Wallace DeWaard. Bill Djkstra, James Van Dyke, Joe
A hjppo may weigh up to three of straw articles are made and Nevin Savidge, 23, of 569 West
by keeping long however, reminded early settlers ity state because it waa the
DeVries, Russ Girard, and’ Jarvis Ter Haar. The regular deer
tons end have skin two inches sold from shoes and handbags to 21st St, jbeeding. $15 suspended
bucket. of tij* hemlock plant they had state in the Ura^n to grant equal
pretty and usable straw ikirts after trade .school
thick.;
season end*
(Sentinelphoto).
known in England.
suffrage to women.
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Here on Playing

Cases Processed

the Tri-Citiesarea elected consistory members at annual congregational meetings Monday night.
Id
At Spring Lake First Reformed
Church, of which the Rev. John
When the decision of the popreSeveral persons charged with
Benes is the pastor, they elected
hunting
violationspaid fines in
Will Include
sentatlve
council, the governing
Howard Draft, GilbertVan Wleren
Justice C. C. Wood’s court the last
body
of the Michigan High School
and
Walter
Streeting
as
elders
and
Entire Nation; Set
few days
Lynn Kuck, Harold Wetecott and
Athletic Association rejecting 9-2
Robert Zimmer, route 2, and
To Begin Next April
John Sterkenburgas deacons.
the proposal for additionalbasketHarvey Hoffman, of 441 Riley St
Ttoe Grand Haven First Reform
paid fines and costs of $47.80 each
ball games was released, a check
A ghoitly applicationof electron- ed Church elected elders John
on charges of hunting deer with
ic magic will extend the dialing Bosch, Richard Teunis and John
of the three area high achools
the use of artificial light. They
range of telephones here to nation- Wyma. Named deacons were Carl
brought varied thoughts.
.were arrested Nov. 29 in Port
wide limita in April of next year, Sikkenga, Frank Felt and Russell
A poll had been conductedearSheldon townshipby Conservation
according to A. G. Sail, local man- Bosma.
OfflcerfHarold
Bowditch.
lier
throughoutthe state among
ager for the Michigan Bell TeleDrtn E. Shaver, of 444 Riley,
790
schools
and it wai In this
phone Co.
paid fine and costs of $17.80 on a
poU that Holland, Holland ChrisSail aaid that while there would
charge of transporting a loaded
tian and Zeeland High Schools
be no vialble change in existing
gun
in a car. The alleged offense
•
facilities on users premises, some
occurredNov. 7 in Holland town
The poll returns, which were sub20 million telephones in the nation
ship.
mltted to the representativecounwould be as accessibleas the telWillis D. Van Huls, of 256 West
cil, showed 295 favoring the extra
ephone next door through the mir32nd St., paid fine and costs of
games and 273 opposed. The quesacle of direct-distance
dialing.
$32.80 on a charge of attempting to
tionnaires were not returned by
The transformationfrom the limtrap muskrats during the closec
162 schools and 19 were incorrect
ited dialing of the present to the
season. The alleged offense occuror Incomplete.
continentaldialing of the future is
red Nov. 26 in Holland township,
The decision of the council was
made possiblethrough a five milwith the arrest by Bowditch.
The Holland Hospital public
contrary to the poll. It was felt
lion dollar installationof ultraFIRE SCENE
Smoke streams out of the upstairs apartment that throughout the state Athletic
In otiter cases, Donald Davis
modern switching equipment now drive was launched Monday night
of Mrs. Donald Newell, 8 Clinton St., in Grand Haven Monday
route 2, West Olive, was sentenced
direotors and coaches favored the
nearing c o m p 1 etlon at Grand at a kickoff dinner attended by
to serve 14 days'ln the county jail
morning. Mrs. Newell's 11 -month-old dauahter, Brenda, was
extra game while principals and
/ Rapids which will accept a call, about 125 volunteer workers at
on a charge of simple larceny, in
auperintendents generally opposed
burned to death in the blaze which wrecked the living room of
record billing information,and au Durfee Hall on Hope College
volving a water pump and gasoline
It
the apartment.Mrs. Newell went out a window with one son,
tomatlcallyselect one of thousands Campus. William Boer, co-chairengine valued under $50. The
Holland joined 55 other high
of routes to whisk a message man of the public drive division
Mark, 2Vfc, and onto the leah-to roof to the right of the picture.
alleged offense occurred Nov. 7 in
schools in voting for one additionacross the nation to any of 30 ma- with Mrs. A. W. Tahaney. preShe handed Mark to a neighbor and was assisted to the around
Olive township. i
al basketballgame. Under the
sided and praised the workers for
jor cities.
herself by firemen. Another ton, Lance, 4, was found by the
Charles Webb, of 263 West 11th
present setup a school is allowed
The Grand Rapids equipment their dedication to this work.
St, paid fine and cqsts of $59.30
locked downstairs door to the apartment when it was kicked in
a total of 24 games and Holland
will make it possible for users in
At the meeting, at which John
on a reckless driving charge. The
has 15 in basketball and nine in
by
firemen.
Both
youngsters
were
released
to
relatives
after
the following 31 western Michigan F. Donnelly was the principal
alleged offense occurred Nov. 11
football.
treatment
at Municipal Hospital.
communitiesto participatein the speaker, reasons were given why
on M-21 in Zeeland township. SherHolland High officials noted on
(Grand
Horan
Tribuna
photo)
direct distance dialing plan: Ada, additionalfunds were needed. Doniff’s officers made the arrest.
the questionnaire that in favoring
Alto, Byron Center, Caledonia. nelly said that "cost of construcOthers appearing before Wood
one more game they did not favor
Casnovia, Cedar Springs, Clarks- tion and equipmentincreased subwere Kenneth Jay Borgman, 176
Richord Schreiber
additionalTuesday night games.
ville, Dorr, Dutton, Fr e e p o r t, itantially between the time the
West 14th St., speeding65 In 55
It was generally agreed thanf
Grand Rapids, Grant, Grattan initial funds were committed and
nighttime, 136th Ave. in Holland
additional basketball games were
Hudsonville,Jamestown, K ent the letting of the contracts.It was
township, $14.30; Randall Piers,
to be played, more Tuesday night
Greenville, Hastings, Holland, not possible to determinethe acroute 2, interferingwith traffic,
» in
games would be required.
City, Lake Odessa, Lowell, Marne, tual cost so that contractscould be
accident on Ottawa Beach Rd. In
Zeeland was in the group opposMiddlevllle,Moline. Nashville, let until most of the funds had
Park township, $14.30; Marie Ida
sa," "Neptunes Fountain"and all ing additional games. The Chix
By Matthew Wlltton
Rockford, Sand Lake, Sparta, Tru- been assured through the bond isBrace, Sparta, speeding50 in 40Not knowing my European his- in an outdoor gallery.
officials went along with the Tuesfant. Wayland, and Zeeland.
sue, township contributions and
mile zone. M-21 in Georgetown tory as well as I should. I, will
We visited a mosaic factory and day night reasoning and it was
Sail said the development of the the federalgrant. Rather than setThe Hope College Messiah chor- her of Seville."He has been con- township. $9.30.
have a lot of reading to do to saw how the small pieces of col pointed out that the
direct-distancedialing system in- tle for second best, we are en- us and orchestra have been in re- certizingin six Midwest and sevRoger Kraak, of 93 Timberlane
bring the many places visited Into ored stone are hand cut and League, of which Zeeland it a
'J volved division of the nation into deavoring to get the needed addi- hearsal since early October for the en southwest states as well as serv- Rd., stop sign. M-50 in Grand
a truer perspective. However, in smoothed and then placed Into the member, has adopted a policy callmore than 100 areas, each with its tional funds so that the Hospital 28th performanceof Handel's ora- ing as soloistwith many college Haven township, $7.30; Ardell Jay
picture. Some of them were at fine
own three digit number which will be first class in every respect. torio which will be presented Tues- choir and symphonies. He is slat- Gemmen. route 1. Hudsonville. spite of the wrongs that were done as any painting I ever saw and ing for a minimum of Tuesday conby the bad rulers, 'and some of
tests. Zeeland plays 16 basketball
serves as a guidepost in channel- There are no frills in the plans day. Dec. 18. at 8 p.m. in Hope ed to participatein the 1957 Bach speeding 85 in 55 nighttime, and
the Popes, we owe thent a debt of one especiallyI would have liked and eight football garnet.
ing a call to its destination.
Festival
for
Kalamazoo
College.
and all the funds will be spent on Memorial Chapel on the campus.
expired operator'slicense. M-21 in
gratitude for saving much of the to have had except it cost a bit
Holland Christian, which does
Heavily populatedstates have basic facilitiesessential to a hospiRichard Schreiber. bass - bari- Georgetown township, $34.30 and fine art work that exists today. over my figure.
Dr. Robert W. Cavanaugh, dinot play football,and is allowed
more than one number. In Mich- tal of which the people of this rector. said 250 students will take tone, has sung many roles in ora- $9.30; Allen Rewbeck, 287 Hayes,
Another factory I went Into was the maximum of 18 games voted
In fact, the last of the Medici
igan, for example, there are three: area will be proud."
part in the production this year. torios and operas and has done a Improper loading of truck. M-21 in family left all of their vast col- a silversmiths where they make
not to increase that number. But
Here in the western section and
The volunteer workers were urg- Dr. Morrette Rider, director of the great deal of radio work and con- Holland township. $14.30. ,
lection through many years to the hand made silverware as It has
including the NorthernPeninsula, ed to see everyone personally and orchestra, will be associate direc- cert singing.He has sung roles in
Owen Smith. 362 West 24th St., city of Florence. In the Medlcls been done for five hundred years on its questionnaire it was pointed out that it would approve of
the area code is "616”; eastern to talk over the hospital needs tor. Anthony Kooiker and Roger Messiah, Elijah, Judas Macca- excessive noise. US-31 in Holland
In Santa Croce there are winchapels are the tombs and sarother school! playing 18 basketball
central Michigan is "SIT”; and, with both husband and wife. Em- Rietbcrg will be at the piano and baeus, the Verdi Requiem,Brahms township,$9.30; Luther Starrett,
cophagi of the Medicis and the dows that by reflectedlight look games but added that because the
of
175
Burke,
no
operator’s
license,
southeastern Michigan is ''313.”
phasis was placed on the impor- organ, respectively.
Requiem and others. He has apGrand Dukes of Tuscany. It is as If they were made of stained school didn't play football, it
Sail said all direct distance dial- tance of three - year pledges basSoloiststhis year will be Maud peared with the Swedish Choral old US-31 in Holland township. done in beautifulmarble and the glass. They are not windows but
ing calls from here would be made ed on an ampunt budgeted each Nosier, soprano from Chicago; Club of Chicago, the Marshall $9.30; Louis Eggleston. Grand new Sachlsty is the work of Mich- are made of colored metal that should not be considered in the
by first dialing '112” which sends week as outlined in the "Guide to Helene Hekman Gezon, Grand Field Choral Society and many Rapids, speeding65 in 55 night elangelo who designed the im- fools one. I was also fooled In one poll.
In other action,the state board
the call to the complex switching Giving" which should be shown to Rapids contralto; Howard Marsh, other choruses and has appeared time, 136th Ave.. Holland town- pressive statues of "Dawn and of the palaces where the high
set
the date for starting high
ship.
$14.30.
equipmentin Grand Rapids.
everyone solicitedin the public tenor, and Richard Schreiber, in concerts in many midwest
Twilight" and ’'Day and Night.” frescoes actually looked as it they school football practice as Sept. 3.
Lawrence E. Tov^e, of 50 East
If the city called is within the drive category.
and Mrs. Gezon have made ap- states. His operatic experiences
were
small
statues
along
the
edge.
In the Pittl Palace, which by the
611 >’•*«, the user then dials the
Volunteer workers were also told pearances previously for the Hope have been with the Chicago City 27th St., failure to yield right of way was never occupied by a How these artists ever got the
way,
M-21
and
112th
Ave.,
Holland
can.*d number (two letters and that an accurate record is kept of College Messiah. The two men will Opera Co., Milwaukee Opera Assmember of the Pltti family but three dimensionsinto their work
fit numerals)and is directlycon- all cards assigned to them to pre- be making their local debuts in the ociation and American Opera Co. township, $14.30; Stanley Broek- passed into the hands of the MedU is strange but they did it and it
huis, route 5, assured clear disvent duplicationof calls and that Dec. 18 production.
nected.
cis, is full of wonderful tapestries is very foolingeven after you are
tance, State St. in Holland town
If the call is for a point outside all cards must be reported on by
Miss Nosier, a native of Texas,
and has the famous Boboll gar- told that it is done flat
Pastor Declines Call;
ship, $14.30;Clare Eugene Towne
the 616 area the user will dial 112, Dec. 21. the date the drive ends is widely known as an oratorio
Dante lived in Florence and was
dens. In the Pitti galleriesamong
of 169 East Eighth St., no opera
as before, plus the three numerals
A total of $75,744was reported specialist and Bach interpreter. Another to Visit Church
many wonderful pictures too num- one of the leading councilmenun- In
tor's license, US-31 in Holland
of the area of the called number pledged to date toward the $150,- She has sung many times with
erous to name are Titians "Mary til forced into exile by a conspiraGRAND HAVEN (Special)
township, $9.30.
then the called number itself. For 000 goal. Of the total amount re- the Apollo Club and the Swedish
Magdalene," "Duchess of Ur- cy engineered by the Pope of the
ZEELAND (Special)
EightThe Rev. William Vander Hoven
Julia Kuker. of 169 East Fifth
example, to call ANdover 3-1596 in ported, Henry S. Maentz said $37
Choral Society of Chicago, all with
bano," Ruben's "Consequence of time. He was never able, to re- teen persons recentlyappearedbeof
the
Wyoming
Park
Christian St., no operator’s license, US-31 in
turn
to
his
home
and
while
in
exChicago, HI., a Grand Rapids area 500 had been raised by the Memor- the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
Reformed Church has informed Holland township. $9.30; Roy Ben War." Murillo's "Madonna and ile wrote the famous "Inferno." fore Zeeland Justice Hllmer C.
user would dial ”112,” then "312,” ial Gifts Committee of which Ber- More than 11,000 persons heard
Child." Velasquez "Phillip the
Dickman and were fined on a
the congregation of Second Chris- Chapman, Coloma, speeding 80 in
then “AN 3-1598.”
nard Arendshorst and I. H. Marsil- her sing Messiah solos at the MorSecond of Spain" and Raphael’s His home remains intact and tovariety of counts.Those appearing
tian Reformed Church in Grand 55. US-31 in Holland township,
day
is
a
National
shrine.
Whether the call is within the je are co-chairmen. Ab Martin, co- mon Tabernaclein Salt Lake City.
famous "Pregnant Woman."
Haven that he has declined a call $29.30;Louis Elzinga, of 604 West
included:
616 area or beyond, before the chairman with George Herringa of She also sang the same role at
At the.Uffizi Palace and Galwhicn had been extended. The 23rd St., excessive speed for con
Glenn Vander Kolk, 19. Hudsoncalled telephone begins to ring, an the Industry Gifts Committee, re- Ann Arbor with the .University of
leries, thanks to the Medici family
Grand Haven church has been dltions, US-31 in Grand Haven who either bought or commission'ville, speeding, $10.30; Elwood J.
operator will come in on the line ported $20,394 raised to date by Michigan Choral Society,
township, $14.30; Norval Earl West
Brush, 42, of 10 East 30th St.,
and ask for the number of the this committee. Dan Vander Werf bass, both of Chicago. Miss Nosier without a pastor since the Rev.
ed hundreds of paintings,we find
E.
J.
Tanis
retired from active Grand Rapids, speeding 55
Holland, careless driving, $18.30;
caller’s telephone.All other neces- reported that $17,850 had been
celebrated statues such as "The
Mrs. Gezon will repeat the Mesallowed 45 truck zone, M-21 in
David Kolenbrander,17. of 250
ministry last Aug. 1.
sary information is registered au- raised by the Special Gifts Com
Grinder;"
"N
i
o
b
and
Her
siah role she has sung many times
The
Rev.
Frederic
Dolfin, pas- Holland township, $9.30.
West 14th St., Holland, stop light.
Daughters'’
and
"Venere
del
Meditomatically by the billing equip- mittee of which Don Winter and for Holland audiences.Besides
Ed Nyhoff. of 306 East 12th St.
An Informaltour through the $11.30; Rex Corvell,Grand Rapids,
tor of the Second Reformed Church
ci" and paintings by artists of the
ment.
Bruce Van Leuwen are co-chair- Messiah performances, she has apin Grand Haven has announced red light, Douglas and River time from Tuscany as well as picturesque cities and farm lands Improper left turn. $10.30; Simon
Calls from public telephones, men.
peared before many clubs and
he has received a call from First Holland township, $9.30; Welty Van Dyke and Rembrandt. This of the Netherlandsthrough the J. Konong, 33, Mounted Route,
person-to-personcalls, conference
The invocationwas given by the other groups in the city. She atHarrison Sinank, of 712 Columbia
medium of colored slides enter- Zeeland, expired operator’ s
Vv calls, collect calls and credit card Rev. John Hains, pastor of the tended Calvin College for two Reformed Church of Alto, Wis., Ave., stop sign. 112th and M-21 was truly the rebirth,of Renaistained 142 members and guests of license,$6.30, and speeding. $9.30.
located, near Waupun. Rev. Dolfin
sance,
of
art.
1 calls will still be placed through Trinity Reformed Church. Those years and was graduated from
Trinity Reformed Church Ladies
will visit the church on Dec. 16, $7.30; John Bellamy, Petoskey
Stanley Dc Haan, 24, HudsonIt seems so strange that prethe operator, he explained.
Introducedat the meeting were Chicago Musical College. She has
after which he will make his deci- speeding 65 in allowed 55 and Christian artistsand a few hun- Aid society who gathered in Zion ville, speeding, $24.30; Cornelius
Prior to the inauguration of the Fred Burd, hospital director; La studied extensively under famous
careless driving. M-21 in Zeeland
dred years after, such as the Lutheran Church Monday night for Vander lest, 38, Grand Rapids,
new service a booklet will be mail- Vern Rudolph, mayor pro tern teachers and has appeared on the sion.
township, $19.30;FrederickHolm
speeding. $9.30; Jay Dekking*. 29.
Greek and Roman schools and pos- their annual ChrisUpas dinner.
ed to all telephone users listing members of the Hospital Board concert stage throughout t h e
Chicago, red light,US-31 and M-21
Miss Barbara Lampen of Hol- Grand Rapids, speeding, $24.30;
sibly including Egyptian and Asthe nationwide points available in John F. Donnelly, president,Mrs Midwest. Recently she was soloist Young Boy Injured
$9.30; Vernon Dams, of 109l/i West
land High school faculty, who Evelyn Smallegan, 27, of 262 Park
syrian as well, should have been
the dialing network and detailed WiUard * Wichers, John H. Van at the National Associationof
Central, Zeeland,speeding 55
so perfect in depth, color and spent last year as an exchange St., Zeeland, speeding, $14.30;
instructions for completing long Dyke, Clarence Becker and Wil- Teachers of Singing in Chicago, When Struck By Car
40-milezone, M-21 in Holland townstructure and then suddenly for teacher in Ede, the Netherlands, Leonard W. Smith, 42, St. Joseph,
David Roberts, 7, of 269 Felch ship, $14.30.
distace calls, Sail said.
liam Brouwer; and the members soloist for the Calvin College oranearly a thousand years this cul- gave a humorous and informative apeeding, $9.30; Marvin Leslie
of the campaign executive commit- torio Society'sElijah, and appear- Ave., Sunday night received leg
ture disappeared.Paintings and talk describing her experiences in Johnson, a. of 239 Wall St., Zeeand
head
lacerations
when
he
was
tee, Earnest Brooks, John F. Don- ed with the Grand Rapids Symsculpture during that period were that country. Especiallyinteresting land, stop sign, $7.30.
nelly, Clarence Jalving. Henry phony in a performanceof Caval- struck by a car in the pedestrian
flat and poorly done. It took men were pictures showing the afterGeorge R. Campbell. 38. Lacrossing
on
Eighth
St.,
between
Maentz, Russel Fredricks and leria Rusticana in November. She
like
Michelangelo,Leonardo da math of World War n including ment. improper left turn, $7.30;
also presented two concerts for the River and Central Aves.
John H. Van Dyke.
Vinci, Titian and the rest to give rebuilding programs, the famous Peter E. Getzen. 20. Portland,
The boy was taken to Holland
St. Cecilia Society.
a real life to art in all its forms. liberationstatue with its uplifted speeding, $9.30: Betty Ann Knight,
More menhaden have*been taken
Mr. Marsh, tenor, spent three Hospital where he was treated and
We just about walked out legs arms and its heart torn out, Ger- 17, o< 309 Woodward St., Zeeland,
from’ American waters than any years with the "Northerners," oc- released. Driver of the cflr was
off and stood on our poor aching man bunkers and tank traps and failure to identify self at accident.
identified
as
James
Lambers,
21,
of
GRAND
(Special)
other fish. The species is also call tet of Chicago radio popularity,
(Special)
feet so many wearisome hours the impressive white-crossed cem- $14.30; Louis N. Steenwyk, 30. HudFifteen young men will report to ed bughead,bugfish, oldwife. ale- and two years'with "Chicago Thea- 172^ West 21st St., who was head- 1710 citizens' committee of Robinseeing this lovely art that after eteries for American war heroes. sonville.speeding. $9.30; Roger
ing
west
on
Eighth
St.
Grand’ Haven Armory at 1 p.m. wife, greentail,chebog, mossbunk ter of the Air.” He was soloist
son township school district 52 one day we told our guide we could
Colorful shots of beautifully
Van Dyke. 29. route 4. Holland,
Holland police Issued Lambers a frL, met with the school hoard as
Monday, Dec. 10, for Induction in- er, whitefisfi. bonyfish and bunker. for the New York City Center
not take any more days like that. planted gardens,tulip farms and expired license plate, $4; Ed Lee
Opera
Co.
road
productions
of
I
ticket
for
failure
to
yield
the
right
to the armed forces.
Menhaden oil goes into soap, linothe New Era school Monday night
Yet the next day we were out picturesque costumes drew favorNine are from Holland, > a n d leum, cattle food and steel.
"barmen,” ;,Butterflyt, and "Bar-* of way to a pedestrian.
and discussed school problems, the doing more of it unfortunately we able comments from the audience, Koops, stop sign, $7.30.
others art scattered throughout
most important of which were
could take no pictures inside the who also enjoyed Miss Lampen’s
Ottawa county.
new school bunilding, financial museums.
spontaneoususe of typical Dutch
From Holland are Gerald J. De
status and transportation.
A lovely view of Florenceis to expressions.
Koater, 896 College Ave.; Dale J.
After
second election last be had from Piazza de MichelMrs. Earl Tellman served as acAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Brower, 140 East 15th St.; Donald
August, a millage was voted down angelo and our trip in private' car companist for group singing of Thursday were Sietse Baron. 83
E. Kane, 161 West 20th St;
by the taxpayersof the district. was on the one rainy day we had. Christmas carols and also played East 23rd St.; Wayne Mowery.
Dawayon D. Zimmer, 525 Riley
Some members of the school so no view. We later made it by a medley of Christmasmusic. De- route 2; Mrs. James Groters, 206
St; Stanley L. Raak, route 2;
board, through press and radio, an- streetcar and bus and it provid- votions were led by Mrs. Jacob East 16th St.; Nancy Nykamp,
Harvey L. Brower, route S; Roger
nounced that the school district ed us with many color shots, as Westerhoff who related the sought route 3; Mrs. Roselle Webber, 57,
D. Nykamp, route 3; Terrence K.
could not operate without addition- well as a poor lunch at a well after quality of poise to the true West 12th St.; Wanda Stoel, route
Vanden Berg, route 4. Pablo B.
funds.
recommendedrestaurant at high meaning and inner peace which 4; Richard Groenewoud, Jr., route
Guerrero, of 506 136th St., la a
At Monday’s meeting, it was prices. Some day I will write a Christmasbrings. She also told an 1, Grand Haven; Mrs. Robert
transfer from the state of Texas.
pointed out and proved to the book titled "When Not to Go or Inspiring story of the angel Gab- Walkers. 173 East 14th St.; Sue
Others in the Dec. 10 group are
riel’s search for Chrlstlikerather
school board, and the board Eat."
Benret, 581 Azalea.
James A. Dolphin, 519 Madison St,
agreed, that with last year's balThe
Cathedral,and Baptistry than commercial Christmas obDischargedThursday were Mrs.
Grand Haven; Robert W. Westerance and the allocated school tax have beautifulexteriorswith love- servances.
Donald Lievense and baby, 396
house, 400 Maple St, Ferryiburg;
Michael Oonk of the Trinity Junand state, aid money, the district ly bronze doors depicting scenes
FairhillDr.; Mrs. Gerald Schippa
Gordon Teunii, route 1/S p r 1 n g
will be able to operate success- from the old and new testament* ior Choir recited the Christmas and baby. 304 East Sixth St.; John
Lake; Wayne E. Brower, 203 Cotfully and can expect a sizeable but very plain inside. On the story and sang "O Holy Night." S. Perclval III. 2488 Lakeshore
tonwood Dr., Jenlson; Raymond A.
balance at the end of the school other hand the Franciscan Church The invocation was given by Mrs. Ave.; William M. Valkema, 184
Neuman, route 1, Allendale; Alvin
of Santa Croce (13th to 14th Cen- John Hains.
year.
J. Schultema, 77 North School St,
East 17th St.; Henry Bos. 117 West
Bright green foil cones decorattury) is beautifullydone and is
A
committee
was
appointed
from
Hudsonville.
17th St.; Mrs. Egbert Gerritsen,
ed
with
fanciful
"sugarplums”
sometimes
known
as
the
Westminthe citizens’group to work with
509 Washington Ave.; Gerry Drethe school board and look for ster Abbey of Italy. In it are bur- formed Christmas tree centerpiec- yer, route 4; Henry A Kool, route
Burglars Really
sites. About 50 persons attended ied Michelangelo,Machiavelli,Ros- es surrounded by greens, bells and 2, Fennville;Clarence Nies, 20 East
sini and Gallileo. Famous frescoes tree ornaments.Decorations were
the meeting.
23rd St.; Fred Rozeboom, 298 West
For Loot oi 50 Cents
by Giotti, a pulpit by Benedetto arrangedby Mrs. Henry De Weert.
12th St.; Mrs. Minard De Vries
Burglars tried their best Sunday
da Mariano and a wooden cruci- Mrs. Eldert Bos and Mrs. Cornie
and baby, 519 West 21st St.; Mrs.
night but ended up with only a
Rural School Boards
Koetsier.
Serving
on
the
program
fix by Donatelii. An interesting
Floyd Boerman and baby, route
total of 50 cents.
work of the Franciscanmonks of committee were Mrs. Westerhoff
To
Hear
Area
Report
2, Hamilton.
Holland detectivessaid the Wire
this church is a workshop where and Mrs. Lincoln Sennett.
Hospital births Include a son,
Products Co., 153 West 10th St,
Mrs.
Westerhoff,
retiring
presiThe Holland Area Rural School tough little street orphans have
Calvin Jack, born Thursday to Mr.
was entered through a rear door
dent,
paid
tribute
to
board
membeen
brought
in
and
are
taught
Board Association will hold a spethat sits atop a cement abutment
bers who served during the past and Mrs. Jasper Kroeze. route 3;
cial meeting Monday. Dec. 10. in the tooled leather Industry.After a
a daughter, Diane Opal, born
Apparently the thief climbed
Waukazoo School to review the re- couple of years they can leave If year. Potted polnsettiaswere preThursday to Mr. and Mrs. Frednearby telephone pole to reach the
sented
to
Mrs.
Westerhoff.
Mrs.
they
wish
and
many
get
good
jobs.
port of the Holland Area School
rick Lound, route L
door.
Hains
and
Mrs.
Miner
Stcgenga
Study. Friendship coffee time will Many are Communistic when they
The window In the door had been
start at 7:30 p.m. and the meet arrive but a shelter i and food in appreciation of their leadership.
smashed and was covered with a
changes their viewpoint. Articles Following the meeting members
was thrown 30 feet from his overturned truck
ing will conven at 8 p.m.
RESIDENT KILLED
William
piece of cardboardwhich was reare shown and nice young men toured the classroomsand sancEdwiard
Donivan
will
review
(above) which blocked the northbound lane of
Pluim, Jr., 41, of 252 East 14th St., (inset)
moved to gain entrance. Once incensus and projected school en- are there to sell them but no one tuary of Zion Church whose Ladies
old US-31. The vehicle ended up a few feet
side a door to an office was forced.
died Monday night of multiple skull fractures
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Socity was hostess for the affair.
rollments; Jack Plewes. commun is pushed into buying a thing.
Then the thief went to work gonorth of the bypass. Pluim was heading south
received after his truck rolled over on top of
The Piazza della Signorio,or the
ity study; Carroll Norlin, finance;
ing through desks and prying open
on the bypass approaching the intersection Harvey De Vree, transportation; City Hall Square, ))as famous ori- It never gets too cold to ipow 27 lest 9»h
him at the US-31 bypass dnd US-31 south of
two steel cabinets. An^inventory
when his truck began rolling over.
HOLLAND.
Arthur Read, survey of school ginals in statues if "The Rape of but it sometimes gets too 'cold
Holland. Allegan County deputies said Pluim
Monday indicated Jonly 50
•
the Sabines,” “Perteusand Medu- to snow in
(Sentinel photo)
buildings.
cents was missing.
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Maroons Score 21
In Fourth
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Engaged

Quarter

Dr.J.Nettinga

Christmas Decorations

Accepts New Post

Demonstrated for Clubs
A stage full of Christmas decorations provided the setting for a

Dr. James Z. Nettinga, district

To Stop Zeeland

School Children

Holland Christian’s cage squad
finally found Itself in the last
quarter, Tuesday night to defeat

Gives

a scrappy Zeeland High quintet,
on the Civic Center court

44-33

The

contest was played before
about 2,000 fans with Zeeland the
entertainingschool.

A
by

secretary for the southern CaliforJoint meeting of the Woman’s
nia district of the American Bible
LiteraryClub and the Holland
Society for the past seven years,
Garden Club Tuesday afternoon In
{Jig Woman’s
Wrvman'o Literary
T.lfnrorv nliiMwutan
has been appointedsecretary of
clubhouse.1*
the society In charge of educationMrs. ZeHa Wyatt Schulke of
The true spirit of Christmas was BrecksviUe, Ohio, who has appearal publicity.In his new post he
will be one of seven secretaries portrayed in story and song by ed in Holland on previousoccawho administerthe society’s af- children of Van Raalte school at sions before garden club groups,
a tea in the school gymnaOum told the large audienceto design
fairs.
He will be in charge of public Wednesday afternoon. Mothers of for their own personalities,their
relations,radio and televisionac- the children were guests.
own homes, their families and'
tivities, encouragementof the ufce
Mrs. Harold Thornhill,vice pre- children and even their hobbies.
of the Bible, publication of ttw sident of the PTA, presided.
“Strive for big bold effects," she
“Bible Society Record" and proProgram numbers were an- said. “Design your decorations
duction of audio-visualmaterials.
well, make them well and enjoy
He will assume his nefr duties im- nounced by Sharon Rowgo. Comthem. When they are made well,
mediately but will not trans bined morning and afternoon kindergarten
children, taught by Miss they’re just as good the second
fer his office from Pasadena,
Evelyn Heffron, sang “Away In a year as the first. Experiment with
Calif., to New York until May 1.
other colors too. You can use
Dr. Nettinga, an ordainedmin Manger." Two songs, “Who Folcolors at Christmas that you can
lowed
the
Star?"
and
"Little
Chilister of the Reformed Church in
New York from 1938 to 1942. He dren Can You Tell?” were sung only dream about other times of
by the first grade pupils of Mrs. the year. For the last four years
Ada Zickler and Mrs. Ruth Roos. there has been a strong trend to-

21-pointfourth quarter spree

the Maroons followed threj
periods of good defensive ball by
both outfits. Althoughbot# squads
were concentrating on the defensive play, neither could find the
range during the first half. Zeeland made its bid early in the
Mjss Jessie Sabina Fiesselmonn
third quarter to take a brief seven
point lead. This served to arouse
At a recent family dinner Mr.
the Dutch who then took over at and Mrs. Friedrich Fiesselmannof
the start of the final stanza to Detroit announced the engagement
win going away.
of their daughter, Jessie Sabina, to
The contest was a tense affair Ronald L. Dalman, son of Mr. and
and far closer than the final count Mrs. Lavem C. Dalman of Holland.
would indicate. Both Coaches
Miss Fiesselmann
ncsaeuimmi is*
is. a graduate
giauiuuc
Van Dort of the Chix amj Art Tula of Michigan State University and
of Christian used plenty of men a member of Kappa Alpha Theta.
as they tried to find a combina- She now attends graduate school
tion which coultl find the range at the University of Michigan. Mr.
and start an offensive drive to Dalman was graduated from Michbreak the game open.
igan State University •where he
August Geske, 81 route 2, Is in
Play was practicallyeven in all was affiliated with Alpha Tau
Allegan Health Center with a posdepartments for the first three Omega and is now a junior in Law

Program

Miss Martha Bird’s second grade ward pink, maybe because of
presented an Acrostic - Merry Mamie Eisenhower,but the big
Christmas, which was followed by color faahionwise thisvyearis red.”
the singing of "We Wish You a
Mrs. Schulke said GiristmasdeMerry Christmas.”
corations should be a family proThe combined second and third ject. Menfolk are being drawn
grades, taught by Miss Helen Kuite more and more into decorating
recited the Christmas story from projects with the growing populariLuke 2 and sang "The First Christ- ty of outdoor decorations involving
mas Night." "0 Come Little Chil- lighting.
dren" and "As Lately We Watch- Although the stage seemed oversible fractured pelvis suffered in
quarters. Notf until the final eight School at the University of Michied" were sung by third grade pu- flowing with decorations,both
a fall in his home Saturday eveminutes were the winners able to gan. He is a member of Phi Delta
pils of Miss Margery Addis. "The simple and ornate. Mrs. Schulke
ning. Geske who lived alone, fell
break die deadlock on the boards Phi.’/ •;/ "
Friendly Beasts" were sung by said it represented one station
down the basement stairs. Sunand gain control of the rebounds. The wedding is planned for Feb.
Miss Gertrude Zonnebelt’s fourth wagon full. She gave her lecture
day morning he Managed to call
grade.
and made her demonstrations from
the attention of a neighbor, John Ed Boeve and Ron Beyer were the
big
guns
for
the
Chix
on
the
Mrs. Deane Van Lare’s fourth behind long table loaded with
Kramminc.
boards, while Cal Kl&asen and Ned
grade sang a traditionalGerman all sorts of props.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Joldersma did most of the Dutch
carol, "A Christmas‘Tree.” Each
Starting with doorway decoraMrs. Lee Galbreath were their son,
rebounding.
child held a flashlight and portray- tions, she showed swags and
Roderick, a student at Ferris InPerhaps one of the big factors
ed a living Christmas tree.
wreaths, demonstrating . how. to
stitute,his wife Nancy and her
in the Maroon victory, was their
Two songs, “Silent Night" and make cone wreaths,nut wreaths
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vem Moore
ability to thwart any attempt by
"Jingle'Bells" were sung in Span- and even displayed wheat wreaths
of Allegan.
Zeeland to use the fast break. The
Dr. James Nettinga *
ish by the fifth grade pupils taught (secret of wheat, must be soaked
Miss Jane Chappell entertained
left this pastorate to become sec- by Mrs. Joy Sicard. They were in hot water). From there she
a group of 14 young people in high-scoring Chix, who obviously
like the running game, with both
retary of young people’s work for directed by Miss Ann Watson, went to mantel decoration*,
her home Saturday evening. Part
the denomination. In 19*6 he was teacher of elementarySpanish.
of the entertainment was a sca- Dave Van Peursem or Max De
»
creches, and festbons,making full
named secretaryof the denomi- Choral readings, “A Thought for use of the ever popular chicken
venger hunt, followed by refresh- Jonge on the receiving end, failed
to score a single basket on the
nation’s board of domestic mis- Christmas"and “Let's Carol"
ments.
wire and styrofoam.
break. De Jonge, the clever Chix
sions with special supervision of were presented by Miss Mae WhitArthur Sanford, who has been
new church fields and the area of mer’s sixth graders. The closing Then came displays of mistletoe
away from his work k since last forward, didn’t garner a two rings, mobiles, Christmas baskets,
pointer all night, collecting four
inter-racialactivity.
number, “Go Tell It On the MounSeptember because of illness, was
He was born in the parsonage tains," was sung by the sixth Christmas hats, Christmas tables,
able to return to work Monday. free throws.
Both outfits spent most of the
of the Englewood Reformed grade pupils taught by Mrs. Ruth spirals for candles, and “some
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Van Densilly little things with lights just
first
quarter
sparring
with
each
Church in Chicago in 1912 and was Postma.
berg of Holland and Mr. and Mrs.
for the girls."
FIRST POLICE FORCE — The four men in the top photograph
other,
trading
rebounds
and
misseducated
in
the
public
schools
in
Bert Van Dis and daughter,LilMrs. Henry Rozendal conducted
When it came to Christmas trees,
ed
shots.
Zeeland
got
a
lone
basket
made up the entire department of Holland's first police force
Holland. He earned the degree of devotions.
liam, of East Saugatuckwere dinMrs. Schulke told the women to
Bachelor or Arts at Hope College;
ner guests Wednesday evening of in the period while the Dutch got
in 1907. Prior to that time a city marshal had been appointed.
Tea followed the program.
three to make it 7-7 at the first
Bachelor of Theology at Western Pouring from an attractivelyar- make their trees a thing of beauty
Mrs. Gai^le Hutchinson.
Onlv Cornelius Steketee (right) is alive today and celebrated his
horn.
Theological Seminary; Master of ranged table were Mrs. Earl Wa- as well as a thing to be cherished
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Johnson
80th birthday Wednesday. Other members of the department
because of the tradition behind it.
Theology at Princeton Theologi- ters and Mrs. Alpheus Barber.
and daughter, Mrs. Kirby Good- TTie second quarter was no imwere Fred Keift, Samuel Meeusen and Chief Fred Kamferbeek.
She also displayed cute Christmas
provement
on
the
first,
with
both
cal Seminary, Princeton, N. J.,
ing of June chapter, OES at AL
Mrs. Lester De Bidder was chairMiss Judith Ellen Meurer
The department came into being when city council established
and Doctor of Theology-, Union man of the refreshments commit- tree skirts for tree bases, and then
Henry Johnson, attended a meet- quints obviously tight and off
the force under the direction of a board of police and fire
ing of June chapter, ES at A1 form. The big action in an other- The engagement of Miss Judith Theological Seminary. New York. tee assisted by Mrs. Henry Hulse- departed from the conventional
evergreens to such advanced
legan Monday evening. The form- wise dull period came with four Ellen Meurer to Alvin H. De Bid- His doctorate thesis. "The Church bos and Mrs. Fred Kobes. Decoratcommissioners on May 21, 1907 with Mayor Jacob G. Van Putten
"trees’’ as obelisk trees, candeseconds
left, when Roger Mulder der has been announced by her in a Changing Century” was a
er’s
son
Lynn
Johnson
was
initiating committee chairman was Mrs.
presiding. Steketee is shown in the lower picture holding one of
ed and his father took part in the swished a two-pointer from well parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jake study of the social and economic Donald Kuite with Mrs. David labra trees, candy trees for chilthe old pot-type helmets he wore while on the force from 1907
ceremony.Mrs. Gooding was solo- beyond the center of the court to Meurer, 1599 112th Ave.
influences of the church life of White and Mrs. Robert Beukema dren and abstract trees with
to 1928. He also served as Ottawa County sheriff from 1929 to
Japanese balls reflected with
Mr. De Bidder, son of Mr. and New York City.
give Christian a 14-14 tie at half
ist.
assisting.
1932.
Mrs. Henry De Bidder, route 2, is
Mr. and Mrs. William Broe and time.
He married the former Marga- Miss Gertrude Douwstra, direc- black light.
The Chix, paced by Dave Van home on leave from Long Beach, ret Diane Drew of Ridgewood,N. tor of vocal music in the later Mrs. Alvin D. Bos, literaryclub
family of Lake Odessa, formerly
of Fennville, spent the weekend Peursem, started to move early in Calif., where he is stationed with Y. in 1912. They have two sons, elementary grades, and Miss president, presided. Program ar%
rangementswere in charge of Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Rasmus- the third quarter and quickly the U.S. Navy. He will return foe Drew, 9, and Jon, 5.
Nelvie Jonker, director in the
Garence Becker and Mrs. J. J.
sen. Miss Mary Lou Rasmussen, jumped out toa 23-16 margin. At duty on Dec. 12.
early elementary grades, assistBrower. Mrs. William G. Winter,
who had been their guest a week, this point in the contest, the Dutch
ed the teachers in planning and
Mrs. Hoeksema Reviews
Jr., assisted Mrs. Schulke on the
returned home with them.
rose to the heights. Rather than Montello Camp Fire Girls
presenting the program.
stage. Mrs. Bos paid a memorial
Gyde Dykhuis, who was called losing poise in the face of mountBook at Missionary Meet
tribute to the late Mrs. A. C. Kephere last week by the critical ill- ing pressure, the Dutch gained it Blue Birds Stage Fly-Up
pel, longtime member of the club.
ness of his father, Gerrit Dykhuis, and began their drive. Slowly, the
Mrs. Walter Hoeksema reviewed Shower Compliments
returnedSunday to his home at Maroons whittled the count until MontelloPark Camp Fire Girls the book "Ocean of Fire" by
A tea followed in the tea room
Holland policemen in 1907 enforc- the streets. When cars arrived
in charge of division 6 of which
Emmettsburg, Iowa. The condition they trailed only 25-23 at the end and Blue Birds held their annual Robert Christopher for members Carole Vander Meulen
ed the law a* do their counterparts they took to the sidewalksfor of his father at Allegan Health CenFly-Up Friday nigh* in the school and guests of the Maplewood Misof the period.
A bridal shower honoring Miss Mrs. Howard Phillips and Mrs.
today. But their methods varied a safety.
ter remains the same.
Christian,with the aid of a new gym. Parents and friendsof mem- sionary Society Tuesday evening Carole Vander Meulen was given William Bouman are chairmen.
Mrs. Will Billings returned offensive pattern, finallytook the bers attendedin addition to the at their annual Giristmas meetPouring were Mrs. Henry Carley,
great deal.
Steketee said crimes today are
at the home of Mrs. W. Staal,
home
last Thursday from Gra
jrand
Mrs. E. P. Schneider. Mrs. Rayleaders,
Miss
Patricia Daining. ing.
lead
at
29-27
with
six
minutes
left
pretty
much
as
they
were
in
the
Today the officer has at his
Zeeland, Friday evening. Miss
1900’s except now the motor Rapids where she spent a week In the contest The Dutch got Mrs. A. Dryer, Mrs. B. Westerhof Devotions were led by Mrs. Roy Vander Meulen will become the morxl Kuiper and Mrs. Herbert
command a high powered car,
visiting her sons and families.
stronger as the game wore on and and assistant leaders, Mrs. R. Nichol who read the Giristmas bride of Philip Staal in the near Childress.Mrs. J. D. Jencks and
vehicle is generally involved.
rapid radio communications,and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson began to find the shooting-range. Riksen and Mrs. E. Kruid.
Mrs. Becker greeted the guests.
story. “O Holy Night" and Shep“There also wasn’t the problem
plan to go to East Lansing next They kept increasing their lead Paula Nash, representing the herd of Love" were sung by Jan future. Several games were play- Downstairsdecorations featuring
reinforcements of heavily armed
ed and duplicateprizes were
of gapgs moving into communities Tuesday to be overnight guests of
period candlesticks-and arrangemen if needed.
until it was 37-31 with two minutes second year Blue Birds, wel- and Ellen Taylor, accompaniedby awarded.
then as you have today,” he said. Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Palmer. left. The Dutch collectedone basThen policemen were equipped
comed the new Blue Bird group Mrs. Justin Hulst. Judy Thomas Those attending were the Mes- ments in green and gold were deThe officer on the beat knew While there they will attend cere- ket and five foul shots in the clos- into the Camp Fire organization. favored with a piano solo entitled dames Henry Derks, B. Vander signed by Mrs. Thad Taft.
with the ever present “biliy club,”
monies at Michigan State Univer- ing minute* to ice the win. Guard
Hostesses for the regular meeting
a pistol and sometimes a bicycle. everyone, he said, and it wasn’t
The older Blue Bird group pinned "O Holy Night.”
Meulen, Roger Vander Meulen,
rwere Mrs. Edith Walvoord and
long until the stranger was spot- sity where their son, Donald John- Wayne Tanis left the tilt on five blue ribbons on the beginning Blue
Mrs.
M.
Oetman.
first
vice
Wednesday Cornelius Steketee of
Aibertus Mulder, Julius Deur. Don
son will receive his master’s de435 Central Ave., celebrated his ted in town and his movements gree. He is county agent at Wash- personals with three minutes left. Birds and entertained with sing- president and Mrs. Henry Schaap, Derks, Tom Reimink, Gary Boer- Mrtf. James Wayer.
watched.
From the foul lane, Christian ing.
second vice presidem, poured sma, George Derks, John Derks, The club adjourned for the
80th birthday. Behind him is 20
tenaw county.
connected on 16 out of 27 tries
The only way it w-as possible to
Mrs. A. Steketee,Camp Fire ex- from a decorated table which was Paul Van Wyk, Miss Nelia Staal, Christmas holidays until Jan. 8
years as a member of the Holland
Mrs. Leonard Carter was a sur
when Mrs. Lynn Clark of Rockpolice force from 1907 to 1928 and contact an officer was to call the gical patient at Douglas Commun- while Zeeland was getting nine out ecutive, presented certificatesof arranged in the Christmas motif. Miss Elizabeth Staal. Miss Marcia
of 23. Dave Klaver was high for graduation to the fifth grade Mrs. Earle Tollman closed with Derks, Miss Barbara Derks, and ford will speak on “The Best
telephone
operator
and
she
flashed
two terms as Ottawa County
ity Hospital last week.
Things in the .Worst Times.”
the Dutch with 12 followed by Camp Fire girls after which the prayer.
a warning light. The light alerted
sheriff.
the guest of honor. A two course
Roger Mulder with 11. Van Peur sixth grade girls demonstratedto
Hostesses were the Mesdames luncheon was served by Mrs. Julia
‘Tn 1907 police officers put in a the officer who went to call boxes
Miss Martha Ann De G r o o t,
sem led the Chix with nine.
each of the girls’ mothers how to Kenneth Nienhuis. Ray Teusink, Deur, Mrs. Gary Boersma and
12hour day seven days a week. scattered around Holland and took Dessert Meeting Held
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. D*
Christian
now
has
a
2-1
record,
John
Van
Oss,
Bernard
Coster.
the
report.
put
the
tie
and
slide
on
her
daughOn payday they received$22.50
Mrs. W. Staal.
By Missionary Guild
Grpot, 378 Washington Blvd., bewhile Zeeland is 1-1 for the season ter. Each mother then presented Henry Lubbers, Paul Smith and
Wednesday Steketee gathered his
for the week's work.
came an active member in the
Out of this he bought his uni- five sons, three daughters and
The Missionary group of the Christian travels to Portage for the red tie and slide to her Wayne Jacobusse.
Alpha Pi Chapter of Kappa Phi
Marriage Licenses
forms, had them cleaned when their families around him for an Women’s Guild of Third Reformed its fourth straight road game on daughter, indicating her advanceFriday.
ment from Blue Birds to Camp The daughter born Wednesday Thomas Leslie McCarthy.23, and Sororityon Dec. 2' Miss De Groot
needed and also paid the repair old fashioned birthday party.
Church gathered for dessert WedBox
scores:
morning at Douglas Hospital to Donna Faye Bouwman, 22, both of is a freshman at Western MichiSon,
Leonard,
a
member
of
the
Fire
Girls.
bills, which apparently were frenesday afternoonin the church
Holland Chr. (44)
police departmentsince 1939 will parlors. Mrs. Neil Van Dyke was
The O-Ki-Zu group gave a cere- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whipple, 203 Holland; Herbert White; Jr.. 22, gan College, Kalamazoo ,. and is
quent.
FG FT PF TP monial, lightingcandles to repre- Grand St., Sugatuck, has been Missoula, Mont., and Ruth Glad- majoring in Elementary EducaOne of the hazards encountered act as host at his home on 190 in charge of the social hour and
tion.
Klaver, f ...........
4
4 12 sent experiences,home, friend- named Dianne Marie.
den, 18, Holland.
were the unpaved streetsof Hol- West 17th St.
refreshments. The table and room
3
3
5 ship, onward trail, parents, reOther members of the family decorations were made by Mrs. Klaasen, f ..........
land. It was difficult to keep uni4
1
8 quirements, respect for Camp
forms neat and clean when riding present included Neal. Louis, Will Vander Schel and Mrs. Henry Joldersma,c .......
Mulder, g .......... 4.3 2 11 Fire, token of our parents intera bicycle through the streets or Simon, Fred of Grand Rapids, Pelgrim.
Mrs. John Woldring,Mrs. Jack Mrs. Nelle Ver Meulen who had Tuls, g .............. 2 1 4 est and service.Honor beads werr
even when walking a beat.
0
3
2
An added hazard was total dark- Marcus and Mrs. Fred Japinga of arranged the program for the Bos, g ..............
given to Tera O’Meara, Mary
0
Kool, c ............. 1^0
2 Jane Weaver, Janet- Walker, Darness when midnight arrived and Lansing.
afternoon presided at the meeting.
2
Meurer, ...........
0
0 lene Eshenaur, Marlene Sprick,
the city turned out the carbon
For a devotionaltheme Mrs. Jerry
lights on downtown Eighth St.
Diane Taber, Virginia White, MarVeltman chose the topic “God’s
Christmas Luncheon
Totals 14 16 16 44 lene Snyder, Diane Goodyke and
The officer then usually took to
Promises are Conditional” basing
Zeeland (SS)
the sidewalk to ride patrol. Some- Held by Newcomers
JoAnn Griep. Mrs. W. Gare
her* thoughts on the Christmas
FG FT PF TP Walker spoke brieflyon behalf of
times the patrol ended abruptly in
story as found in the Gospel of St
4
3
4 Camp Fire Girls’ hard work and
The Newcomers Club held its Luke. Mrs. Veltman closed with De Jonge, f ........
a muddy splash.
2
3
4
The culprit being guide wires to Christmas luncheon Wednesday the thought that only if God is Beyer, f ...»..............
co-operation.
6
2
1
nearby pole* running across the afternoon in the Tulip Room of the given glory in the highest can Boeve, c ...........
Punch, cookies and coffee was
5
4 served by the O-Ki-Zu group at a
0
sidewalk and tripping up the bike- Warm Friend Tavern. Eighty peace come to Individuals or na- Tanis, g ............
Van Peursem, g ...4 1 1 9 table decorated in a patriotic
riding officer in the darkness.
members and guests attended.
tions.
0
1
2 theme.
On one occasion Steketee found The luncheon table* featured After group singing of Christmas Rigterink, c ........
a “gentleman” who needed to miniature tier tables of Christmas carols Mrs. Veltman brought Van Haitsma, g ...1 0 1 2
0
2
1
spend an evening behind bars to decorations and candles in pink thoughts on Christmas symbols, Komejan, f .........
Methodist WSCS Has
sober up. No telephone handy to and silver designed by the commit- stars, the manger and bells! DeTotals 12 9 16' 33
call a paddy wagon and besides tee, the Mesdamej O. M. Raith, veloping thoughts on the latter she
Regular Meeting
there wasn’t any wagon so Steketee Wally McKay, James Gancy, Jud- read Longfellow’s“The Bells,”and
did the next best thing.
son Bradford, Frank Alfonso, in conclusionasked “Have we done Sears Employes Stage
The ’regular monthly meeting of
Nearby
the sidewalk Robert Zigyler, Robert Wiles and all we can to keep the bells of
the Woman’s Society of Christian
sweeper’scart so into the cart Philip Wanroy.
Service of First Methodist church
peace ringing?” Mrs. Veltman Annual Christmas Party
went the drunk and down the Mrs. Robert Long, president, then read Margaret Applegarth’s
was held in the anaus Room of
The annual Christmas party for the church Thursday evening.
street went Officer Steketee introduced the following prospec- “The Black Madonna.” Mrs. Roger
Sears employes and their guests The president, Mrs. Neal Houtwheeling the drunk to jail.
tive members, the Mesdames Don- Rietberg sang Max Reger's “InIn one instance a robbery had ald Counihan, Willis Van Zoeren, fant Jesus.” Sbe was accompanied was held at Van Raalte ' Restau- man, presided and devotions were
been reported in the west end of Willard Haight, Donald Cochran by Mrs. Howard Kooiker. Conclud- rant Tuesday evening. The menu, conducted by Mrs. Rock Rowe.
featuringturkey and the trim- The Rev. John Hagans spoke on
Holland. The first officer grabbed and Charles Fauquher.
ing the program Miss Hannah
a bicycle and the other officers ran
Following the luncheon there Hoekje read Longfellow’s "Three mings, was enjoyed by 125 per- The Church and Mental Health."
sons.
to the crime scene behind the bike. was a gift exchange and prize* Kings” and “The Beast and the
The group voted to support the
Chairman of the party was Mrs.
The horse drawn dray that made awarded to Mrs. Dean Thompson Babe” by Robert Davis.
Red Cross in the relief drive for
Clara Van Bragt Rube Often was
deliveriesbetween the post office and Mrs. Judson Bradford.
Mrs. J. Zomeren, retiring presi- master of ceremonies for the pro- Hungary.
and railroad depot also was freMiss Edna Hollander and Char- dent, then introducedthe newly gram. Vocal numbers were pre- The society has “adopted” 22
quently pressed Into service to les Lindahl from Hope College pro- elected officers who are president,
Bluebirds
the Community
sented by Jerry Ver Meulen, accarry drunks to jail.
tided a musical program.
Mrs. J. Veltman; first vice presi- companiedby Mrs. Jean Den House in Grand Rapids and each
In the early 1900’* runaway Mrs. Claude Lamoreaux of the dent, Miss Dena Muller; second Bleyker.Stories were given by church circle will have the opporhorses presenteda problem but Holland Garden dub talked on vice president. Miss Ver Meulen; Neal Kuiken and Frank Meyer, tunity to provide refreshments and
they soon were replaced by auto- Giristmas arrangements. She dis- secretary, Mrs. T. Van Dahm;
and the Modemalres Trumpet work material for the children
mobiles.
played a large table of decorations assistant treasurer,Mrs. R. Kuip- Trio, consistingof Bruce Kuiken, each month. This month everCAPTAINS ALL — Tom Maentz, (second from
were the Holland High co-captains this s©
“The first car owner in Holland she had made and then demon- er, corresponding secretary, Mrs. Jim Vande Vusse and Harold greens and ribbons will be disreceived a speeding ticket two strated to the group how to make G. Flikkema; board members, Wise, accompaniedby Paul Lucas, tributed so that each child will
left), captain of the Michigan football team
while Dave Kuyers (second from right) was
days after he bought it," Steketee interestingand unusual Christmas Mrs. H. De Pree and Mrs. Van presented several selections.
be able to make a home decora
this fall chats with. Holland High and Hope
Hope's captain. Maentz, along with Michigan
said. He declined to identify the decorations, gift wrappings,can- Zomeren.
Games were played and prizes tion. Gifts will also be provided
line coach Jack Blott, were featured at the
College captains at the annual Exchange Club
Refreshmentswere Served in
dles and flower arrangements.
were awarded. Goslng remarks
dinner Tuesday night in Hope Church parlors.
dinner honoring the Holland and Hope football
•aid bike riders also
The next luncheon meeting will
The average draught horse will were made by Kenneth M. Byrnes Parlor by Division B of
t
Ylfos
Kuyers,
(left)
and
Ted
Van
Zanden
(right)
?n tickets
they be Jan. 9 at the Warm Friend draw 1,600 poudh 23 miles a day Wheeler, manager, and Don L the Clara Swain Circle. Mrs
(Sentinel photo)
from
Harold
Ramsey
was
chairman.
Cud
worth,
assistant
manager.
on a level road.
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